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There are three main ingredients to the SPSD/M which are 
manipulated in various ways to create various tax/transfer scenar-
ios: the database, the algorithms and parameters. This manual 
provides detailed information on the components of each of these 
three ingredients. 
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1 Introduction 

S The Algorithm guide provides SPSD/M users with a description of the specific personal 
tax an d cash transfer programs which are simulated and the specific way in which this is done. 
An attempt is also made to guide and caution the user, where necessary, as to the interpretation 
of the results. Also included in this guide are descriptions of processing and utility algorithms 
which have a significant effect on the results. The guide is intended for both black-box and 
glass-box users. 

The guide is organized into five main sections. The sub-sections within each section cor-
respond to the C-language programming modules and are referred to in this manual as functions. 
These functions tend to have a one-to-one correspondence with actual social and tax programs. 
In some cases however, two functions are required for one social program (eg. the child care 
expense deduction is calculated in one function and allocated to a particular family member in 
another), or many programs may be simulated in one function (eg. federal and provincial family 
allowances are both calculated by one routine. 

Section 2, Pre-Simulation functions, describes the three routines which are executed prior 
to the execution of the specific tax/transfer algorithm functions. Database adjustment routines 
modify variables prior to the simulation of taxes and transfers. The second type of function in 
this group calculates derived parameters or validates input parameters. The Tax/Transfer Calcu-
lator section presents the calling order of the other tax/transfer functions. For example, Family 
allowances are calculated prior to the calculation of taxable income and GIS benefits are 
calculated after the calculation of net income. 

Sections 3 and 4 explain the key simulation routines for Government cash transfers and 
Personal, Income, Sales and payroll taxes. The descriptions of these functions typically begin 
with a non-technical discussion of the tax and transfer programs which are being simulated and 
the specific way in which they are simulated in the SPSM. This description develops into a more 

S 	detailed exposition which will be of use to persons wishing to understand or modify the 
C-language source code. For some programs the discussion addresses the interpretation of 
results. The source code itself is the final authority on how the taxes and transfers are actually 
calculated. The listing of the C-language source code may be found in the SPSD/M Program-
mers Guide. 

Section 5 on Aggregation routines describes how the available summary variables are 
aggregated. Finally, section 6 describes the ancillary functions used by the main model routines 
in calculating taxes and transfers. This section will be of interest primarily to glass box users or 
users with some knowledge of computer programming. 

The term function as used in this guide refers to a single self contained C-language mod-
ule. Functions names are printed in lower case, bold, courier font (eg. txinet, txca].c). Sub-
functions are defined within the function that calls them and are shown in lower case, courier 
font (eg. uiclm, gissub). Varaibles are shown as ususal in lowercase italics courier font 
(immi cons) and local variables are additionally underlined. These local variables may not be 
used for reporting purposes unless modifications are made in glass-box mode. 

The algorithms have been implemented for the 1984, 1986, and the most important aspects 
of the June 1987, White paper on tax reform. The algorithms and their descriptions do not yet 
reflect the full changes for the 1988 tax system. 

is 
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2 Pre-Simulation Functions 	 . 

The functions in this group are executed prior to the simulation of taxes and transfers. The 
database is first adjusted to the users specifications, by adj. This adjusted database will form 
the basis of all base/variant combinations executed in a single program run. Parameter edit 
checks and the calculation of derived parameters are performed next in mpc. This is done based 
on . apr parameters and rules embodied in the function. Finally, calls to the tax/transfer algo-
rithms are made for each requested base and/or variant simulation as controlled by the dry func-
tion. 

fl1 
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0 	2.1 Adjust Database 

adj - Adjust Database Variables 

Abstract 
The adj function performs certain adjustments to the database variables prior to the execu-

tion of the tax/transfer algorithms. These adjustments can be used to increase the potential appli-
cations of the database. The function may currently be used to adjust the amount of RRSP 
contributions claimed. A brief description of the database adjustment in general is also included. 

SPSM Implementation 
The SPSD is based on surveys and administrative data collected for the 1984 calendar 

year. Adjustment of this data may be required for several reasons. The user may wish to use the 
incomes to represent the incomes in a more recent year such as 1988. As such the user would 
supply estimates of growth rates for income by source and expenditures from 1984 to 1988. The 
user may also wish to make adjustments for simulation purposes in the 1984 year. For example 
known under-reporting of alcohol expenditures may be treated by scaling each household's alco-
hol expenses or a deduction item could be scaled down to zero to represent a restriction of a cer-
tain tax measure. Finally, the user may wish to adjust the weights of individuals and households 
to reflect alternate demographic assumptions. 

• 	 The scaling of money items is performed in two functions inaccessible to the glass-box 
user. Prior to the calculation of any taxes or transfers each dollar denominated database variable 
is multiplied by a single corresponding database adjustment parameter. There are two key 
exceptions to this. Employment income, comprising about 70% of total income is given more 
rigorous treatment due to its relative importance in the overall tax/transfer system. Employment 
income may be adjusted by industry specific growth rates. CPP/QPP income may be adjusted by 
differential rates according to age groups which allows for the phasing in of that program. Users 
should refer to the SPSD/M Parameter Guide in this manual for further details on specific adjust-
ment parameters. 

The adj function is a means for glass-box users to affect the adjustment of the database in 
ways not currently possible. The user may add their own adjustment routines to augment or even 
offset current means of adjustment. For example if the user wished to grow employment income 
by age and sex they would set the existing employment parameter to one and enter a new algo- - 
rithm in this function. One such specific database adjustment provision is currently available in 
black-box mode and is used in the analysis of RRSP contributions. 

This adjustment (which will change the value of the idrrsp variable) is designed to allow 
the user to simulate the increase in RRSP contribution limits in a rough fashion. It allows the 
user to increase the RRSP contributions of individuals who are near to the current contribution 
limits. The facility is activated by setting the RRSP IF LAG parameter to 1. Two cases are distin-
guished, those who are not covered by a employer-contributed pension plan, and those who axe. 

If the individual had RRSP contributions but had no RPP contributions, then, for those 
individuals whose RRSP contributions fell between RRSPSMIN and russt&x inclusive, their 
RRSP contributions will be increased by RRSPSINC. 

S 
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If the individual had RPP contributions, then, for those individuals whose total pension 
contributions (RRSP plus RPP) fell between RRSPEMIN and RRSPEMAX, their RRSP contrib-
utions will be increased by RRSPEINC. 

Relation to Other SPSM Routines 
The adj function is called before dry and as such is only executed once for every program 

run. The function is called after the other database adjustment routines. 

Input Parameters: 
RRSPE INC Increment to rrsp if conditions & rpp>O 
RRSPEMAX Maximum (rpp+rrsp) for increment if rpp>O 
RRSPEMIN Minimum (rpp+rrsp) for increment if rpp>O 
RRSP IFLAG RRSP increment activation flag 
RRSPS INC Increment to rrsp if conditions & rpp=O 
RRS?SMAX Maximum (rrsp) for increment if rpp=O 
RRSPSMIN Minimum (rrsp) for increment if rpp=0 

Input Variables: 
hhnin 	 Number of individuals in household 
idrpp 	 Registered pension plan contributions 
Output Variables: 
idrrsp 	 RRSP calculated amount 

4 
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2.2 Calculate Derived Parameters 

nc - Calculate derived parameters and perform edit checks 

Abstract 
The mpc function calculates derived model parameters and performs edit checks on input 

tax/transfer algorithm parameters. The function currently calculates derived parameters for use 
in the commodity tax (ctmod) function, the Guaranteed Income Supplement (gis) function, and 
the head/spouse transfer (txhstr) function. Performing the calculations in xnpc increases the 
efficiency of the program by avoiding multiple calculations for every household. Edit checks are 
performed for aspects of the commodity tax model and the old age income system. Please refer 
to the appropriate section in the algorithm guide for details of the specific social and tax pro-
grams. 

SPSM Implementation 
Calculation of Derived Parameters 

Two derived parameters for use in the ctmod are calculated: a total federal government 
effective commodity tax rate; a total provincial government effective rate. The federal rate is cal-
culated by adding together the six detailed federal rates produced by the Input/Output model. 
The aggregate provincial rate is calculated in the identical fashion (summing up the 6 provincial 

S 	rates). 
These parameters are used to ensure equivalent results between the detailed and non-

detailed commodity tax model options. When the detailed option is turned off (i.e. the CTDET 
flag is set to zero), commodity tax revenues are produced by multiplying the two aggregate rates 
by the total expenditure of each household. This requires a fraction of the operations for each 
household when compared to the detailed method. 

Two derived parameters are calculated for use in the txhstr function for tax reform sce-
narios. Income limits for the spouse's tax credit (replacing the married exemption) and the 
young child tax credit (replacing the deduction for wholly dependant children) are made based 
on six input parameters. Please consult the lists of input and output parameters below. 

Three derived parameters are calculated for use in the gis function. The income breake-
yen points for GIS/SPA couples and married 1 pensioner couples are calculated here as GISBE1 
and GISBE2 respectively. The breakeven points represent the level of family income at which 
combined GIS/SPA benefits are reduced to zero based on combined family income. They in turn 
are used to calculate an income crossover point (spAxo) for the two types of pensioner couples 
(see following Chart). 

. 
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GIS and SPA For Married Couples, 1 is not an OAS Pensioner 
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Figure 1. GIS/SPA Benefits for One OAS Pensioner Couples 
GISBE1 represents the level of family income at which the GIS benefits of a pensioner 

married to a non pensioner have been reduced to exactly zero. On the figure above this is the 
point on the X axis labelled "1 Pensioner Breakeven". The value is calculated as a fixed relation-
ship to other input parameters as follows. 
GISBE1 = BGISS/GISRRM + BOAS + GISRLS 

GISBE2 represents the level of family income at which the combined GIS and SPA bene-
fits of a pensioner married to a SPA recipient have been reduced to exactly zero. On the figure 
above this is the point on the X axis labelled "Married Couple Breakeven". 
GISBE2 = (BGISM*2) / (GISRRM*2)+BOAS/SPAOASRR+GISRLM 

sxo represents the level of family income at which the dollar benefits for GIS to a 
single pensioner married to a non-pensioner spouse exactly equal the combined GIS/SPA dollar 
benefits payable to a GIS/SPA married couple. On the figure above this is the point on the X axis 
labelled "Crossover". The value is calculated as a fixed relationship to other input parameters as 
follows. 
SPAXO = 2*GISBE2_GISBE1 

Please refer to the Guaranteed Income Supplement Section of this guide for further details 
on the use of these derived parameters. 
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S _ Edit Checks 
Three parameter edit checks are currently implemented in the mpc function. 
• If the CTF LAG parameter is set to 1 (thereby specifying that commodity taxes will be calcu-

lated) and the FXVFLAG parameter is set to 0 (indicating no FAMEX expenditure data is to be 
read) then an error message will result and CTFLAG will be reset to 0 and no commodity taxes 
will be calculated. 

• If the OAS algorithm is switched off (OASFLAGO) and the GIS algorithm is switched on 
(GISFLAG-1) GIS benefits will be incorrectly calculated as they depend on variables calcu-
lated in the oaa function. If this condition is met an error message will result and GISF LAG 
will be set to 0 and consequently no GIS benefits will be calculated. 

• If the GIS algorithm is switched off (GIsFLAG=O) and the provincial GIS supplement algo-
rithm is switched on (GIs'rFLAG=.l) provincial GIS supplement benefits will be incorrectly 
calculated as they depend on variables calculated in the gis function. If this condition is met 
an error message will result and GISTFLAG will be set to 0 and consequently no provincial 
GIS supplement benefits will be calculated. 

Relation to Other SPSM Routines 
The mpc function is called before dry and as such is only executed once for every program 

run. The function currently calculates parameters and performs edits which can effect four func-
tions directly; the ctmod function, the gis function, the gist function, and the head/spouse 
transfer txhstr function. 

S 
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Input Parameters: 
FXVFLAG Read FAMEX expenditure vector 
BGISM Basic GIS - married 
BGISS Basic GIS - single 
BOAS Basic OAS 
CTDFLAG Commodity tax detailed calculation flag 
CTFCID Federal custom import duties [corn] 
CTFEXD Federal excise duties [corn] 
CTFEXT Federal excise taxes [corn] 
CTFMFG Federal manufacturer's sales [corn] 
CTFOEN Federal other energy taxes [corn] 
CTFRST Federal retail sales tax [corn] 
CTPAMU Provincial amusement tax [prov] 
CTPGAS Provincial gasoline tax [prov] 
CTPLGL Provincial liquor gallonage tax [prov] 
CTPPLQ Provincial profits on liquor commissions [prov] 
CTPRST Provincial retail sales tax [corn x prov] 
CTPTOB Provincial tobacco tax [prov] 
GISRLM Basic GIS reduction level: married pensioners 
GISRLS Basic GIS reduction level: single pensioners 
GISRRM Basic GIS reduction rate: married pensioners 
OAS FLAG Old age security flag 
SPAOASRR OAS portion of SPA taxback rate 
STC Spouse or equivalent lax credit 
STCR Spouse tax credit rate 
STCT Spouse tax credit turndown level 
YCTC Young child tax credit 
YCTCR Young child tax credit rate 
YCTCT Young child tax credit turndown level 
Output Parameters: 
CTFLAG Commodity tax activation flag 
CTFTOT Federal total retail tax equivalent 
CTPTOT Provincial total retail tax equivalent 
GISBE1 Breakeven for GIS one pensioner couple 
GISBE2 Breakeven for GIS/SPA couple 
GIS FLAG Federal GIS/SPA/ESPA flag 
GISTFLAG Provincial GIS top-up flag 
sxo Benefit Cross-over GIS/SPA vs GIS one pensioner couple 
STCEL Spouse tax credit income limit 
YCTEL Young child tax credit income limit 

Algorithm Guide 
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0 	2.3 Tax/Transfer Calculator 

dry- Tax/Transfer Calculator 

The calculation of taxes and cash transfers for any base or variant run is controlled by 
a function whose only task is to call all other individual tax/transfer algorithm functions. The 
sequence of calls is critical to the simulation due to the informational requirements of the 
tax/transfer functions. For example net income must be known before GIS can be calculated. 
The following list gives the functions called by dry in the order in which they are called. 
Function 
ui 
fa 
oas 
dem 
txinet 
txitax 
txhatr 
txca].c 
txprov 
gis 
gist 
sa 

S 	txctc 
txfatc 
gai 
un1 
ctnd 
memo2 

Description 
Compute UI benefits 
Compute family allowance 
Compute OAS for elderly 
Stub routine for new pre-tax system programs 
Compute net income (including payroll taxes) 
Compute taxable income 
Apply tax transfers between head and spouse 
Calculate federal income tax 
Compute provincial taxes and credits 
Compute GIS/SPA for elderly 
Compute Provincial GIS top-ups for elderly(GAINS-A, SIP, etc) 
Compute social assistance or guarantees 
Compute child tax credit 
Compute federal sales tax credit 
Stub routine for new post-tax system programs 
Compute memo items for reporting 
Compute commodity taxes 
Compute consumable income, etc. 

The ui, fa and oas functions simulate programs whose benefits are determined by factors 
other than income and as such are called first. dern is a stub routine for glass-box applications 
that require calculations to occur before entering the tax system routines. Federal and provincial 
taxes are calculated next in the five functions with the tx prefix. Five income tested programs 
are calculated next. gai is another stub routine which is intended for use by glass-box users who 
wish to simulate options requiring information on all personal income taxes and cash transfers. 
For example users may use this function to simulate an income supplementation program. The 
inim1 and lnAn2 functions create aggregate variables for reporting. In the ctmod function 
sales & excise taxes are calculated by applying Input/Output based effective sales tax rates to 
observed family expenditures. 

S 
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The functions called by dry call other functions and sub-functions in order to complete their 
calculations. The following page contains a complete list of the names of functions and sub-
functions along with a short description in the order in which they are called by dry. Please 
refer to the specific function in this guide for a more detailed description. Sub-functions can be 
found listed under the function which calls them. Thus for a complete understanding of the cal-
culation of net income one would have to consult both the txinet and txccea functions. 

As mentioned earlier, function names are printed in lower case, bold, courier font (eg. txi-
net, txcaLLc) and correspond to a single C language source code file (eg. txinet . c, 
txcalc . c). Sub-functions are defined within the function (file) that calls them and are shown 
in lowercase, courier font (eg. uisqz, gissub). All multiple calls to the same sub-function 
have been shown here. 

10 
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Function/sub-function Descption 
ui Compute UI benefits 

uiclm Simulate a UI claim 
uielent Test UI eligibility: entrance requirements 
uielrep Test UI eligibility: repeater rules 
uielrge Test UI eligibility: regional rules 
uiwkbas UI weeks of benefits: basic entitlement 
uiwklfe UI weeks of benefits: labour force extended phase 
uiwkrge UI weeks of benefits: regional extended benefits 
uisqz Squeeze UI phases into time window 
uisqz Squeeze UI phases into time window 

uisqz Squeeze UI phases into time window 
uiclm Simulate a UI claim 

uielent Test UI eligibility: entrance requirements 
uielrep Test UI eligibility: repeater rules 
uielrge Test UI eligibility: regional rules 
uiwkbas UI weeks of benefits: basic entitlement 
uiwklfe UI weeks of benefits: labour force extended phase 
uiwkrge UI weeks of benefits: regional extended benefits 
uisqz Squeeze UI phases into time window 
uisqz Squeeze UI phases into time window 

fa Compute family allowance 
oaa Compute OAS for elderly 
dem Stub routine for new pre-tax system programs 
txinet Compute net income S txccea Compute child care expense allowance 
txitax Compute taxable income 
txhstr Apply tax transfers between head and spouse 
txca].c Calculate federal income tax 
txprov Compute provincial taxes 

txqinat Compute net income (Quebec) 
txqccaa Compute child care expense allowance (Quebec) 

txqh8tr Apply tax transfers between head and spouse (Quebec) 
txqitax Compute taxable income (Quebec) 

gie Compute GIS/SPA for elderly 
gis sub Compute income used to tax back GIS/SPA 

gist Compute Provincial GIS top-ups for elderly 
sa Compute social assistance or guarantees 
txctc Compute child tax credit 
txfstc Compute federal sales tax credit 
gai Stub routine for new post-tax system programs 
i,mo1 Compute memo items for reporting 
ctmod Compute commodity taxes 

Ct fx Compute commodity taxes for FAMEX spending unit 
Compute consumable income, etc. 
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3 Government Cash Transfers 
	

. 

3.1 Unemployment Insurance Benefits 

UI - Compute UI Benefits 

Abstract 
Unemployment Insurance benefits are calculated by a set of functions which mimic appli-

cation of UI regulations to individual employment and claim histories. These histories are sum-
maries of administrative data from a 1% sample of persons with some UI claim activity in 1984. 
Benefits are first calculated on a claim basis. Adjustments are then made to allow for claims 
overlapping more than one calendar year. Finally, taxable benefits received by individuals 
within a calendar year are determined. 

Program Description 
Unemployment insurance is an income support program financed jointly by employees, 

employers and the federal government. It is intended to provide income maintenance during tem-
porary interruptions in employment. As such, it is not a universal program. Among those 
excluded from coverage are persons who do not participate in the labour force, the self-employed 
(other than fishermen) and persons who have exhausted benefit entitlements. 

Eligibility for UI benefits is in part determined by local conditions. Depending on the 
unemployment rate in the region where a claimant resides, a claimant may be required to have 
had between 10 and 14 weeks of insurable employment in the previous 52 weeks before becom-
ing eligible. The 52 week period prior to a claim application is known as the qualifying period. 
Up to six a&litional weeks of insurable employment may be required., if a claimant has received 
UI benefits within the qualifying period (i.e., so-called 'repeater rules'). 

Once a claim is established and after a waiting period, benefits are normally paid at a 
weekly rate equal to 60% of the claimant's average weekly insurable earnings. Note that benefit 
rates may exceed 60% under some special programs or be less than 60% in the event that an indi-
vidual has some earnings while on UI. Benefits are paid provided that the claimant remains 
available for work and has not exhausted entitlements (i.e., normally to a maximum of 50 
weeks). Initially (i.e., in the Initial Benefit Phase), claimants are entitled to a variable number of 
weeks depending on claim type and on weeks of insurable employment in the qualifying period. 
Additional weeks of entitlement are provided for claimants with significant labour force attach-
ment and/or living in high unemployment regions (i.e., the Labour Force Extended and Regional 
Extended Benefit Phases, respectively). 

SPSM Implementation 
The SPSM implementation of the UI program has distinct steps representing application of 

program regulations to a given claim. The function ui operates as a controller which calls the 
sub-functions which apply UI regulations to each claim and each UI claimant within a household 

fl" 
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and returns the benefits received by individuals for the calendar year. Claimants may have one or 
two claims overlapping the survey calendar year. Payments within the calendar year are deter-
mined assuming benefits are paid on consecutive weeks. 

For SPSM purposes, the unemployment regions are urban size classes within each prov-
ince. These are not the regions defined for administration of the UI program. The use of proxy 
unemployment regions is required to ensure data confidentiality. 

For purposes of determining entitlements, the claim histories include the initial claim type 
(i.e., Maternity, Sickness, Retirement, Fishing or Regular) and a type change flag (i.e., indicating 
that a Sickness claim, for example, was changed to a Regular claim within the Initial Phase). 
SPSM deems the type change to have taken place immediately after the claim is established and 
does not attempt to subdivide the Initial Phase into Special and Regular periods. Since type 
change takes place, the special benefits totals (e.g., Sickness benefits) can not be determined by 
eliminating the type (e.g., by setting eligibility requirements high) and calculating the reduction 
in benefits. 

The UI algorithm has no behavioral response capacity, so that, for example, no new claims 
can be created. Similarly, the duration of modeled claims never exceeds observed durations. In 
the latter case, the assumption is that individuals would not increase durations on claim, if their 
entitlements were increased. However, no restriction is placed on durations within each phase. 
Consequently, the elimination of a phase need not reduce the overall duration of a claim. 

There are seven sub-functions contained in the ui function. The first called is ulcirn 
which calculates benefits for a single claim. uiclm does this by first calling three sub-functions 
which test for eligibility requirements based on claim type, repeat claim status, and regional 

. 	unemployment rates (uielent, uielrep, uielrge). uiclm next calls three sub-functions 
which determine the weeks of entitlement in the Initial, Labour Force Extended and Regional 
Extended Phases (uiwkbas, uiwklfe and uiwkrge). If a second claim is required uiclm is 
called again. Finally ui determines the dollar benefit. Each function and sub-function are 
briefly described below. 

The ui function serves to pass information about each individual with a UI claim in a 
household to uiclm. If an individual has more than one claim, modeled weeks of benefits in the 
qualifying period are computed for the first claim and passed to uiclm when the second claim is 
processed. UI benefits for a calendar year are returned. 
uiclrn 

The sub-function uiclm processes distinct claims from the information passed to it by 
ui(see list of input variables). In the event of a repeat claim, ui passes information about mod-
eled claim activity in the qualifying period. Modeled changes to UI regulations may produce 
important differences in first claim activity, thereby effectively changing the status of the second 
claim. 

The uiclm function operates at a claim rather than an individual level. It calls uielerit, 
uielrep and uielrge to establish eligibility. It then changes the type of eligible claims, where 
appropriate. 

Once a claim is established, uiclxn calls uiwkbas, uiwklfe and uiwkrge to determine 
entitlements in each of the Initial, Labour Force Extended and Regional Extended Phases, 
respectively. The claim is represented by four pointers which identify: 

13 
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Pointer #1 - 1st week of benefits (following waiting period) 	 is 
Pointer #2 - 1st week of Labour Force Extended benefits 
Pointer #3 - 1st week of Regional Extended benefits 
Pointer #4- week after claim termination. 
Weeks are identified by integers with the week of January 1, 1984 being zero. The differ-

ences between succeeding pointers will initially equal the entitlement on the appropriate phase. 
uiclm then calls a utility function uisqz which ensures that interval between #1 and #4 does not 
exceed the original claim or the maximum allowable duration of a claim. A subsequent call to 
ui sqz produces a second set of (windowed) pointers that do not include any weeks outside the 
1984 calendar year. 

Benefits are the product of phase weeks times the weekly benefit rate for each phase 
summed over phases. Claim and calendar year benefits are calculated separately. 

The uielent sub-function applies eligibility tests based on the minimum weeks of insur-
able employment in the qualifying period required for each initial claim type. These are basic 
tests which may be superseded by special tests applied to repeaters and other regular claimants. 
The function sets a flag indicating eligibility status. 

The uielrep function performs special eligibility tests that apply to repeaters only. The 
required weeks of insurable employment depend on the regional unemployment rate and on 
weeks of benefits in the qualifying period. The function performs a two dimensional table lookup 
to determine whether eligibility is established. The function sets a flag indicating eligibility sta-
tus. 

Claims that are initiated as regular claims are subject to variable entrance requirements that 
depend on the regional unemployment rate. The function uielrge performs the table lookup 
necessary for these tests. The function sets a flag indicating eligibility status. 

The function uiwkbas determines entitlements in the Initial Phase. For special benefit 
types (i.e., claims that do not change from maternity, fishing, sickness or retirement), this is the 
total claim entitlement and is determined by a table lookup. For regular claims, entitlements, up 
to a maximum number of weeks, are determined in proportion to weeks of insurable employment 
in the qualifying period up to a maximum number of weeks. 

The function uiwklfe determines entitlements in the Labour Force Extended Phase. As in 
the Initial Phase, entitlements are determined in proportion to weeks, above a minimum, of insur-
able employment in the qualifying period. 
uiwkrge 

The function uiwkrge determines entitlements in the Regional Force Extended Phase. 
Entitlements are determined by the regional unemployment rate. 

14 
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. 
	

Interpretation 
Discrepancies in the benefits determined by the UI algorithm compared with administra-

tive data result from a combination of factors which could produce both over and underestima-
tion. Among the more important factors contributing to discrepancies are sampling and response 
error in the SCF data, sampling error in the UI administrative data, errors associated with 
categorical matching and conversion (i.e., imputing benefits to correct for item non-response) 
and errors arising from the use of proxy unemployment regions. The following table compares 
published 1984 UI benefits with values derived from the database and by application of the UI 
algorithm. 
1984 UI Benefit Payments in Millions of Dollars 

. 

Reported Simulated 

Re-weighted2  
Re-weighted 
& Converted3  

60% Benefit 
Rate4  

Effective 
Benefit Rate 5  Province Published' 

NFLD 499 440 515 509 495 
PEI 98 81 88 93 91 
MS 418 309 399 402 387 
NB 494 378 505 465 452 
QUE 3,022 2,552 3,349 3,043 2,922 
ONT 2,517 1,851 2,687 2,442 2,348 
MAN 296 245 301 296 281 
SASK 242 192 257 248 236 
ALTA 923 754 893 889 853 
BC 1,144 1,195 1 	1,599 1,468 1,404 
Total 9,952 7,996 _+  1 	10,591 9,856 9,470 

The column labelled Published represents Statistics Canada's figures for UI benefit pay-
ments disbursed in 1984. Adjustments to represent payments to 1984 claimants will be less than 
1% of the total. 

1 Unemployment Insurance Statistics, Cat. 73-202s Gross disbursement in 1984 before correc-
tion for retroactive payments, overpayments, cancelled cheques, etc. 
2 Respondents' UI benefits with household weights 
3 Non-response model employed to impute benefits 

4 UI algorithm applied to matched claim data with benefit rate 60% of weekly insurable earnings 
5 UI algorithm with benefit rate equal to average weekly benefits observed in the claim data 
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The column labelled SCF Re-weighted represents UI benefits reported by SCF respondents 
(employing 'raked weights'). Response errors in the SCF are a major source of error in these 
estimates. The SCF Re-weighted and Converted column represents the SCF sample augmented 
with imputed benefits. Imputation has been carried out until the weighted number of beneficia-
ries agrees (approximately) with administrative data. Model based imputation can only provide 
an approximate correction for response errors. 

The columns labelled Modeled 60% Benefit Rate and Modeled Effective Benefit Rate both 
represent values derived from sampled UI administrative data. The algorithm does not explicitly 
deal with the Training, Work Sharing or Job Creation components of the UI program. Conse-
quently, the modeled benefits should be lower than actual benefits (i.e., the difference relating to 
benefit payments on these special programs in excess of that which might have been paid under 
the regular program). Additionally, use of proxy regional unemployment rates introduces error in 
testing eligibility and in determining entitlements. These errors will tend to reduce modeled 
benefits because modeled claim durations may be shorter and can not be longer than observed 
durations. However, comparison of modeled benefits employing 60% benefit rates to those 
employing effective benefit rates indicates that the overall percent error of the modeled 60% 
results (i.e., -0.96% or within the error of the published values) is due in part to compensating 
errors (i.e., over and underestimation). 

. 
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Input Parameters: 
UER Unemployment rate [urb x prov] 
UIBASFLAG Basic phase calculation flag 
UIBAS RATE Benefit rate for basic phase 
UIEFFFLAG Observed effective weekly benefit rate flag 
UIENTFLAG Basic entrance requirements flag 
UIERNMAX Maximum insurable earnings 
UIFSHNINWK Minimum weeks to qualify for fishing benefits 
tJILFEFLAG Labour force extended phase calculation flag 
tJILFEMIN Weeks worked in qualifying period [IUILFEWKS index] 
JILFEMrows Number of rows in UILFEMIN 
UILFERATE Benefit rate for labor force extended phase 
UILFEWKS Weeks LFE entitlement IUILFEMIIN] 
rJIMATMINWK Minimum weeks to qualify for maternity benefits 
UIMAXBASEWKS Maximum number of weeks - regular 
UIMAXDtJR Maximum duration of a UI claim 
UIMAXFSHWKS Maximum number of weeks - fishing 
UIMAXMATWKS Maximum number of weeks - maternity 
UIMAXRETWKS Maximum number of weeks - retiremnt 
tJIMAXSICWKS Maximum number of weeks - sickness 
UIREGMINWK Minimum weeks to qualify for regular benefits 
tJIREPPREV Weeks of insurable employment [UIREPWWKD index] 
UIREPP rows Number of rows in UIR 
UIREPUER Regional unemployment rate [UIREPWWKD index] 
tJIREPUrows Number of rows in UTREPUER 
UIREPWWKD Repeater eligibility requirements [UIREPPREV x UIREPUER] 
rJIRETMINWK Minimum weeks to qualify for retirement benefits 
UIRGEFLAG Regional extended phase calculation flag 
tJIRGEMIN Unemployment rate for Regional Extended entitlement [UIRGEWKS index] 
tJIRGEMrows Number of rows in UIRGEMIN 
tJIRGERATE Benefit rate for regional extended phase 
UIRGEWKS Weeks Regional Extended entitlement [UIRGEMIN] 
UIRGNFLAG Regional requirements flag 
UIRGNMIN Regional unemployment rate 
(JIRGNWKS Weeks required for eligibility 
UIRGNWrows Number of rows in UIRGNMIN 
UIRPTFLAG Repeater requirements flag 
JISICMINWK Minimum weeks to qualify for sickness benefits 
UIWAITWKS Minimum waiting period all claims 

r 
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Input Variables: 
hdprov Province 
hdurb Size of urban area 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
ubcalpd Benefits paid in calendar year 
ubpl Week # of first payment 
ubp2 Week # of start of second phase 
ubp3 Week # of start of third phase 
ubp4 Week # of last payment 
ucbtyp Claim type 
uceff Effective weekly rate 
ucern Insurable weekly earnings 
ucprvwk Weeks on UI in 52 weeks before claim 
ucqui tp Penalty for voluntary quit 
ucrpeat Repeat claim flag 
ucst art Week claim established 
ucstat Claim status flag 
uctpcng Type change flag 
ucweeks Weeks of benefits 
ucwwork Weeks of work prior to claim 

Output Variables: 
imi uib Unemployment insurance benefits 
iraninc No income flag 
ubcalpd Benefits paid in calendar year 
ubca 1 wk Weeks on claim in calendar year 
ubclmpd Benefits paid on claim 
ubclmwk Weeks on claim 
ubern Modelled insurable weekly earnings 
ubpl Week # of first payment 
ubpl c Week # of first payment (windowed) 
ubp2 Week # of start of second phase 
ubp2c Week # of start of second phase (windowed) 
ubp3 Week # of start of third phase 
ubp3c Week # of start of third phase (windowed) 
ubp4 Week # of last payment 
ubp4c Week # of last payment (windowed) 

Algorithm Guide 
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S 3.2 Family Allowances 

fa - Compute Family Allowances 

Abstract 
The f a function calculates federal Family Allowance benefits based upon the number of 

children in a family and their ages. The function allows for the Alberta and Quebec variations on 
family allowances as well as the Quebec supplementation of federal family allowances. 

Program Description 
The federal Family Allowances program provides taxable benefits to help meet the costs of 

raising children under the age of 18 who are resident in Canada and are maintained by their 
parent(s) or guardian. At least one parent or guardian must be either a Canadian citizen or a per -
manent resident, visitor or holder of a Minister's Permit under the Immigration Act and have 
been legally admitted into Canada. The parent(s) or guardian must make application for benefits 
and their income must be subject to Canadian income tax. Benefits cease to be payable with 
regard to self-supporting children (i.e. children who begin to earn a taxable income). 

Family allowance benefits are generally paid at a unifonn rate across Canada. However, 
provinces may, within certain limits, vary the amount of Family Allowances that the federal gov -
ernment pays to their residents according to the age and/or number of children in a family. 

S Alberta and Quebec are the only provinces to vary the rate. Alberta varies payment based on the 
age of the child while Quebec varies payment based on the number of children in the family and 
then adds a supplement based on the age of the child. 

The province of Quebec maintains a separate but linked program under the Quebec Family 
Allowances Act which provides for benefits to the parent or guardian of an unmarried child 
under the age of 18 who is not a ward of the province. The applicant must have resided in Que-
bec for at least one month or be paying Quebec income tax. In 1984 benefits payable were not 
subject to Quebec income tax, however benefits paid with respect to children aged 16 and 17 
were subject to federal tax. Persons in receipt of federal family allowances automatically receive 
the provincial benefits without application. This program also has a supplement for handicapped 
children; however, this is not modeled in the SPSM. The Quebec family allowances are "inte-
grated" with other parts of the Quebec income tax system (eg. availability allowances). 

SPSM Implementation 
The fa function calculates federal and provincial family allowances based on the age of 

children and number of children in a family. Residency requirements are deemed to have been 
met in all cases as is the requirement of non self-sufficiency. The function always allocates fam-
ily allowances as income of the mother unless one is not present in the nuclear family. This tem-
porary allocation is subsequently assigned to the spouse having the higher net income in txinet 
and txqinet. The function outputs values for federal(imffa), provincial(impfa) and 
total(imfa) family allowances as well as the value of taxable family allowances(imtfa) for use 
in other functions. The function loops through each nuclear family in a household. 

S 
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The function first calculates federal and provincial family allowances for residents of Que-
bec. Counts of numbers of children by age group are calculated and used to index into two 
look-up tables for federal and provincial programs as well as to scale the federal age supplement. 
The values are then aggregated into two local variables, taxable family allowances and federal 
family allowances. Taxable family allowances are equal to the sum of federal benefits for each 
child (as determined by that child's rank in the family) plus the federal supplement for each child 
aged 12-17 pIus the portion of Quebec family allowances paid with respect to children aged 16 
and 17. 

Federal family allowances payable to residents of Alberta are calculated next by process-
ing each child in the nuclear family and cumulating individual benefits based on age. The value 
is then assigned to both taxable family allowances and federal family allowances. Federal 
family allowances for families in the rest of Canada are calculated next as the number of eligible 
children in the nuclear family times the standard federal family allowances [nfnkids * 
STDFA]. 

The La function next outputs two global variables for the taxable amount of family allow-
ances and the number of children which family allowances are received with respect to for use in 
the txinet function. Finally the function assigns the federal and provincial family allowances 
to the mother if present and otherwise to the head of the nuclear family. 

Interpretation 
Results obtained form the SPSM with respect to family allowance benefits differ from 

Health and Welfare Canada administrative data. Overall the SPSM reports 96.7% of the 1984 
calendar year average health and welfare total dollars and 97.3% of children for whom benefits 
are received. 

The SPSM has fewer children in part due to the non-coverage of Yukon, N.W.T., and 
native reservations, all of which have younger than average populations and larger than average 
family sizes (approximately 1.5% of children). A second source of underestimation is the special 
allowances for foster children and children in welfare agencies. The SPSD does not include 
these children or their benefits which account for .7% of total family allowances. Further, the 
SPSM does not take into account payments made outside Canada, although the effect of these on 
the total is insignificant (less than .1%). 

The family allowance program requires parents of 'self-supporting' children to notify 
Health and Welfare Canada and have the benefits with respect to these children suspended. 
There are about 52,000 of such children aged 16 and 17 on the SPSD with respect to whom 
benefits are allocated. It is unknown how many of the parents of these children actually report 
their situation to Health and Welfare Canada. Lastly, no residency check is imposed on the par -
ents and this will have an insignificant effect. It is assumed that the number of children turning 
age 18 during the calendar year is balanced by the number of new births. That is, full year 
family allowance benefits paid with respect to children born during 1984 will be overestimates to 
the same degree that an underestimate arises for benefits not given to 18 year olds who were 17 
during calendar 1984. 
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Relation to other SPSM routines 
The fa function is called by div. The function outputs two variables that are used in 

txinat for deciding which parent will claim the family allowances for tax purposes: taxable 
family allowances(nftfa) and number of family allowance children(nfnfach). 

Input Parameters: 
AFAC1 Alberta FA benefit per child aged 0-6 
AFAC2 Alberta FA benefit per child aged 7- 11 
AFAC3 Alberta FA benefit per child aged 12- 15 
AFAC4 Alberta FA benefit per child aged 16- 17 
FAFLAG Family allowance flag 
QFFSL Federal contribution on Quebec family allowance [parity,$] 
QFFSLr0wS Number of rows in QFFSL 
QFPSL Provincial contribution on Quebec family allowance [parity,$] 
QFPSLr0Ws Number of rows in QFPSL 
QFS Federal supplement per child 12-17 on Quebec family allowance 
STDFA Standard federal family allowance per child 
Input Variables: 
hdprov Province 
hhnnf Number of nuclear families in household 
idage Age 
idsex Sex 
nfinch First child in nuclear family [pointer] 
nfinspo Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
nfnkids Number of children in nuclear family 
rfspoflq Nuclear family contains married couple 
Output Variables: 
imfa Federal and provincial family allowances 
imffa Federal portion of family allowances 
imnfach Number of family allowance children claimed 
imninc No income flag 
iznpfa Provincial family allowance 
imtfa Taxable family allowances 
nfineld Eldest person in nuclear family [pointer] 

. 
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3.3 Old Age Security 
	

. 

oas  - Compute OAS for elderly 

Abstract 
The Old Age Security program provides taxable monthly benefits to an Canadians age 65 

and over who meet the Canadian residency requirements. Benefits are either full or partial 
depending on a person's history of residency in Canada. The program is not income tested. The 
SPSM oas function is based on the age of the individual and, for immigrants, the years since 
immigration as reported at the time of the SCF survey in April 1985. 

Program Description 
As amended in 1957 and 1965 the OAS program provides full benefits to persons born in 

Canada or those having immigrated to Canada more than 10 years before their 65th birthday with 
no provisions for partial benefits. In June 1977 the program was modified to provide partial 
benefits to immigrants having resided in Canada for between 10 to 39 years at the time of their 
65th birthday. These individuals are eligible for benefits in proportion to the number of years in 
Canada at age 65 divided by 40. Note that years of eligibility do not increase after the year of 
the beneficiary's 65th birthday. Thus an immigrant of twenty years at his/her 65th birthday 
would be eligible for 20/40 or 50% of full OAS benefits. Persons having immigrated to Canada 
less than ten years prior to their 65th birthday were ineligible for OAS until 1987. In that year 
the OAS program was modified to allow for immigrants from certain countries having reciprocal 
arrangements with Canada to use years of residency in the country of emigration to count 
towards meeting the minimum 10 years residency requirement. However, in these cases it is 
only the years of residence in Canada which are used to determine the rate of partial benefits. 

SPSM Implementation 
The oaa function determines benefits based on the age of the individual and the years 

since immigration as reported at the time of the SCF survey in April 1985. Because OAS pro-
vides an individually determined benefit the simulation operates at the level of a household 
assigning benefits to all eligible individuals. The model first adjusts years since immigration in 
two ways: 

It determines the years since immigration at the time of the potential beneficiary's 65th 
birthday. This is done by subtracting the difference between the individual's age and 65 
years from the reported years since immigration. [irrzmi = irnrni - (idage-65)] 
It adjusts the immigration status of persons who were eligible for Full OAS under the 
original program specifications but would qualify for only partial benefits since 1977. 
This is done by setting the years since immigration to 40 for persons having 10 or more 
years since immigration at the time of their 65th birthday if that birthday was in 1977 or 
earlier. [irnmi =40 if(irnmi >=10 and TARGETYEAR- idage <= 12)] 

0 
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S 
Notice that the years since immigration for any given individual alter adjustment number 1 

will remain the same regardless of the year for which the simulation is being run. For example 
an immigrant of 38 years, age 73, would have an adjusted years since immigration of 30 years, 
(immi = (38-(73-65)=30). Because of adjustment 2 above that individual would receive full 
OAS benefits in simulations run for 1984 but would receive 75% partial benefits in simulations 
run for 1988. In other words, a pensioner who is 73 years old in 1984 would have been 65 years 
old in 1976; the year before partial benefits were introduced. However a 73 year old in 1988 
would have been age 65 in 1980; after partial befits were introduced. 

The model next determines if full eligibility requirements have been met for benefits and if 
so the full year equivalent of maximum OAS benefits are assigned (see BOAS in the SPSD/M 
Parameter Guide). Next, persons ineligible for OAS are screened out. Lastly, the model assigns 
partial benefits to persons with an adjusted years since immigration of between 10 and 39 years. 

Interpretation 
The results of the model are not directly comparable with and thus will not match adminis-

trative OAS expenditure figures. The discrepancy arises due to administrative irregularities as 
well as survey data deficiencies. 

There are five major sources of underestimation by the oaa function. The benefits of per-
sons having received benefits during 1984, yet who had died before the date of the survey, will 
not be accounted for in the SPSD/M. The survey coverage excludes native Canadians on 
reservations as well as persons living in the Yukon and North West Territories; thus the OAS 
benefits of these persons are excluded from SPSM totals. Published figures include payments to 

S 	persons not residing in Canada as well as retroactive lump-sum payments for late applicants. A 
further provision not accounted for in this algorithm is the use of years of residence in another 
country to meet minimum residency requirements. This will not affect the model results if run in 
years before 1988. The effect is small in any case. 

Due to the discrepancy between reported age on the SCF and actual age in 1984 overesti-
mation of aggregate OAS benefits for persons aged 65 and 66 arises. For example 25% of those 
reporting their age as 65 in March of 1985, and thus receiving full OAS Benefits in SPSM, 
would actually have been born between January and March 1985 (assuming births are distributed 
approximately evenly by month). As such they would have actually received no OAS. Further-
more, the other 75% of the 65 year olds and 17% of 66 year olds would have actually received 
OAS for only part of 1984. Currently, the SPSM makes no stochastic adjustments for such 
cases. 

Relation to other SPSM routines 
OAS depends on the input parameters for basic OAS benefits and years since immigration. 

The calculation of OAS and other modeled variables occurs prior to and affects the calculation of 
net income and related GIS and GIS 'top-up' programs. The modeled benefits are reported in 
net income, elderly income, disposable income, transfer income, total income, consumable 
income. The oas function is called before txinet (calculation of individual net income) by 
dry. 
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Input Parameters: 
	

. 

BOAS Basic OAS 
OASFLAG Old age security flag 
TARGETYEAR Year of analysis 
Input Variables: 
hdageeld Age of eldest in household 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
idage Age 
idimmi Years since immigration 

Output Variables: 
irnioas OAS benefits 
imninc No income flag 
imoaspar Partial OAS residency flag 
itnoasres Partial OAS fraction 
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. 3.4 Guaranteed Income Supplement 

gis -Compute GIS/SPA for elderly 

Abstract 
The Guaranteed Income Supplementation and Spouse's Allowance programs provide non-

taxable monthly benefits to all Canadians age 65 and over who apply and meet the Canadian res-
idency requirements. The program is income tested. The SPSM gie function is based on the 
age of the individual and the years since immigration as reported at the time of the SCF survey in 
April 1985 as well as family net income and family type. The function can calculate GIS, SPA, 
Extended SPA, and Widowed SPA benefits. The functions contains one sub-function, gissub, 
which calculates the income on which GIS/SPA benefits are tested. 

Program Description 
The Guaranteed Income Supplement is a monthly, non-taxable, income tested benefit paid 

to residents of Canada who are in receipt of a basic Old Age Security pension. Recipients must 
re-apply annually. The Guaranteed Income Supplement is not payable outside of Canada for 
periods of longer than six months. Income testing is based on net income as defined for income 
tax purposes with the exception of Old Age Security benefits. In the case of a married couple, 
including common-law, the combined income of the pensioner and his or her spouse is taken into 

• 	account. Where the individual or couple have an income above a specified amount, the Guaran- 
teed Income Supplement is reduced at a rate of either $1 for every $2 of income, or $1 for every 
$4 of income, dependent upon the individuals' marital status and the benefit status of their 
spouses (if present). 

The Guaranteed Income Supplement was established in 1966 to provide monthly benefits 
to QAS pensioners born on or before December 31, 1910, whose income is below a specified 
amount. For 1967, the monthly benefit was $40 and set at 40 percent of the OAS pension there-
after. The Guaranteed Income Supplement has been changed on various occasions, the most 
important of which were as follows: 1970, which extended GIS to all OAS beneficiaries who met 
the income criterion; 1972, provided for annual indexation of GIS based on the CPI; 1973, 
changed indexation to quarterly from annual; 1977, provided the payment of GIS to partial OAS 
recipients; 1984, provided an increase in maximum GIS benefits to recipients of partial OAS 
pensions in the amount of the difference between full and partial OAS benefits. 

The Spouse's Allowance is a monthly benefit designed to recognize the difficult circum-
stances faced by those couples living on the pension of only one spouse, and by many widowed 
persons. The Allowance is payable to the 60 to 64 year old spouse of an Old Age Security 
pensioner as well as to any low-income widow or widower age 60 to 64, providing the potential 
recipient has been a resident of Canada for at least 10 years after reaching age 18. This benefit is 
income-tested based upon the combined income of both the beneficiary and his/her spouse and 
must be re-applied for annually. Benefits are not considered as income for income tax purposes 
and are not payable outside Canada for periods of more than six months. 
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The Spouse's Allowance came into effect October 1, 1975 and provided for the payment of 
benefits to persons aged 60 to 64 inclusive who are married to and living with an OAS pensioner. 
The amount was set at a sum equal to the monthly OAS pension plus the maximum monthly GIS 
at the married rate. Significant changes to the Spouse's Allowance were made in 1977 with the 
provision for partial Spouse's Allowance using the same criterion as for OAS; 1979, the exten-
sion of the Spouse's Allowance to include surviving spouses of deceased Old Age Security pen-
sioners; 1985, with the provision for Spouse's Allowance to be paid to all widows/widowers age 
60 to 64 regardless of deceased spouse's prior pension status. 

The GIS, and SPA programs have been designed with the overall income of elderly Cana-
dians in mind and ensure that no OAS pensioner, full or partial, will receive benefits less than the 
equivalent of a full OAS pension. Because the programs are interrelated, a better understanding 
is facilitated by discussing them together across the five different family types listed below and 
discussed in turn. These categories deime the basic structure of the SPSM implementation of 
these programs. In these descriptions pensioner is understood to mean a recipient of either full 
or partial OAS benefits. 

GIS/SPA Type 	 Family Status 
Single Pensionec 	 Unattached Individual, OAS Pensioner 
Widowed Pensioner: 	 Unattached Individual, Age 60-64, Widowed 
Married 2 Pensionec 	 Married Couple, Both OAS pensioners 
Married pensioner with SPA spouse: 	Married Couple, OAS Pensioner with SPA recipient 
Married pensioner with non-pensioner 	Married couple, 1 OAS pensioner, spouse ineligible 
spouse: 	 for OAS or SPA 

If an individual is receiving a full Old Age Security Pension he or she may be eligible for 	W 
the federal Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS). GIS is an income tested benefit payable to 
OAS beneficiaries with little or no income beyond to the basic OAS benefit. In the case where a 
beneficiary of a full OAS pension has no additional income or income of up to a maximum of 
$24 per year, his/her GIS benefit will be the maximum. For every two dollars of income in 
excess of $24 annually, the GIS benefit is reduced by one dollar until the benefit is reduced to 
zero. 

In the case where the beneficiary is eligible for only partial OAS benefits, but has little or 
no other income (again, to a maximum of $24 per year), supplementary GIS is available. 
Supplementary GIS makes up the difference between the partial OAS benefit that the beneficiary 
is receiving and full OAS benefits. Thus, a beneficiary with 20 years of residence in Canada 
would receive 30/40 of a full OAS pension and supplementary GIS benefits up to an amount 
equivalent to 10/40 of a full OAS pension. This ensures that no OAS pensioner, full or partial, 
will receive benefits less than the equivalent of a full OAS pension. In addition to the partial 
OAS pension and the supplementary GIS benefits, an individual may also receive the regular 
GIS benefit. Both the regular and the supplementary GIS benefits are income tested and reduced 
at a rate of one dollar for every two dollars of income in excess of $24 per year. 
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The Spouse's Allowance is an income-tested benefit payable to individuals who are 
between 60 and 65 years of age and are spouses of Old Age Security beneficiaries. In order to 
qualify for this benefit, the applicant must meet the same residence requirements set Out for the 
basic Old Age Security Pension. The guarantee for the benefit is equivalent to the sum of the 
full basic Old Age Security Pension plus the Guaranteed Income Supplement at the married rate. 
This benefit is reduced by $3 for every $4 of the beneficiary's monthly income or the couple's 
combined monthly income until the OAS-equivalent is reduced to zero. At that point the GIS 
portion reduces at the rate of $1 for every $4 of combined income until benefits are reduced to 
zero. 

If an individual receiving Spouse's Allowance becomes a widow or widower, they are then 
eligible for an Extended Spouse's Allowance until they reach the age of 65 at which time they 
will become eligible for a basic Old Age Security Pension and the Guaranteed Income Supple-
ment. The amount of the Extended Spouse's Allowance is somewhat higher than the regular 
Spouse's Allowance to account for the fact that the beneficiary is now in a single income family. 

In addition to the regular and Extended Spouse's Allowances, benefits exist for widows 
and widowers between 60 and 65 years of age whose spouse died prior to becoming a pensioner. 
The Widowed Spouse's Allowance pays benefits at the same rate as the Extended Spouse's 
Allowance. Both the Extended and Widowed Spouse's Allowances are reduced by $3 for every 
$4 of monthly income until the OAS-equivalent portion is reduced to zero and then by $1 for 
every additional $2 of monthly income until the GIS-equivalent portion is reduced to zero. 

The Spouse's Allowance is not considered as income for income tax purposes but may, 

is 	however, affect taxes indirectly via the spousal exemption amount.. 
Married Couple. Both Pensioners 

GIS eligibility for couples is first based upon receipt of OAS. If the applicant is not eligi-
ble for OAS, then he or she is not eligible for GIS. Once eligibility for GIS has been established, 
then the rate of recovery or rate at which GIS is reduced because of additional income, must be 
established. For two pensioner couples, where both are OAS beneficiaries, GIS is reduced by 
one dollar for every four dollars of the couple's combined monthly income in excess of $48 per 
year. In 1984, the maximum regular GIS payable to a married beneficiary was less than that 
payable to a single beneficiary. As in the case of a single beneficiary receiving only partial OAS 
benefits, a supplementary GIS benefit is available which makes up the difference between partial 
and full OAS benefits. 

GIS is payable to the pensioner at the same rate as is paid to an individual in married 
couple where both spouses are pensioners. The amount of SPA benefit is equivalent to the 
combination of the full basic Old Age Security Pension and Guaranteed Income Supplement at 
the married rate. This benefit is reduced by $3 for every $4 of combined monthly income (75%) 
until the OAS-equivalent is reduced to zero. At that point both the remaining portion of the 
Spouse's Allowance, and the pensioner's Guaranteed Income Supplement are each reduced by 
$1 for every additional $4 (50%) of the couple's combined monthly income. 

S 
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The benefits payable to a pensioner with a given income could vary depending on whether 
the couple had applied for SPA; the benefit being higher for single pensioner couples. To ensure 
benefits are equal in these cases the SPA couple's benefits begin to be reduced at the effective 
rate of 25%, $1 for each $4 of family income after the crossover point. This is done by holding 
the pensioner's benefits fixed from the crossover point until the SPA benefits are reduced to 
zero; then the pensioners benefits continue to be reduced at the same married rate (see following 
figure). 

GIS and SPA For Married Couples, 1 is not an OAS Pensioner 
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Figure 2. GIS/SPA Benefits for Married Pensioner with Non-Pensioner Spouse 

In the case of a pensioner whose spouse is under 60 years of age or is a 
recent immigrant, and therefore not eligible for OAS, GIS or SPA, the pensioner receives GIS at 
the higher single rate and benefits are reduced $1 for every $4 of the couple's combined monthly 
income with the first reduction being made only when their combined monthly income exceeds 
an amount equivalent to basic OAS plus $4 per month. (see figure above) 

SPSM Implementation 
The gis function determines benefits based on the age of the individual, the years since 

immigration as reported at the time of the SCF survey in April 1985, combined family income, 
and family type. The function makes use of the immoasres, irnoaspar variables created in the 
oaa function to determine residential eligibility. 
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The function initially performs some screenings and pointer assignments for efficiency, 
and then makes a call to the gis sub function to determine the previous years income, which will 
be used when calculating GIS/SPA benefits. This sub-function adds together all the components 
of total income listed below and multiplies them by a deflator PYINC to estimate the value of the 
previous year's income. 

	

Income— PYINC * 	Previous Year's Income deflator 

	

imicapgt 	Taxable Capital Gains 
• imidivt 	Taxable Dividends 
• idiint 	Investment Income 
• idiernp 	Employment Income 
• idisenf 	Non-Farm Self Employment Income 
• idisefm 	Farm Self Employment Income 
• idioinv 	Other Investment Income 
• iditoth 	Other Income 
• idiroom 	Income from roomers 
• idicqp 	CPP/QPP benefits 
• idipens 	Private Pension Income 
• iditogv 	Other taxable government transfers 
• ixniuib) 	Unemployment Insurance Benefits 

Benefits are then calculated in each of the five groups discussed above. Every individual 
is assigned a value for the variables irnoldtyp and imgistyp which define the type of pen-
sioner couple and are used in the gist function. 

The GIS supplement for the OAS shortfall for immigrants is calculated conditional on the 
setting of GISOASFLAG in all cases except the SPA recipient in a married couple. This should be 
set to one in years 1984 and later. No adjustment is made to account for the first quarter in 1984 
for which no shortfall adjustment was made. 

Take-up rates for GIS and SPA benefits are optionally applied depending on the value of 
the GISTURFLAG parameter. The rates are applied to individuals and to one spouse of a married 
couple. The algorithm assumes that the take-up rate look-up table margins are all dollar denomi-
nated GIS or SPA benefit levels. 

Take-up rates for extended SPA may be applied by setting the value of SPAEFLAG to one. 
The two look-up tables SPAME and SPAFE are used to probabilistically determine whether a wid-
owed person aged 60 to 64 years would have had a spouse receiving OAS at the time of that 
spouse's death and consequently be eligible for Extended SPA. 

Relation to Other SPSM Routines 
GIS and SPA depends on the input parameters for basic GIS/SPA benefits and various 

variables calculated in the oas function. The function also makes use of parameters derived in 
the nc function. The mpc function also ensures that GIS is not calculated without OAS being 
calculated first. The calculation of OAS and other modeled variables occurs prior to and effects 
the calculation of GIS and related (MS 'top-up' programs in the gist function. The gis func-
tion is called after txprov (calculation of provincial income taxes) by div and as such has no 
impact on the personal income tax system. 
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Input Parameters: 
BESPA Basic GIS portion of extended SPA 
BGISM Basic GIS - mamed 
BGISS Basic GIS - single 
BOAS Basic OAS 
ESPAT Extended SPA take-up rate by benefit level [benefit,rate] 
ESPATr0ws Number of rows in ESPAT table 
GISBE2 Breakeven for GIS/SPA couple 
GISCT GIS take-up rate: pensioner couple by benefit level [benefit,rate] 
GISCTrows Number of rows in in GISCT table 
GISFLAG Federal GIS/SPA/ESPA flag 
GISOASFLAG 1984 GIS top-up to OAS residence shortfall flag 
GISOT GIS take-up rate: one pensioner couple by benefit level [benefit,ratel 
GISOTrows Number of rows in GISOT table 
GISRLM Basic GIS reduction level: married pensioners 
GISRLS Basic GIS reduction level: single pensioners 
GISRRM Basic (MS reduction rate: married pensioners 
GISRRS Basic (MS reduction rate: single pensioners 
GISST GIS take-up rate: single pensioner by benefit level [benefit,rate] 
GI SSTrows Number of rows in GISST table 
GISTURFLAG GIS take-up flag: apply 5 take-up tables 
PYINC CPI deflator to calculate previous year income 
SPAEF LAG Extended SPA eligibility probabilities flag 
SPAFE SPA takeup rate: eligible female widow [age,probability] 
SPAFEr0ws Number of rows in SPAFE table 
SPAME SPA takeup rate: eligible male widower [age,probabiity} 
SPAME rows Number of rows in SPAIIh4E table 
SPAOASRR OAS portion of SPA taxback rate 
SPARL SPA reduction point one married/ widowed 
SPAT SPA take-up rate by benefit level [benefit.,ratel 
SPATrows Number of rows in SPAT table 
SPAXO Benefit Cross-over GIS/SPA vs (MS one pensioner couple 

Algorithm Guide 
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S 
In put Variables: 
hhnnf Number of nuclear families in household 
iciage Age 
idicqp CPP/QPP received 
idiemp Earnings from employment 
idiint Interest income 
idioinv Other investment income with net rental 
idipens Pension income 
idiroom Net income from roomers and boarders 
idisefm Farming net income 
idisenf Self-employed income - non-farming 
idi togv Other government income (taxable) 
iditoth Other taxable income 
idmar.st Marital status 
idrand Random numbers [array] 
idsex Sex 
imicapgt Taxable capital gains 
imidi Vt Amount of taxable dividends 
imioas OAS benefits 
irni uib Unemployment insurance benefits 
imoaspar Partial OAS residency flag 
imoasres Partial OAS fraction 
nfageeld Age of eldest in nuclear family 
nfineid Eldest person in nuclear family (pointer] 
nfinspo Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
nfspo fig Nuclear family contains married couple 
Output Variables: 

. imgisinc 
imgismax 

Individual's income for GIS/SPA reduction 
Maximum amount of GIS 

imgistyp Type of GIS entitlement 
imigis GIS benefits 
imispa Spouse's allowance 
imninc No income flag 
imoidtyp Type of GIS/SPA nuclear family 
imspamax Maximum amount of SPA 
imspatyp Type of SPA entitlement 
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3.5 Provincial GIS Supplementation Programs 

gist - Compute Provincial GIS top-ups for elderly 

Abstract 
The gist function calculates benefits for seven provincial GIS supplementation programs 

in six provinces; Nova Scotia, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia. 
The function requires that both OAS and GIS be calculated first. 

Program Description 
Six provinces provide cash benefits to pensioners in receipt of federal OAS, GIS, and in 

some cases, SPA benefits. The seven programs differ in terms of the level of benefits payable, 
eligibility requirements, etc. Each program listed below is modeled and documented indepen-
dently 
Nova Scotia 	Special Social Assistance 
Ontario 	 Guaranteed Annual Income System (GAINS-A) 
Manitoba 	 Supplement for Pensioners (55+) 
Saskatchewan 	Income Plan (SIP) 
Alberta 	 Assured Income Plan AAIP 
Alberta 	 Widow's Pension 
British Columbia 	GAIN for Seniors Supplement (Guaranteed Available Income 

for Need) 
Nova Scotia Special Social Assistance 

All residents of the province of Nova Scotia who are in receipt of GIS in March of a given 
year are eligible for Special Social Assistance. Application for benefits must be made each year. 
SPA recipients are not eligible. One lump-sum payment is made yearly in one of four amounts 
scaled to the proportional GIS of the recipient as follows: 
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. Figure 3. Nova Scotia Special Social Assistance 
So, for example, a pensioner receiving maximum GIS benefits would receive maximum 

SSA benefits and a pensioner receiving 80% of maximum GIS benefits would receive 90% of 
maximum SSA benefits. 

GAINS-A provides a monthly benefit to Ontario residents in receipt of GIS who meet cer-
tain income and residence requirements. A person must have lived in Ontario for the year prior 
to applying for GAINS-A or for at least 20 years alter turning 18 years of age. GIS recipients 
need not apply since their eligibility is reviewed automatically. SPA recipients are not eligible. 
There are two levels of benefits, single and married. Benefits are reduced at the same rate as 
GIS. 

The MSP provides quarterly benefits to Manitoba residents who are in receipt of certain 
levels of GIS and SPA benefits, including extended and widowed SPA recipients. MSP also pro-
vides benefits to persons aged 55 and over who are not in receipt of OAS benefits but whose 
income falls in a specified range and is derived at least 50% from pension sources. Eligibility is 
renewed automatically for GIS and SPA recipients, but non-GIS/SPA pensioners 55 years of age 
and over must apply. 

In the case of GIS/SPA recipients there are two levels of benefits, single and married. An 
SPA recipient is treated as a single pensioner. Benefits are reduced at the same rate as GIS based 
on family income. Non GIS/SPA pensioners are treated in exactly the same manner except for 

S 	couples benefits are reduced based on individual annual income. 
Saskatchewan Income Plan 

SIP provides monthly benefits to Saskatchewan residents in receipt of GIS and whose 
incomes don't exceed specified levels. SPA recipients are not eligible for SIP benefits. There 
are two levels of benefits, single and married. There are three different reduction rates. Unat-
tached Individuals and Married Couples where both are GIS pensioners SIP benefits are reduced 
by $1 for each $1 reduction in GIS. For a pensioner whose spouse is not eligible for 
OAS/GIS/SPA the benefit is reduced by $3 for each $1 reduction in GIS benefits. The pensioner 
spouse of an SPA recipient has their benefit reduced by $1 for each $3 reduction in their spou-
se's SPA. There are monthly minimum benefits at both single and married levels. 

AAIP benefits are payable monthly to all Alberta residents who are in receipt of GIS bene-
fits or who became eligible for the extended SPA prior to May 1983. Regular SPA recipients 
are ineligible. Since May 1983 all extended SPA recipients are referred to the Alberta Widow's 
pension. Application is not required. There is one individual benefit which is reduced by 50 
for each $1 reduction in GIS benefits to a minimum of $10 monthly. 

The Alberta Widow's pension provides monthly benefits to widows and widowers aged 55 
to 64 years who reside in Alberta. Yearly Application must be made. Maximum benefits are 
reduced by $1 for each $1 of previous year's non-exempt annual income. Extended SPA recipi-
ents may apply however their SPA benefits are included in their income when calculating entitle-
ment. 

S 
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British Columbia GAIN for Seniors Supplement 	 0 
GAIN provides a monthly benefit to British Columbia residents in receipt of GIS or SPA 

who meet certain income and residence requirements. GIS/SPA recipients need not apply since 
their eligibility is reviewed automatically. There are two levels of benefits, single and married. 
Benefits are reduced at the same rate as GIS. 

SPSM Implementation 
The user is invited to read the source code in order to examine the implementation of these 

programs. A subsequent update will include a written description of the implementation of these 
programs. 

Interpretation 
In general the problems of coverage, including take-up, discussed in the interpretation of 

OAS and GIS are also present here. Specifically there are no tests made for residential eligibility 
applied on Ontario GAINS-A. Currently double counting occurs for the benefits for Manitoba 
residents under the age of 65. This is because the calculated income is reported in one variable 
(imigist) and reported income from the survey is reported in another(imisa). There are plans 
to fix the problem; however, the dollar amounts are small in any case. 

Relation to other SPSM routines 
Provincial GIS supplement programs depend on various program specific input parameters 

as well as variables calculated in the oas and gis functions. The mpc function ensures that pro-
vincial GIS supplements are not calculated without GIS being calculated first. The calculation of 
OAS and GIS occurs prior to and effects the calculation GIS 'top-up' programs in the gist 
function. The gist function is called after gis by dry and as such has no impact on the per-
sonal income tax system. 
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S 

S 

In put Parameters: 
ALTAMIN Alberta GIS supplement minimum annual benefit 
ALTASC Alberta GIS supplement maximum annual benefit 
ALTAW? Alberta widow's pension maximum annual benefit 
BCC British Columbia GIS supplement married pensioners 
BCS British Columbia GIS supplement single pensioners 
GISTF LAG Provincial GIS top-up flag 
MANC Manitoba GIS supplement married pensioners 
MANCNPF Manitoba GIS supplement reduction point: marned 
MANS Manitoba GIS supplement single pensioners 
MANSNPF Manitoba GIS supplement reduction point single 
NS13 Nova Scotia GIS supplement for 1/3 GIS 
NS23 Nova Scotia GIS supplement for 2/3 GIS 
NSLT13 Nova Scotia GIS supplement for less than 1/3 GIS 
NSMAX Nova Scotia maximum GIS supplement level 
ONTC Ontario GIS supplement married pensioners 
ONTS Ontario GIS supplement single pensioners 
PYINC CPI deflator to calculate previous year income 
SASKC Saskatchewan GIS supplement married pensioners 
SASKMINC Saskatchewan GIS supplement minimum benefits: married 
SASKMINS Saskatchewan GIS supplement minimum benefits: single 
SASKRR1 Saskatchewan GIS supplement reduction rate: regular 
SASKRR2 Saskatchewan GIS supplement reduction rate: 1 GIS 
SASKRR3 Saskatchewan GIS supplement reduction rate: SPA 
SASKS Saskatchewan GIS supplement single pensioners 
TARGETYEAR Year of analysis 

Input Variables: 
hdageeld Age of eldest in household 
hdprov Province 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
iciage Age 
idinspo Person's spouse [pointer] 
idipens Pension income 
idmar.st Marital status 
idspo fig Person has spouse 
imgisinc Individual's income for GIS/SPA reduction 
imgismax Maximum amount of GIS 
imgistyp Type of GIS entitlement 
imigis GIS benefits 
imi spa Spouse's allowance 
imspamax Maximum amount of SPA 
imspa yp Type of SPA entitlement 

Output Variables: 
imigist GIS provincial top-up 
iznninc No income flag 

. 
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3.6 Social Assistance Benefits 	 0 
sa  - Compute social assistance or guarantees 

Abstract 
Social assistance payments are not currently calculated by the SPSM. Data requirements 

are too great for a detailed micro-simulation. For example, the database contains no information 
on the holding or recent sale of liquid or fixed assets. This function is currently used to create a 
variable for social assistance by manipulating social assistance payments reported by the elderly 
(idisa) and GIS supplementation programs and other forms of social assistance (imi gist). It 
is also intended as a function in which algorithms for social assistance or other guarantees can be 
developed by glass-box users. 

Program Description 
There are a number of federal, provincial and municipal programs which provide some 

form of social assistance payments to various target groups. The SPSM simulates six GIS 
supplementation programs (see the description of the gist function) which are classified with 
the other social assistance programs by the SCF. In fact the SCF records benefits received from 
over 30 provincial and municipal social assistance programs under one title of which six are sim-
ulated by the SPSM. This algorithm is designed to ensure no double counting of provincial GIS 
supplement program benefits occurs between simulated social assistance (imisa) and the 
provincial GIS supplement programs (imigist). 

SPSM Implementation 
If the function is deactivated with SAFLAG, no social assistance benefits are reported for any 
individual. If the function is turned on the database values of reported Social Assistance pay-
ments is used as the reported value of social assistance for all persons under the age of 65. For 
persons aged 65 and over there are three possible means of calculating social assistance which 
are controlled by the SAELDOPT parameter. These options are as follows. 

Social assistance is set to zero for all persons aged 65 and over. 
• For individuals over age 64 who received simulated Provincial GIS supplementation bene-

fits Social Assistance benefits are set to zero. If no Provincial GIS supplement is assigned 
to an individual over age 64, the simulated social assistance reported by the SPSM is the 
same as the reported value on the database. 

• For all individuals over the age of 64 the value of simulated social assistance is set to the 
positive difference between reported and simulated social assistance. 
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S Relation to other SPSM routines 
The sa function is called by dry after the calculation of provincial GIS supplements in giat. 

Input Parameters: 
SAELDOPT 	SA for elderly calculation method [1=—SA.2=GIST->—SA.3=diffl 
SAF LAG 	 Federal social assistance flag 
SFAOUT 	 Proportion of federal social assistance to eliminate 

Input Variables: 
cf in First person in census family [pointer] 
cfnpers Number of persons in census family 
hhncf Number of census families in household 
idage Age 
idisa Social assistance income 
imigist GIS provincial top-up 

Output Variables: 
irnisa 	 Social assistance (or replacement program) 
imninc 	No income flag 

r 
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3.7 Federal Sales Tax Credits 	 0 
txfstc - Compute federal sales tax credit 

Abstract 
The refundable federal Sales Tax Credit provides benefits to help low income families off-

set the costs of federal sales taxes. The txf5tc function calculates benefits from the federal 
Sales Tax Credit (STC) program based upon the number and type of persons in a family and the 
net income of the head and spouse. The function has a parameterized option for including 
GIS/SPA and social assistance benefits in the definition of net income. 

Program Description 
The refundable federal Sales Tax Credit provides benefits to help low income families off-

set the costs of federal sales taxes. It was implemented for the 1986 and subsequent tax years 
and is administered by Revenue Canada, Taxation, through the income tax system. 

Upon application, through the filing of an income tax return, the federal sales tax credit is 
available to any individual who at the end of the year was married, had a child, or was over 18 
years of age. Eligible individuals may claim the credit for themselves, their qualified relations, 
and one spouse. Individuals who are not subject to tax in Canada or who were confined to a 
prison or similar institution for a period of over six months in the year for which a claim is made 
may not claim the credit. A married couple may make only one claim. 

Maximum family benefits are a function of the type and number of individuals in the fam-
ily as well as the net income of the family. There are three individual credit maximums; one for 
the filer; one for a spouse with whom the filer resided at the end of the year, and one for any 
other person under the age of 18 at the end of the year who was a child of the individual or their 
spouse or was a person in respect of whom the individual or his spouse has claimed a personal 
deduction. Family net income is the net income, for tax purposes, of the head of the family and 
their spouse if present. 

The maximum annual credit is payable if net family annual income is less than a specified 
level of income (called tumdowns, exemptions, or benefit reduction levels). Families with net 
incomes above this reduction point are entitled to the maximum credit minus a specified percent-
age (reduction rate) of their net income in excess of the reduction point. The minimum STC is 
zero. In 1986 the maximum credit was $50 per adult and $25 per dependent child, the reduction 
point was $15,000 and the reduction rate was 5%. So, for example, a family with a spouse and 
two eligible children and a net income of $17,000 would receive a tax credit of $100.00 
((2 x $50 + 2 x $25)—($17,000— $15,000) x .05) = $100.00). (The 1986 credit becomes zero for 
families of this type with a net income at or above $18,000.) 
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0 	SPSM Implementation 
The txfstc function calculates the federal Sales Tax Credit based on the number, age, 

and type of persons in a family and the net income of the family. The function always allocates 
the Sales Tax Credit to the spouse with the higher net income in the nuclear family. The func-
tion outputs values for the federal Sales Tax Credit and these reflect the total value of the credit, 
whether used to reduce taxes, or received as a cash lump sum amount, or some mix of the two. 

The txfatc function operates at the nuclear family level. It first increments two local 
variables based on information on the eldest member of the nuclear family; one for the family's 
net income by adding the eldest member's net income; and one for the maximum family benefits 
by adding the maximum entitlement for a filer. The program next increments both local variables 
for the spouse (married or common-law) if present. The function optionally adds GIS, SPA, and 
Social Assistance benefits to family net income if the parameter CTCIFLAG is set to one. The 
maximum benefits for the family are incremented last by multiplying the number of children in 
the nuclear family by the maximum benefit per child (nfnkids * FSTCC). The maximum STC 
is then reduced at the specified reduction rate (FsTcR) applied to family net income in excess of 
the STC reduction point (FSTCL). This reduction is performed using the taxbakl function. 
Finally the federal Sales Tax Credit is assigned to the to the mother if present and otherwise to 
the eldest member of the nuclear family. 

Interpretation 
Results obtained from the SPSM with respect to Sales Tax Credit benefits have no valid 

Revenue Canada administrative data with which to compare the results. In general, the SPSM 
. 	should be slightly low due to certain coverage issues. Further analysis will be required to cor- 

rectly estimate who in a married couple is claiming the benefit. Take-up issues may also be rele-
vant. 

Relation to other SPSM routines 
The txistc function is called by div. The function outputs one variable that is used in 

inv1 for reporting purposes. The function makes use of (calls) the taxbakl function. 

Input Parameters: 
CTCIFLAG Child tax credit social assistance income inclusion flag 
FSTCC Federal sales tax credit amount for dependant 
FSTCF Federal sales tax credit amount for tiler 
FSTCFLAG Federal sales tax credit flag 
FSTCL Federal sales tax credit reduction level 
FSTCR Federal sales tax credit reduction rate 
FSTCS Federal sales tax credit amount for spouse 
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Input Variables: 
hhnnf Number of nuclear families in household 
imigis GIS benefits 
iniinet Net income 
imi sa Social assistance (or replacement program) 
imi spa Spouse's allowance 
imitax Taxable income 
nfiraeid Eldest person in nuclear family [pointer] 
nfinspo Spouse of eldest (pointerl 
nfnkids Number of children in nuclear family 
nfspo fig Nuclear family contains marned couple 

Output Variables: 
imfstc 	Federal sales tax credit 
irnninc 	No income flag 

Algorithm Guide 
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0 	3.8 Federal Child Tax Credit 

txctc - Compute child tax credit 

Abstract 
The federal Child Tax Credit provides benefits to help low and middle income families 

meet the costs of raising children under the age of 18. The txctc function calculates benefits 
from the federal Child Tax Credit (CTC) program based upon the number of children in a family 
and the net income of the family. The function has a parameterized option for including 
GIS/SPA and social assistance benefits in the definition of net income. The CTC supplement 
legislated for 1988 has not yet been included. 

Program Description 
The federal Child Tax Credit provides benefits to help low and middle income families 

meet the costs of raising children under the age of 18. It was implemented in 1979 and is admin-
istered by Revenue Canada, Taxation, through the income tax system. 

Any person who receives Family Allowances is eligible to apply for the Child Tax Credit. 
The credit is available on behalf of a child for whom Family Allowances were paid for in the 
month of January following a given taxation year. An eligible person who voluntarily refrains 
from receiving Family Allowances may still claim the Child Tax Credit. The CTC must be 

• 	applied for by filing an income tax return regardless of the income of the eligible parent or 
guardian. A foster parent in receipt of Special Allowances is not eligible for the CTC. Canadian 
residents living outside Canada, but paying Canadian taxes may apply for the credit. 

The amount of the CTC is determined by the number of eligible children and the family's 
income. Family income is defined as the net income (as defined for income tax purposes) of 
both parents, whether married or not (provided they are living together), or the net income of a 
single parent. The net income of any other person who is claiming a personal exemption for a 
dependent child (whether or not the person lives with the claimant of the CTC) must also be 
included in family income. For families with taxable incomes the refundable credit to which 
they are entitled reduces the tax which must be paid; families whose taxes are less than the 
credit, or who pay no taxes at all receive a non-taxable lump sum payment. 

The maximum annual credit is payable if net family annual income is less than a specified 
level of income called a benefit reduction level or turndown. Families with net incomes above 
this turndown are entitled to the maximum credit minus a specified percentage (reduction rate) of 
their net income in excess of the reduction point. The minimum CTC for eligible parent(s) is 
zero. In 1984 the maximum credit was $367, the reduction point was $26,330 and the reduction 
rate was 5%. So, for example, a family with two eligible children and a net income of $40,000 
would receive a tax credit of $50.50 ((2 x $367 - ($40,000— $26,330) x .05) = $50.50). The 
1984 credit becomes zero for families with a net income at or above $41,010 

. 
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SPSM Implementation 	 0 
The txctc function calculates the federal Child Tax Credit based on the number of chil-

dren in a family and the net income of the family. Residency requirements are deemed to have 
been met in all cases. The function always allocates the Child Tax Credit to the mother unless 
one is not present in the nuclear family. The function only outputs a value for the federal child 
tax credit and this reflects the total value of the credit, whether used to reduce taxes, or received 
as a cash lump sum amount, or some mix of the two. 

The txctc function operates at the nuclear family level. It first calculates a local variable 
for the family's net income by adding the eldest member's net income and that of their spouse 
(married or common-law) if present. The function optionally adds GIS, SPA, and Social Assis-
tance benefits to family net income if the parameter CTCIFLAG is turned on. The maximum 
benefits for the family are then obtained by multiplying the number of children in the nuclear 
family by the maximum benefit per child (nfnkids * CTCPC). The maximum CTC is then 
reduced at the specified reduction rate (cTCRR) applied to family net income in excess of the 
CTC turndown (CTCTD). This reduction is performed using the taxbakl function. Finally the 
federal Child Tax Credit is assigned to the to the mother if present and otherwise to the eldest 
member of the nuclear family. 

Interpretation 
Results obtained from the SPSM with respect to Child Tax Credit benefits differ from Rev-

enue Canada administrative data. Overall the SPSM reports 101.9% more 1984 tax year benefits 
than does Revenue Canada for provincial Canada. However, the number of children for which 
the credit is paid is 99.6% of Revenue Canada's figures. One would expect the number of chil-
dren on the SPSD to be low due to the non-coverage of persons residing on reservations and out-
side Canada. Thus there would seem to be a small deficit on the SPSD in the net income of 
families with eligible children. 

Relation to other SPSM routines 
The txctc function is called by dry'. The function outputs one dollar value variable that 

is used in niin1 for reporting purposes. 

In put Parameters: 
CTCF LAG 	Child tax credit flag 
CTCIFLAG 	Child tax credit social assistance income inclusion flag 
CTCPC 	 Child tax credit per child 
CTCRR 	 Child tax credit reduction rate 
CTCTD 	 Family income child tax credit turn down 
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Input Variables: 
hhnnf 
id3ex 
imigis 
1mm e t 
imisa 
imispa 
nfinei d 
nfinspo 
nfnkids 
nfspo fig- 

Number of nuclear families in household 
Sex 
GIS benefits 
Net income 
Social assistance (or replacement program) 
Spouse's allowance 
Eldest person in nuclear family [pointerJ 
Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
Number of children in nuclear family 
Nuclear family contains married couple 

Output Variables: 
imctc 	Child tax credit 
imninc 	No income flag 

. 
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4 Personal Income, Sales and Payroll Taxes 	 . 

For those unfamiliar with the tax system in general, the following is a general description 
of the Canadian income tax system extracted from the Canada Yearbook, 1983-84. The descrip-
tion is purely illustrative and does not reflect the SPSM implementation. This is followed by a 
description of the algorithms used to simulate the system. 

The federal government has adopted a tax system in which taxpayers volunteer the facts 
about their incomes and calculate the taxes they must pay. Every individual resident in Canada 
is liable for the payment of income tax on all his income regardless of where it is earned. A 
non-resident is liable for tax only on income from sources in Canada. Residence is the place 
where a person resides or where he maintains a dwelling ready at all times for his use. There are 
also statutory extensions of the meaning of resident to include a person who has been in Canada 
for an aggregate period of 183 days in a taxation year, a person who was during the year a mem-
ber of the armed forces of Canada, an officer or servant of Canada or of any one of its provinces, 
or the spouse or dependent child of any such person. The extended meaning of resident also 
includes employees who go from Canada to work under certain international development assis-
tance programs. 

Canadian tax law uses the concepts of income and taxable income. Income means income 
from all sources inside or outside Canada and includes income for the year from businesses, 
property, offices and employment. Since January 1, 1972, it has also included half of any capital 
gains. 

In computing income, an individual must include benefits from employment, fees, com-
missions, dividends, annuities, pension benefits, interest, alimony and maintenance payments. 
Also included are unemployment insurance benefits, family allowance payment, scholarships in 
excess of $500, benefits under a disability insurance plan to which his employer contributes and 
other miscellaneous items of income. A number of items are expressly excluded from income, 
including certain war service disability pensions, social assistance payments, compensation for 
an injury or death under provincial worker compensation acts, family income security payments 
and the guaranteed income supplement, which is a payment made to individuals over age 65 who 
have little or no income in addition to their old age pension. 

Half of capital gains is included in income. Taxable capital gains are determined by 
deducting capital losses from capital gains and dividing by two. In the event that losses exceed 
capital gains, $2,000 of allowable capital losses may be deducted from other income. Allowable 
capital losses that are not absorbed in the same year may be carried over to apply in other years. 
Losses on small business shares can be written off against other income without limit. Capital 
gains or losses relate to disposition of property. Other gains or losses, for example, resulting 
from a lottery or gambling, are not included. The sale of personal property at a price not exceed-
ing $1,000 and the sale of a home do not give rise to a capital gain or less. 

Certain amounts are deductible in computing income. These include contributions to a 
registered employee pension plan, premiums to a registered retirement savings plan, premiums 
under the unemployment insurance program, contributions to the Canada and Quebec pension 
plans, alimony payments and union dues. A taxpayer 18 years of age or over who does not own 
a house or whose spouse does not own one may deduct contributions up to $1,000 a year to a 
lifetime maximum of $10,000 to a registered home-ownership savings plan. The proceeds of 
such plans will be taxable when they are paid to the taxpayer unless they are applied by him to 
the purchase of a home. An employee may deduct 3% of salary or wages up to a maximum of 
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$500 a year to cover expenses of earning his income. No receipts or details of actual expendi-
tures are necessary to claim this deduction. Expenses of meals and lodging while away from 
home are deductible by employees who have to travel as they perform their work, such as 
employees who work on trains or who drive trucks. When a mother has her children cared for in 
order that she may work, she may deduct this expense subject to certain limitations. Expenses of 
moving to a new work location are deductible from income earned in the new location. Students 
attending universities, colleges or certain other certified educational institutions in Canada may 
deduct their tuition fees. 

An individual carrying on a business may deduct business expenses. These include wages, 
rents, depreciation (called capital cost allowances), municipal taxes, interest on borrowed money, 
reserves for doubtful debts, contributions to pension plans or profit-sharing plans for his 
employees, and bad debts. 

Having computed this net income, an individual calculates taxable income by subtracting 
certain personal exemptions and deductions. Before 1974 the levels of exemptions and deduc-
tions were fixed from time to time by Parliament. In the 1974 taxation year a mechanism was 
introduced for indexing personal income tax that results in automatic adjustments each year to 
reflect the inflation rate in the levels of exemptions. The indexed personal exemptions for each 
year are based on such factors as married or single status, dependent children, other dependents, 
age (if 65 or over) and certain disabilities. Exemptions for married status or dependent children 
may be reduced depending on income of a spouse or children. Details are provided in an annual 
tax guide which is sent to each taxpayer, copies are also available in post offices and district tax-
ation offices. 

• 	 An individual may claim a deduction for medical expenses and charitable donations in 
computing taxable income. A taxpayer is also able to deduct up to $1,000 of Canadian invest-
ment income from interest, dividends or capital gains. In addition, a taxpayer who is 65 or over 
is able to deduct up to $1,000 of his private pension income including amounts he receives from 
pension plans and from annuities under registered retirement savings plans and deferred profit 
sharing plans. A taxpayer under 65 may deduct up to $1,000 of qualified pension income. This 
includes amounts received from a pension or as a consequence of death of a spouse. Students 
who attended designated educational institutions and were enrolled in a qualifying educational 
program are entitled to a deduction of $50 per month for each month of the qualifying year. 
Individuals who have incurred business losses in other years may deduct these in computing tax-
able income. Individuals may also deduct up to $2,000 of any carried-over capital losses against 
the year's non-capital income. 

The amount of tax is determined by applying a schedule of progressive rates to taxable 
income. The tax bracket limits are adjusted yearly by means of the indexing mechanism. Thus 
taxpayers are prevented from being pushed into higher marginal tax brackets in the absence of 
real growth in their income. The schedule of federal marginal tax rates for the 1979 taxation 
year (as of January 1979) started at 6% on the first $829 of taxable income and increased to 43% 
on taxable income in excess of $99,480. The rates were reduced in 1977 as part of the revised 
federal-provincial fiscal arrangements. The new arrangements contained a transfer of tax room 
to the provinces whereby federal tax rates were reduced and provincial tax rates were increased. 
The net effect of this transfer leaves the combined federal and provincial tax burden on individu-
als unchanged. 
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After all calculations are made, there is deducted from federal tax otherwise payable an 
amount called the federal tax reduction. In 1979, this was equal to 9% of tax otherwise payable 
with a minimum reduction of $200 and a maximum reduction of $500. There was also a refund-
able child tax credit of up to $218 for each dependent child under 18. The threshold family 
income level up to which full child credit benefits were paid was $19,620. These amounts are 
also indexed to changes in the rate of inflation. The credit is reduced by 5% of family income in 
excess of this threshold and is claimable by the parent who received family allowances. In 
respect of the child where the credit exceed tax payable the excess is refunded to the claimant. 

Currently, individuals who reside outside Canada but are deemed to be residents in Canada 
for tax purposes (such as diplomats and others posted outside the country) must pay an additional 
federal tax of 43% of the tax otherwise payable. This tax corresponds to the income tax imposed 
by the provinces on their residents. In a province with a tax collection agreement with the fed- 
eral government, taxes are imposed on residents as a percent of federal tax otherwise payable 
(before the tax reduction and refundable child credit). 

To a large extent, individual income tax is payable as income is earned. Taxpayers on sal-
ary or wages have tax deducted from pay by the employer. The balance of the tax, if any, or any 
refund of previous over-payments is payable at the time of filing the tax return. The deadline for 
individual income tax is April 30 for income of the previous calendar year. Individuals with 
more than 25% of income in a form not subject to tax deductions at source must pay tax by quar-
terly installments. Returns of these individuals must be filed on or before April 30 of the follow-
ing calendar year. Farmers and fishermen pay two-thirds of tax on or before December 31 each 
year and the remainder on or before April 30 of the following year. Table 22.15 shows the 
amount of personal income tax payable on various levels of income in 1979. 

Canadian employers are required to deduct and remit to the government the estimated 
income tax in respect of the amounts paid to their employees as wages and salaries. The govern-
ment provides employers with deduction tables to guide them in calculating the amount of fed-
eral and provincial income taxes. Canada Pension Plan contributions and unemployment 
insurance premiums to be withheld. 
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0 4.1 Calculate Net Income 

txinet - Compute Net Income for Federal Income Tax 

Abstract 
The txinat function contains several algorithms which are required to calculate net 

income. The algorithms calculate the following specific tax measures which are discussed in 
order in terms of the description of the tax measure and its SPSM implementation. 
- Employment Expense Deduction 
- Other Allowable Employment Expenses 
- Calculate Taxable Dividends 
- Calculate Taxable Capital Gains 
- Calculate Total Income 
- CPP/QPP Contributions (Deduction or Tax Credit) 
- Unemployment Insurance Contributions (Deduction or Tax Credit) 
- Tuition Fees (Deduction or Tax Credit) 
- Calculate all deductions from total income 
- Assign Taxable portion of Family Allowance to head or spouse 
- Calculate Net Income 

S 	
Program Description 

Employment Expense Deduction 
This is used to reduce employment income before it is added in to total income. The June 

1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the elimination of this deduction beginning with tax-
ation year 1988. 

The flag EAOPT controls whether the Employment Expense Deduction is calculated. With 
a value of 1, imdedea is calculated. If EAOPT is set to 2, imdedea is set to zero. 

The Employment Expense Deduction (imdedea) is a deduction from Total Employment 
Earnings (idiemp) It is calculated as a proportion (EAPRP) of Total Employment Earnings up to 
a specified maximum (EAMAX). 

Other Allowable Employment Expenses 
Certain special employment expenses not claimable elsewhere are allowed. 

According to the 1984 definition, these expenses include: 
- employee's expenses for travel, office and wages to assistants, 
- commission sales employees may claim certain expenses paid to earn their income, 
- transport employees may deduct the cost of meals and lodging while away from home, 

and 
- power saw operators may claim expenses incurred in operating the power saw. 

This is a special deduction from employment income and is not available to most employees. 

is 
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SPSM Implementation is 
The value for Other Allowable Employment Expenses (idaiexp) already exists on the 

database. This value is derived from actual taxation statistics. For more details, please see the 
The SPSD/M Database Creation Guide. This value is multiplied by the parameter ALEXPP (Pro-
portion of Other Allowable Expenses to Use as a Deduction) to obtain irnalexp, the modeled 
amount for Other Allowable Expenses. 

iculate Taxable Caoital Gain 
Capital Gains arise when an individual sells a property for more than it originally cost. If a 

property is sold for less than it cost, a capital loss may be claimable. 
Only a portion of Capital Gains received are considered taxable. Similarly only a portion 

of capital losses may be claimed as a loss. The value of i di capg represents the actual amount 
of the Capital Gain or Loss Allowed. Losses, in 1984, were limited to $2,000. This represents 
the lower limit of the variable idicapg. Modeled Taxable Capital Gains or Losses imicapgt 
are calculated by multiplying i di capg by the Capital Gains Inclusion Rate (cAPGIR). 

Calculate Taxable Dividends 
To avoid double taxation of dividends earned in Canadian business, the dividends from 

taxable Canadian corporations are treated differently from other sources of income. Before taxa-
tion, these dividends are "grossed-up" or increased to an amount which approximates the under-
lying corporate tax already paid on these earnings. A Dividend Tax Credit is paid based on the 
grossed-up amount and approximated the corporate taxes already paid. 

The gross-up tax credit system ensures that income earned by Canadian corporations and 
then distributed in the form of dividends bears the same amount of total tax as if the income were 
earned directly by the shareholders. 
SPSM Implementation 

Total Dividends Received is represented on the database by the variable ididiv. The tax-
able amount (irnidivt) which is added to total income is calculated by multiplying ididiv by 
the Federal Dividend Gross-up Rate (FDGUR). 

Calculation of Total Income 
At this point, the SPSM is able to calculate a first approximation of total income for tax 

purposes. This is not a final value since Family Allowances cannot be allocated to the mother or 
father until the Net Income of both is known. This temporary value of Total Income (itot) is 
the sum of: 

- i di emp: 	Earnings From Employment 
- idisenf: 	Self-employment Earnings (Non-farm), optionally scaled by the parameter 

FACTISENF 
- idisefm: Self-employment Earnings (Farm) 
- idiroom: Net Income From Roomers and Boarders 
- idiint: 	Interest Income 
- idioinv,  Other Investment Income 
- i di cqp: 	CPP/QPP Benefits Received 

. 
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- idicog-v; Other Taxable Government Income 
- idipens: Pension Income 
- iditoth: Other Taxable Income 
- irni uib: Modeled Unemployment Insurance Benefits Received 
- imiotgr Modeled New Taxable Demogrants 
- irnioas: Modeled OAS Benefits 
- irni di vt: Modeled Taxable Amount of Dividends 
- imicapgt: Modeled Taxable Capital Gains and Losses 

From this total, the two deductions from employment income are subtracted: 
- irnalexp: Modeled Other Allowable Employment Expenses 
- imdedea: Modeled Employment Allowance 

Calculate CPP/OPP Contribution Deduction or Tax Credit 
All Canadians aged 18 to 64 and in the labour force are covered by either the Canada Pension 

Plan (CPP) or the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP). The pension plans provide retirement benefits as 
well as survivor benefits for a widow or dependant when the contributor dies prematurely, a 
death benefit and disability benefits. The plans are publicly funded, based on contributions from 
all employed persons aged 18 to 70 with pensionable earnings. 

Contributions to the Canada and Quebec Pension Plans are based on employment income and 
are usually made through payroll deductions. Self-employed persons make their contribution 

• 	through the tax system, the amount of the contribution is added to federal taxes payable. 
The amount contributed is not subject to taxation and is therefore either deducted from total 

income or treated as a tax credit. 
In most cases, an employee and his or her employer will contribute the same amount to the 

employee's pension plan. Self-employed persons contribute a twice the rate of employees. 
Although employees have their CPP/QPP contribution deducted from their paycheck, refunds 

for overpayment are made through the personal income tax system. 
SPSM Implementation 

CPP/QPP Contributions are calculated separately on employment and self-employment earn-
ings. Employment earnings subject to contribution are calculated by subtracting the amount of 
exemptible earnings (CPPXM) from Earnings from Employment (idiemp). This amount cannot 
exceed the Maximum Earnings Subject to Contribution (YMPE minus CPPXM). Earnings Subject 
to Contribution are then multiplied by the CPP/QPP contribution rate (wscF)to derive the 
amount of the contribution (wscon). 

Contributions from self-employment earnings (secon) is a proportion (SECF) of Earnings 
from Employment (idiemp) plus Earnings from Self-employment (idisenf + idisefrn) that 
are in excess of the Annual Exemption Level (cPPxti) and less than the year's Maximum Pen-
sionable Earnings Level, less a multiple (wSCM) of contributions made on Earnings from 
Employment (wscon). WSCM is the ratio of the contribution rate on earnings from 
self-employment to the rate on earnings from employment. 

The total CPP/QPP Contribution is the sum of the Contribution Payable on Earnings from 
Employment (wscon) plus the Contribution Payable on Earnings from Self-employment secon. 

S 
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There is no information in the database concerning the actual amount deducted through 
payroll deductions; therefore, refunds for overpayment cannot be calculated. 

The parameter CPPOPT determines whether CPP/QPP Contributions are treated as deductions 
from Total Income (CPPOPT=1)or as a non-refundable tax credit (cPPoPT2). If they are treated 
as deductions from total income, the value irncqppc is added to Total Deductions from Total 
Income imdedft. If the contributions are treated as tax credits, the tax credit (irncppctc) is cal-
culated as a proportion (cppcTR) of the total contributions (imcqppc) The tax credit is applied 
in the function txcalc. 

Unemolovment Insurance Contribution 
Unemployment Insurance is intended to provide short-term financial support to the unem-

ployed. It also provides benefits for those suffering from extended sickness, for women leaving 
the labour force temporarily because of pregnancy and childbirth, and supplementary benefits to 
unemployed fishermen and to persons undertaking manpower training courses. The program is 
given its mandate by the Unemployment Insurance Act (1971). The act covers nearly all mem-
bers of the labour force except self-employed persons and those who earn less than the minimum 
insurable earnings. The program is funded by employee and employer contributions as well as 
additional revenue from the consolidated revenue fund. 

Contributions are calculated as a proportion of weekly earnings. Only earnings above the 
minimum insurable earnings and less than the maximum insurable earnings are subject to contri-
bution. 

Unemployment Insurance premiums are deducted from the employee's paycheck by the 
employer. Reimbursements for overpayment are made through the tax system. The amount con-
tributed is not subject to tax. Before 1988, UI contributions were deducted from total income. 
The June 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this deduction into a 
non-refundable tax credit. 
SPSM Implementation 

The database contains no detail on an individual's weekly distribution of earnings through-
out the year. Weekly earnings are estimated by dividing the annual Earnings from Employment 
(idiemp) by the Number of Weeks Worked (idlyww). This assumes that the earnings were 
evenly distributed throughout the year. It also assumes that the earner worked at least 20 hours 
during each week. 

If the average weekly earnings thus calculated are less that the Minimum Weekly Insurable 
Earnings MNWEL, the contribution is zero. Otherwise, the annual UI Contribution (imuic) are 
calculated as a proportion (UIPF) of average weekly earnings not exceeding the Maximum 
Weekly Earnings Subject to Contribution (MxWEL), multiplied by the number of weeks worked. 

The value of the parameter UTCOPT determines whether UI contributions are treated as a 
deduction from total income (UICOPT=1)or as a non-refundable tax credit (uIcoPT=2). When 
treated as a deduction from total income, the UI Contributions (irnuic) are added to the value of 
Total Deductions from Total Income (imdedft). 

If UI contributions are to be treated as a tax credit (uIcoPT=2), the UI Contribution Tax 
Credit (imuictc) is calculated as a proportion (UIcTR) of the conthbutions. This tax credit is 
later applied to reduce Basic Federal Tax in the function txca.].c. 
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Tuition Fees 
Only the student may claim tuition fees paid to an educational institution as a deduction 

from total income. The June 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this 
deduction into a tax credit which may be transferred to a spouse or supporting parent. The White 
Paper proposed a maximum of $600 on the amount of combined Tuition and Education Tax 
Credit transferred. 

A value for Tuition Deduction Allowed in the base year (idtuitn) exists on the database. 
This value is imputed from income tax records (see the SPSD/M Database Creation Guide). The 
parameter TUITOPT determines whether tuition fees are considered a deduction from total 
income (TUIT0PT=1) or as a tax credit (TurroPT=2). 

If tuition fees are treated as a deduction, the database value (idtuitn) is simply added to 
Total Deductions from Total Income (imdedft). If they are treated as tax credits, idtui tn is 
multiplied by the Tuition Fee Tax Credit Rate TUTCR and the result (irntutxc) is later applied as 
a tax credit in the function txca].c. 

Assign Taxable Family Allowance 
For tax purposes, Family Allowances are attributed to the person who claims a personal 

exemption (or post-reform, a tax credit) for the child. The model assumes that the exemptions 
are allocated to the spouse with the higher net income (iminet, excluding FA) if present. This 
is the spouse who would benefit most from claiming the children and, therefore, this is the one 
who also must claim Taxable Family Allowances. 

Calculate Net Income 
Net Income (iminet) is calculated as Total Income (irni tot) minus All Deductions from 

Total Income (imdedft). imdedft is the sum of: 
- idrpp: Registered Pension Plan Contributions 
- idrrsp: Registered Retirement Savings Plan Contributions 
- iddues: Union and Professional Dues 
- idiloss: Allowable Business Investment Loss 
- idoL hdn: Other Deductions from Total Income (includes Moving Expenses, Alimony Paid, 

Repayment of Income Amounts, Legal and Accounting Fees, Petroleum Explora- 
tion Ventures, Capital Cost Allowance on Canadian Motion Picture Films and 
Video Tapes) 

- idcarry: Carrying Charges (interest on money borrowed to earn investment income) 
- imcqppc: optionally, CPP/QPP Contributions 
- imuic: optionally, UI Contributions 
- idtuitn: optionally, Tuition Fees 
- imccea: optionally, Child Care Expense Deduction Allowed (calculated separately in 

function txccea) 
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Input Parameters: 
ALEXPP Proportion of other allowable employment expenses to use as deduction 
CAPGIR Capital gains inclusion rate 
CPPCTR CPP/QPP contribution tax credit rate 
CPPOPT CPP/QPP contribution deduction/credit option [1=deduction,2=credit] 
c pp XM CPP/QPP exemptible earnings 
EAMAX Maximum employment expenses 
EAOPT Employment expense calculation option [I=deduction,2=none] 
EAPRP Employment expenses allowed - percent 
E'ACTISENF Scale-up factor for non-farm self-employment income 
FDGUR Federal dividend gross-up rate 
MNWEL Floor on weekly earnings subject to UI contribution 
MXWEL Ceiling on weekly earnings subject to UI contribution 
S ECF CPPIQPP contribution rate on self-employment earnings 
TUITOPT Tuition deduction/credit option [1=deduction,2=credit] 
TUTCR Tuition tax credit rate 
U I COP T Ut contributions deduction/credit option [l=deduction,2=credit] 
tJICTR UI contribution tax credit rate 
tJIPF UI contribution rate on earnings 
WS CF CPP/QPP contribution rate on employment earnings 
WSCM Ratio of self-employed to employed contribution fraction 
YMPE CPP/QPP maximum pensionable earnings 
Input Variables: 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
hhnnf Number of nuclear families in household 
idaiexp Other allowable employment expenses 
idcarry Carrying charges 
iddues Union and professional dues 
idicapg Imputed actual capital gains 
idicqp CPP/QPP received 
ididiv Actual amount of canadian dividends 
idiemp Earnings from employment 
idiint Interest income 
idiioss Business investment losses 
idioinv Other investment income with net rental 
i dipens Pension income 
idi room Net income from roomers and boarders 
idisefm Farming net income 
idisenf Self-employed income - non-farming 
i di t ogv Other government income (taxable) 
iditoth Other taxable income 
idiyww Weeks worked 
idothdn Other deductions from total income 
idrpp Registered pension plan contributions 
idrrsp RRSP calculated amount 
idtuitn Tuition fees 
imioas OAS benefits 
imiotg Other taxable demogrants 
imi uib Unemployment insurance benefits 
nfineld Eldest person in nuclear family [pointer] 
nfinspo Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
nfnkids Number of children in nuclear family 
nfspo fig Nuclear family contains married couple 
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Output Variables: 
irnalexp Allowable employment expenses 
imcppctc CPP contributions tax credit 
imcqppc CPP/QPP contributions 
imdedea Employment allowance 
.imdedft Deductions from total income 
irnicapgt Taxable capital gains 
imidi Vt Amount of taxable dividends 
iminet Net income 
imi tot Total income 
imnfach Number of family allowance children claimed 
iraninc No income flag 
isntfa Taxable family allowances 
.imtutxc Tuition tax credit 
iniuic UIC contributions 
imuictc UJC contributions tax credit 

Calculate Net Income 
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txqinet- Calculate Net Income for Quebec Provincial Taxes 	 0 
Abstract 

The Quebec provincial personal income tax system largely parallels the federal system: 
deductions and exemptions reduce total income to a taxable amount for which the basic provin-
cial tax is calculated, then tax credits are applied to derive the amount of provincial tax payable. 
The function calculates net income for Quebec taxpayers and is similar to the process for 
calculating net income for federal income tax purposes. 

SPSM Implementation 
The algorithms for calculating Net Income for Quebec Provincial Income Tax Purposes is 

similar to the algorithms for calculating federal Net Income described under the function txi-
net. The major difference is that there are no options to treat deductions and personal exemp-
tions as tax credits. 

Whenever possible values already calculated in the computation of federal Net Income are 
applied here. The implementation of specific measures are described below. 

Employment Expense Deduction 
The calculation of the Quebec Employment Expense Deduction (irnqdedea) is the same as 

the federal case. irnqdedea is a proportion (QEAP) of Earnings from Employment (idiernp) up 
to a maximum deduction of QEAMAX. There is no flag controlling the calculation of this value. 
If this deduction is to be eliminated, the values of QEAP and QEAMAX may be set to zero. 

This value is added into Total Deductions from Total Income (imqdedft) in contrast to the 
federal algorithm in which the amount is subtracted from Total Income. 

The model assumes that the definition for Other Allowable Employment Expenses as applied 
to Quebec Provincial Taxes is the same as the federal definition (see txinet). The same value 
as used in the federal algorithm (idalexp) is used here. The value of idalexp may be scaled 
up or down by supplying an appropriate value for the parameter QALEXPP (Proportion of Other 
Allowable Employment Expenses to Use as a Deduction). 

The amount idalexp is added to Total Deductions from Total Income (imqdedft) in con-
trast to the federal algorithm in which the amount is subtracted from Total Income. 

Calculate Taxable Capital Gains 
Capital Gains are treated as they are for federal taxes (see function txinet). Taxable Capi-

tal Gains for Quebec Provincial Tax Purposes (imqcapgt) is calculated as Total Capital Gains 
Received (idicapg) multiplied by the Capital Gains Inclusion Rate for Quebec Provincial 
Taxes (QDGUR). 
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Taxable Dividends 
The the treatment of dividends is similar to the federal algorithms described under the func-

non txinet. Taxable Dividends for Quebec Provincial Taxes (irnqidivt) are calculated as 
Total Dividends Received (ididiv) multiplied by the Quebec Dividend Gross-up Rate (QDGUR). 

Calculation of Total Income 
As in the federal case (see function txinet), Total Income at this stage does not include 

Family Allowances which cannot be allocated until it is known whether the mother or the father 
have the higher net income. Total Income (imqitot) is calculated as the sum of: 

. 

- idiernp: Earnings From Employment 
- i di senf: Self-employment Earnings (Non-farm), optionally scaled by the parameter 

FACTISENF 
- idisefm: Self-employment Earnings (farm) 
- idiroom: Net Income From Roomers and Borders 
- idiint: Interest Income 
- idioinv Other Investment Income 
- idicqp: CPP/QPP Benefits Received 
- i di t ogv Other Taxable Government Income 
- idi pens: Pension Income 
- iditoth: Other Taxable Income 
- imi uib: Modeled Unemployment Insurance Benefits Received 
- imiotg Modeled New Taxable Demogrants 
- imffa: Modeled family allowance Benefits (optional) 
- imioas: Modeled OAS Benefits 
- iznqidivt: Modeled Taxable Amount of Dividends for Quebec 
- iznqicapgt: Modeled Taxable Capital Gains and Losses for Quebec 

The parameter QFAIFLAG controls whether federal Family Allowances are included in 
total income. If QFAIFLAG is set to one then imf La is added to irnqi tot. Also, Employment 
Expenses (imqdedea) and Other Allowable Employment Expenses (imqalexp) are added into 
All Deductions from Total Income (imqdedft) and not subtracted from Total Income as in the 
federal algorithms. 

Calculation of Net Income 
All Deductions from Total Income (imdedft) is calculated as the sum of: 

- idrpp: 	Registered Pension Plan Contributions 
- idrrsp: 	Registered Retirement Savings Plan Contributions 
- iddues: 	Union and Professional Dues 
- idtuibn: 	optionally, Tuition Fees 
- idiloss: 	Allowable Business Investment Loss 

. 
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- idothdn: Other Deductions from Total Income (includes Moving Expenses, Alimony Paid, 	40 
Repayment of Income Amounts, Legal and Accounting Fees, Petroleum Explora-
tion Ventures, Capital Cost Allowance on Canadian Motion Picture Films and 
Video Tapes) 

- idcarry: Carrying Charges (interest on money borrowed to earn investment income) 
- imcqppc: 	optionally, CPP/QPP Contributions (calculated in txinet) 
- irnuic: 	optionally, UI Contributions (calculated in txinet) 
- imqccea: 	optionally, Child Care Expense Deduction Allowed (calculated separately in 

function txqccea) 
- imqdedea: Employment Expenses 
- irnqalexp: Other Allowable Employment Expenses 

Please note that the Quebec algorithms are current for taxation year 1984. Unlike the algo-
rithms modeling the federal tax system, there are, at this time, no switches for the optional treat-
ment of deductions as tax credits. The algorithms for Quebec do not currently implement either 
the Capital Gains Deduction or the Alternative Minimum Tax. 

Input Parameters: 
QALEXP 	Quebec proportion of other allowable employment expenses to use 
QCAPGIR 	Quebec capital gains inclusion rate 
QDGUR 	Quebec dividend gross-up rate 
QEAMAX 	Quebec maximum employment allowance deduction 
QEAP 	Proportion of earnings for Quebec employment allowance deduction 
QFAIFLAG 	Quebec inclusion of family allowance in total income flag 

. 
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hhnin Number of individuals in household 
ida .1 exp Other allowable employment expenses 
idcarry Carrying charges 
iddues Union and professional dues 
idicapq Imputed actual capital gains 
idicqp CPP/QPP received 
ididiv Actual amount of canadian dividends 
idiemp Earnings from employment 
idiint Interest income 
idiloss Business investment losses 
idioinv Other investment income with net rental 
idipens Pension income 
idi room Net income from roomers and boarders 
idisefm Farming net income 
idi.senf Self-employed income - non-farming 
i cii t ogv Other government income (taxable) 
iditoth Other taxable income 
idothdn Other deductions from total income 
i drpp Registered pension plan contributions 
idrrsp RRSP calculated amount 
idtuitn Tuition fees 
imcqppc CPP/QPP contributions 
imffa Federal portion of family allowances 
imioas OAS benefits 
imiotg Other taxable demogrants 
imiuib Unemployment insurance benefits 
imninc No income flag 
imuic IJIC contribuLions 

Output Variables: 
irnqalexp Quebec allowable employment expenses 
imqcapgt Quebec taxable capital gains 
imqcledea Quebec employment allowance 
imqdedft Quebec deductions from total income 
imqidivt Quebec taxable dividends 
imqinet Quebec net income 
imqi tot Quebec total income 
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4.2 Calculate Taxable Income 	 0 
txitax - Calculate Taxable Income for Federal Income Tax 

Abstract 
The process of computing taxable income is divided into two separate routines. Exemp-

tions, deductions and tax credits which are not dependent upon information from other members 
of the family (e.g., the Basic Personal Exemption or Basic Personal Tax Credit) are collected 
together in txitax. Algorithms which require information on the age, income or deductions of 
a spouse or dependant are in txhstr. txitax calculates a provisional value for taxable income 
(ilnitax) which may be further adjusted by txhatr. 

The algorithms contained in txitax are: 
- Basic Personal Exemption or Tax Credit 
- Age Exemption or Tax Credit 
- Pension Income Deduction 
- Standard Deduction, Medical Expense Deduction or Tax Credit, Charitable Donations 

Deduction or Tax Credit 
- Disability Deduction or Tax Credit 
- Education Deduction or Tax Credit 
- Capital Gains Deduction 
- UI Benefit Repayment Payable 
- Family Allowance and OAS Repayment Payable (optional) 

Two deductions which are not included here are the Employee Home Relocation Deduc-
tion and the Stock Option and Shares Deduction. Forward averaging is also not implemented 
because of the filer's previous years tax information is not available. 

Basic Personal Exemption or Tax Credit 
For taxation years before 1988, all persons living in Canada claimed the Basic Personal 

Exemption which was adjusted annually. The June 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed 
the conversion of this exemption (and many deductions), into non-refundable tax credits. Under 
this proposed tax reform, all Canadians would claim the Basic Personal Tax Credit. 

The model allows the user to choose algorithms for either personal exemptions or personal 
tax credits by assigning the appropriate value to the parameter PEROPT. If PEROPT is set to 1, 
algorithms for the Basic Personal Exemption are executed (and others, see the description of 
PEROPT in the SPSDIM Parameter Guide). If PEROPT is assigned a value of 2, the algorithm for 
the Basic Personal Tax Credit is executed. 

If the Basic Personal Exemption is calculated (PERoPT-1), the value assigned to the 
parameter BXM (Basic Personal Exemption) is added in to the variable imexm which accumulates 
personal exemptions as they are calculated. 

If the Basic Personal Tax Credit is calculated (PEROPT-2), the value assigned to the 
parameter BTC (Basic Personal Tax Credit) is assigned to the variable imbt c (Modeled Basic 
Personal Tax Credit) which is applied to reduce Basic Federal Tax in the function txcalc. 

. 
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.  Ae Exemption or Ta_x Credit 
For taxation years before 1988, all Canadians who were 65 years of age or older on 

December 31" t  of the taxation year were eligible to claim the Age Exemption, the value of which 
was adjusted annually. The June 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of 
this exemption into a non-refundable tax credit. Under this tax reform, all Canadians who were 
65 years of age or older on December 31"of the taxation year would be eligible to claim the Age 
Tax Credit. 

The parameter AOPT is used to control whether the Age Exemption or Age Tax Credit is 
computed. If the Age Exemption is executed (AOPT.1), imaxm (Modeled Age Exemption) takes 
on the value assigned to the parameter AXM for all persons aged 65 and over. The value is also 
added to the variable imexin which accumulates personal exemption values as they are calcu-
lated. The value assigned to imaxm is used to calculate taxable income (imitax) by way of the 
variables irnexm and iinpex (Total Personal Exemptions). 

Since the Age Exemption is transferable between spouses, the value assigned to impex 
and irnitax may be adjusted to reflect this transfer by the function txhstr. If the filer transfers 
the unused proportion of the Age Exemption the value of imaxm is not adjustecL 

If the Age Tax Credit is calculated (AOPT-2), imatxc (Modeled Age Tax Credit) receives 
the value assigned to the parameter ATC. The function txcalc performs any applicable transfer 
of the tax credit from the spouse and applies the tax credit to reduce Basic Federal Tax. 

The variable idage on the database, represents the age, in years, of the filer in April of 
1984 (see the description of idage in the SPSD/M Variable Guide). This implies that those who 

is 

	

	turn 65 between May and December 1984 are not considered 65 years of age and therefore do 
not receive the Age Exemption or Tax Credit. 

Pension Income Deduction or Tax Credit 
Certain pension income from a pension plan or upon the death of a spouse qualifies for a 

Pension Income Deduction of Tax Credit. Before 1988, the deduction amounted to the lesser of 
the maximum deduction (fixed at $1,000) and eligible income. Any amount of this deduction 
not required to reduce taxable income to zero is transferable to the spouse. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this deduction into 
a tax credit amounting to a proportion of eligible income up to a maximum of $170. This tax 
credit would also be transferable. 

The parameter YPNOPT controls whether the algorithms for Pension Income Deduction or 
Pension Tax Credit are executed. If the Pension Income Deduction is calculated (YPNoPT.1), 
irnpendn (Modeled Pension Income Deduction) is calculated as the minimum of: 

qualified pension income (idipens), and 
the Maximum Allowable Deduction (YPNDL) 

Although the value of inipendn is added to Total Deductions from Net Income (imdedfn) 
and thereby subtracted from net income (iminet), the values for iindedfn and irninet may be 
subsequently adjusted if any portion of this deduction is transferred to the spouse by the function 
txhatr. The value for impendn is not adjusted to reflect any transfers. 
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If the Pension Income Tax Credit is calculated (YPNOPT=2), irnpentxc (Modeled Pension 	go 
Income Tax Credit) is assigned the minimum of: 

qualified pension income (idipens) times the Pension Income Tax Credit Rate 
(YPNTR), and 
the Maximum Allowable Tax Credit (YPNTL) 

Any portion of the Pension Income Tax Credit not required to reduce a filer's Basic Fed-
eral Tax to zero is transferable to the spouse. The transfer is calculated in the function txca.lc. 

Interest and Dividend Income Deduction 
In taxation years before 1988, interest income from Canadian sources and dividends from 

taxable Canadian corporations were eligible for an Interest and Dividend Income Deduction. In 
1984 and before income from capital gains were also eligible. 

The deduction amounted to the lesser of a fixed amount ($1,000) and total eligible income. 
Any amount of the deduction not required to reduce taxable income to zero was transferable to 
the spouse. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the elimination of this deduction 
beginning in taxation year 1988. 
SPSM implementation 

Eligible income is calculated as the sum of: 
- idiint: 	Interest Income 
- imidivt: 	Modeled Taxable Dividends 
- ixni capgt: Modeled taxable capital gains (optional) 

The parameter GCIFLAG controls whether taxable capital gains are included in the total of 
eligible income. 

Carrying Charges (idcarry) are subtracted from this total. The Interest and Income 
Deduction (iznintdn) is then calculated as the lesser of this eligible income and the Maximum 
Interest Income Deduction (YINDL). 

The value of imintdn is added to Total Deductions from Net Income (imdedfn) which is 
subsequently subtracted from Net Income (iminet). Since this deduction is transferable 
between spouses, the function txhstr may later adjust the values of irndedfn and irninet to 
reflect the transfer. The value of imintdn is not adjusted if a transfer occurs and thus reflects 
the Eligible Interest Income Deduction and not the amount actually applied. 

Medical Expense Deduction or Tax Credit 
The filer is allowed a deduction or tax credit for certain medical expenses paid on behalf of 

the filer, spouse or dependents. Before 1984, combined medical expenses (in excess of 3% of 
net income) and charitable donations (not exceeding 20% of net income) under $100 did not 
require supporting receipts. This was termed the Standard Deduction. In 1984 and subsequent 
years, all medical expenses claimed required supporting proof to be allowed as a deduction. Fur-
thermore, only medical expenses in excess of 3% of net income were claimable. 
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The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this deduction into 
a non-refundable tax credit. 
SPSM Implementation 

A value of Allowable Medical Expense Deduction (idmeda) exists on the database for 
each filer. This value represents the 1984 definition which represents medical expenses in 
excess of 3% of net income. Although medical expenses paid on behalf of dependents are claim- 
able be either spouse, no transfers between spouses are made for this deduction. 

The parameter MDCROPT determines the treatment of both medical expenses and charitable 
donations. If MDCROPT is assigned the value of 1, the combined Medical and Charitable Deduc-
tion (iznstddn) is calculated as the greater of: 

STDED: 	the Standard Deduction 
idmeda + idchara: the sum of Net Medical Expenses, Charitable Donations and 

Gifts to Canada or a province 
If MDCROPT is assigned a value of 2, a Medical Expense Tax Credit (irnmedatc) is calcu-

lated as a proportion (MEDTCR) of Net Medical Expenses (idmeda). The Medical Expense Tax 
Credit is applied to reduce Basic Federal Tax in the function txcalc. 

The current implementation of the database and model has no built-in way of allowing the 
user to change the calculation of medical expenses eligible for the deduction or tax credit. 
Although the June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform states that medical expenses in excess of 
3% of Net Income will be eligible of the tax credit, the post-reform definition of Net Income is 

• 	different from the pre-reform definition. Since post-reform Net Income does not include deduc- 
tions for CPP/QPP Contributions, UI Contributions, Tuition Fees or Child Care Expenses, it will 
be much higher than pre-reform for most filers. Unless otherwise adjusted, this decreases the 
amount of medical expenses eligible for the tax credit. 

Charitable Donations Deduction or Tax Credit 
The filer is allowed a deduction or tax credit on behalf of charitable donations and gifts to 

Canada or a province. Before 1984, combined medical expenses and charitable donations under 
$100 did not require supporting receipts. This was termed the Standard Deduction. 

In 1984, the Standard Deduction was eliminated and all claims for charitable donations 
required proof. Charitable Donations in excess of 20% of Net Income were not eligible for a 
deduction but could be carried forward. There was no limit on gifts to Canada or a province. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this deduction into a 
non-refundable tax credit. 

The database Contains a value for eligible Charitable Donations and Gifts to Canada or a 
Province (idchara) according to the 1984 definition. The Charitable Donations component of 
this value is limited to 20% of Net Income. 

The parameter MDCROPT determines whether this value is taken as a deduction from Net 
Income or is converted to a non-refundable tax credit. 

is 
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If Charitable Donations and Gifts to Canada or a Province are to be treated as a deduction 
(MDCROPT=1), the combined Medical Expense and Charitable Donation Deduction (imstddn) is 
calculated as the greater of: 

STDED: 	 the StandaixiDeduction 
id.meda + idchara: the sum of Net Medical Expenses, Charitable Donations and 

Gifts to Canada or a province 
If charitable donations are to be treated as a tax credit (MDCROPT.-2), a two-tier, non-

refundable Charitable Donation Tax Credit (imchartc), is calculated. Donations up to a set 
amount (CHATL1)are converted at the first tax credit rate (CHATR1)and the remainder is 
converted at the second rate (cHATR2). 

The Charitable Donations Tax Credit is a component of the total non-refundable tax credits 
used to calculate Basic Federal Tax in the function txca.lc. 

Disability Deduction or Tax Credit 
Disabled persons whose impairment has markedly restricted or is expected to restrict their 

activities of daily living for a continuous period of at least 12 months are eligible to claim a spe-
cial Disability Deduction or Tax Credit. Before 1988, the value of this deduction was increased 
annually. Any unused portion of the deduction could be transferred to a supporting parent or 
grand-parent. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this deduction into 
a non-refundable tax credit set at $550 in 1988 and increased annually by the annual growth in 
the Consumer Price Index minus 3 points. According to the White Paper, the tax assistance 
benefits approximately 250,000 Canadians annually. 

The database contains a variable representing the Disability Deduction Claimed (iddi-
sex) in the base year (1984). The value represents the total amount claimed on behalf of the 
filer, spouse and dependents. 

The parameter DISOPT controls whether this value is treated as a deduction from Net 
Income (DISOPT=1)or is converted to a tax credit (DIS0PT=1). 

If the Disability Deduction is calculated, the deduction (imdisex) takes on the value 
assigned to the parameter Maximum Disability Deduction (MAxDx) for all filer with a non-zero 
value on the database for iddisex. 

Although the value of iddisex represents the amount of the Disability Deduction 
claimed, any portion of the calculated amount (imdisex) not required to reduce the filer's tax-
able income to zero may be transferred to the spouse. This transfer is made in the function 
txhstr which also makes the appropriate adjustments to Taxable Income (imitax) and 
Deductions from Net Income (irndedfn). The value of irndi sex is not updated if a transfer 
occurs. 

If the Disability Tax Credit is to be calculated (DIsoPT=2), the Disability Tax Credit (im-
di sa t c) is assigned the value of the parameter MAXDTC (Maximum Disability Tax Credit). Any 
portion of the tax credit not required to reduce Basic Federal Tax to zero may be transferred to 
the spouse or a supporting parent in the function txca.lc. 
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0 	Education Deduction or Tax Credit 
Before 1988, students attending a designated post-secondary educational institution full-

time were eligible to claim an Education Deduction which amounted to a flat rate per month of 
attendance. Any unused portion of the deduction was transferable to a supporting parent or 
spouse. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this deduction into 
a non-refundable tax credit. The amount of the tax credit was proposed to be a fixed rate per 
month of attendance. The White Paper proposed a maximum of $600 on the amount of 
combined Education and Tuition Tax Credit transferred to a supporting parent or spouse. 

The parameter EDUCOPT controls whether education expenses are treated as a deduction 
(EDtJC0PT-1) or a tax credit (EDucoPT2). The Education Deduction Allowed in 1984 already 
exists on the database (ideciuc). Included in this amount is any transfer from dependents. 

If the Education Deduction is to be calculated, the amount in ideduc is simply transferred 
to the Modeled Education Deduction (imeduc). This amount is also added to imdedfn (Mod-
eled Deductions from Net Income) and subsequently subtracted from irninet (Modeled Net 
Income). imdedfn and unmet may be later adjusted in the function txhetr to reflect any 
transfers of the Education Deduction between spouses. 

If the education expenses are treated as a tax credit (EDUc0PT=2), the SPSM must first 
derive the number of months of attendance implied by the value ideduc. This is calculated by 
dividing ideduc by 50, the number of dollars per month allowed for the Education Deduction in 

. 	1984 and rounding the result to the nearest whole month. The Education Tax Credit (imedtxc) 
is then calculated as the number of months multiplied by the Education Tax Credit per Month 
(EDTXPM). The function txca].c may transfer unused amounts of the tax credit to a parent or 
spouse. 

Capital Gains Deduction 
Since 1985, a deduction has been allowed on behalf of capital gains income. The Capital 

Gains Deduction is being phased in with an increasing annual deduction limit amounting to 
$10,000 in 1985 and $25,000 in 1986. The amount an individual may claim during his or her 
lifetime is limited to a fixed amount. These measures were introduced in the May, 1985 Budget 
Papers and subsequently modified in the June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform. 

S 
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SPSM Implementation 
The Capital Gains Deduction is calculated as the minimum of: 

the Annual Capital Gains Deduction Limit (The Annual Limit based on gross Capital 
Gains, CAPGAL, times the Capital Gains Inclusion Rate, CAPGIR, and 
Taxable Capital Gains (imi capgt) minus: 
- Allowable Business Investment Loss idcloss 
- Net Capital Losses of Other Years (idiloss) 

The resultant deduction is added to Total Deductions from Net Income (imdedfn). 
The database contains no information on the filer's previous Capital Gains Deduction and 

therefore, the lifetime limit cannot be applied. 

Unemployment Insurance Benefit Repayment Payable 
If an individual has received Unemployment Insurance Benefits and his or her Net Income 

exceeds a fixed amount ($38,610 in 1986), a portion of the benefits must be repaid. This repay-
ment is added to Federal Taxes Payable. The amount repaid becomes a deduction from Net 
Income. 
SPSM Implementation 

The amount repayable is a proportion (UIBRP) of the UI Benefits received (imiuib) or a 
proportion of Net Income exceeding the Repayment Level (uIB) whichever is less. The 
Repayment Amount (imuibr) is a proportion (UIBRP) of the lesser of: 

imiuib: Modeled UI Benefits 
irninet - UIBRA: the amount by which Net Income exceeds the Repayment Level 

The value of imuibr is added into the variable imrepay which accumulates modeled 
repayment amounts. irnrepay is added to Total Deductions from Net Income (imdedfn). 

Family Allowance and OAS Repayments 
The SPSM includes optional algorithms which allow the analysis of certain modifications 

to Family Allowances and the Old Age Supplement. These algorithms are presented with the 
SPSD/M for illustrating a glass box application. Users may consult the SPSD/M Programmer's 
Guide for further details. 

The Family Allowance Repayment is calculated if the parameter FARR (Family Allowance 
Repayment Rate) is non-zero. The repayment is calculated as the lesser of: 

a proportion (FAP.R) of family net income (the net income of the head plus the net 
income of the spouse) exceeding the Family Allowance Reduction Level (FATD), and 
Taxable Family Allowances Received (imtfa). 

The OAS repayment is based on the filer's own Net Income and is computed as the lesser 
of: 

(a) OAS Received (iinioas), and 
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(b) a proportion (OASRR) of Net Income (iminet) exceeding the OAS Repayment Reduc- 
tion Level (0AsTD). 

Neither the FA nor the OAS repayments are stored in separate variables. They are accu- 
mulated into the variable irnrepay which is applied as a deduction from Net Income in the func- 
tion txitax and is added to Taxes Payable in the function memol. 

Input Parameters: 
AOPT Age exemption/credit option [1=deduction,2=credit] 
ATC Age tax credit amount 
AXM Age exemption 
BTC Basic personal tax credit 
BXM Basic personal exemption 
CAPGAL Capital gains deduction annual limit 
CAPGFLAG 	Capital gains deduction flag 
CAPGIR Capital gains inclusion rate 
CGIFLAG Capital gains inclusion in interest income deduction flag 
CHATL1 Charitable donations tax credit level 1 
CHATR1 Charitable donations tax credit rate I 
CHATR2 Charitable donations tax credit rate 2 
DIOpT Disability deduction/credit option [1=deduction,2=credit] 
EDTXPM Education tax credit per month 
EDUCOPT Education deduction/credit option [1=deduction,2=credit] 
FARR Family allowance repayment rate 
FATD Family income family allowance turn down 
MAXDTC Maximum disability tax credit 
txDx Maximum disability deduction 
MDCROPT Medical and charitable deduction/credit option [l=deduction,2=credit] • 
MEDTCR Medical expense tax credit rate 
OASRR OAS reduction rate 
OASTD Family income OAS turn down 
P EROP T Personal exemption/credit option [l=dcduction,2=credit] 
STDED Standard deduction from net income 
tJIBRA UI benefit recovery base amount 
UIBRP lit benefit recovery portion 
YINDL Maximum interest and dividend income deduction 
YPNDL Maximum pension income deduction 
YPNOPT Pension income deduction/credit option [l=deducuon,2=credit] 
YPNTL Maximum pension income tax credit 
YPNTR Pension income tax credit rate 
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Input Variables: 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
idage Age 
idcarry Carrying charges 
idchara Charitable donations and gifts 
idcloss Allowable other years capital loss 
iddisex Disability deduction 
ideduc Education allowance for swdent 
idiint Interest income 
idiloss Business investment losses 
idinspo Person's spouse [pointer] 
idipens Pension income 
idmeda Net medical calculated amount 
idnclos Allowable other years non-capital loss 
idothpe Other dependent exemptions 
imicapgt Taxable capital gains 
imidivt Amount of taxable dividends 
iminet Net income 
imioas OAS benefits 
imiuib Unemployment insurance benefits 
irnninc No income flag 
imtfa Taxable family allowances 

Output Variables: 
imatxc Age lax credit 
imaxm Age personal exemption 
imbtc Basic personal tax credit 
imcha rt c Charitable donations tax credit 
imdedfn All deductions from net income 
imdisatc Disability tax credit 
imdi.sex Disability exemption 
iznedtxc Education allowance tax credit 
imeduc Education allowance 
imexm Personal exemptions (Basic+Age) 
imintdn Interest income deduction allowed 
imitax Taxable income 
immedatc Medical expenses allowed tax credit 
impendn Pension income deduction allowed 
impentxc Pension income tax credit 
impex All personal exemptions and deductions 
imrepay FA + OAS + UIB repayments 
imstddn Standard or medical+charitable allowed 
imuibr UI benefit recovery 

Algorithm Guide 
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0 	txqitax - Calculate Taxable Income for Quebec Income Tax 

Abstract 
The process of computing taxable income for Quebec provincial taxes parallels that of the 

federal method. The following deductions are calculated and subtracted from Net Income (im-
qinet) to derive a tentative value for Taxable Income (imqitax): 

- imqpendn: Pension Income Deduction 
- imqintdn: 	Interest Income Deduction 
- irnqstddn: 	Combined Medical Expense Deduction, Charitable Donations and Gifts to 

Canada or a Province 
- imqdisex: 	Disability Deduction 
- imqded.fn: Calculate Deductions from Net Income 
- imqaxm: 	Age Exemption 
- imqbxm: 	Basic Exemption 

The computation of Taxable Income is completed by the function txqhstr which calcu-
lates exemptions for dependents and performs the transfer of deductions between members of the 
family. 

Unlike the algorithms for the calculation of Federal Taxable Income, this function contains 
no options for converting these deductions into tax credits. 

Pension Income Deduction 
Depending upon the filer's age and the type of income, pension and retirement income 

may be eligible for the Pension Income Deduction. Any portion of this deduction not required to 
reduce a filer's taxable income to zero may be transferred to the spouse. 
SPSM Implementation 

The Modeled Pension Income Deduction (irnqpendn) is calculated as the lesser of: 
Eligible Pension Income (idipens), and 
the Maximum Pension Income Deduction (QYPDL) 

The Modeled Pension Income Deduction (im(gpendn) is added to Total Deductions from 
Net Income (imqdedfn) which is subsequently subtracted from Net Income (imqinet). 

The function txqhstr may transfer some amount of the Pension Income Deduction to the 
spouse. In this event, adjustments are made to imqdedfn and imqinet but not to imqpendn. 

The model assumes that the value of idipens represents pension income eligible for this 
deduction. No further checks are made to ensure that the pension is of the appropriate type for 
the age of the filer. 
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Interest Income Deduction 
Interest income and dividends from Canadian sources are eligible for the Interest Income 

Deduction. This deduction amounts to the lesser of a fixed amount ($1,000 in 1984) and the eli-
gible income. Any portion of the deduction not required to reduce the filer's taxable income to 
zero may be transferred to the spouse. 
SPSM Implementation 

The Interest and Dividend Income Deduction (irnqintdn) is calculated as the lesser of: 
the Maximum Interest and Dividend Income Deduction (QYIDL), and 
the sum of Interest Income (idiint) and Dividends (imqidivt) minus Carrying 
Charges (idcarry). 

The deduction is added to Total Deductions from Net Income (imqdedfn) which is subse-
quently subtracted from Net Income (irnqinet) to derive Taxable Income (imqi tax). 

Since the Interest and Dividend Income Deduction is transferable between spouses, the 
function txqhatr may adjust the values of imqdedfn and imqi tax. The value of imqintdn 
is not adjusted to reflect a transfer to the spouse. 

Medical Expense and Charitable Donations Deduction 
The filer is allowed a deduction for certain medical expenses, charitable donations and 

gifts to Canada or a province. In 1984, eligible medical expenses were deductible if they exce-
eded 3% of Net Income. Deductible charitable donations were limited to 20% of Net Income. 

In 1984, if combined medical expenses, charitable donations and gifts to Canada or a Prov-
ince did not exceed $100, no receipts were required as proof. This was called the Standard 
Deduction. The Standard Deduction was eliminated in 1986. From then on, all medical 
expenses and charitable donations required proof. 
SPSM Implementation 

The database contains variables representing the federal Medical Expense Deduction 
Allowed (idmeda) and combined Eligible Charitable Donations and Gifts to Canada or a Prov-
ince (imchara). Net Medical Expenses represent medical expenses in excess of 3% of Net 
Income. Eligible Charitable Donations represent charitable donations not exceeding 20% of Net 
Income. 

The Combined Medical Expense and Charitable Donations Deduction (irnqstddn) is cal-
culated by taking the higher of: 

the Standard Deduction (QsTD), which may be zero, and 
the sum of Net Medical Expenses (id.mecia), Eligible Charitable Donations and Gifts to 
Canada or a Province (idchara). 

The variable imqstddn is added to Total Deductions from Net Income (imqdedfn) which 
is subsequendy used to reduce Taxable Income. 
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. 	Disability Deduction 
As in the case of the federal income tax system, Quebec allows a special deduction for 

blind persons or persons confined to a bed or a chair. Any unused portion of the Disability 
Deduction may be transferred to a spouse or supporting parent. 

The database contains a value of the Disability Deduction Allowed on behalf of the filer, 
spouse or dependents (iddi sex). If this value is non-zero, the Quebec Disability Deduction 
(imqdisex) takes on the value assigned to the parameter QMAXDX. imqdisex is added in to 
Total Deductions from Net Income (irnqdedfn) which is subsequently subtracted from Net 
Income. 

Since this deduction is potentially transferable, the function txqhstr checks the relative 
net incomes of the head and spouse and performs any necessary transfers. The values of imq-
dedfn and imqi tax are adjusted to reflect these changes. The value of irnqdisex is not 
updated if the Disability Deduction is transferred to a spouse. 

The model does not transfer unused portions of the Disability Deduction from dependant to 
parent. This probably does not cause a large error since the value on the database aheady takes 
into account amounts transferred from the spouse or dependents. The transfer between head and 
spouse is repeated in txghstr because the estimate of Net Income is more accurate at this stage 
than during the database creation process. 

Calculate Deductions from Net Income 

S The variable ii'nqdedfn stores the value of All Deductions from Net Income. It is calcu-
lated as the sum of: 

- imqstddn: Combined Medical Expense and Charitable Donations Deduction 
- ixnqintdn: 	Interest and Dividend Income Deduction 
- irnqpendn: Pension Income Deduction 
- imqdi sex: 	Disability Deduction 
- irnuibr: 	Unemployment Insurance Benefits Reimbursed 
- idcloss: 	Capital Losses from Other Years 
- idnclos: 	Non-capital Losses from Other Years 

The variable irnqdedfn is subtracted from Net Income (iraqinet) and may be adjusted in 
the function txqhstr if deductions are transferred between spouses. 

The model does not include the Exemption for Members of a Religious Order, the Exemp-
tion for Dependents Aged 21 and Over Suffering from a Physical or Mental Infirmity, Deduction 
for a Home Relocation Loan, the Sociétés de placements dans l'entreprise québecois Deduction, 
or the Capital Gains Deduction. 

Basic Exemption 
Each filer claims a Basic Exemption which is subtracted from Net Income. The Amount 

of the Basic Exemption for Quebec Provincial Income Taxes is increased occasionally. 
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SPSM Implementation 
For all filers with income, the Quebec Basic Exemption (QBxM) is added to the variable 

irnqexm which accumulates personal exemptions. irnexm is subsequendy added to i.mqpex 
which accumulates all exemptions and is later subtracted from Net Income imqinet. 

Age Exemption 
All filers who were 65 years of age or older during the taxation year claim the Age Exemp-

tion. The value of the Age Exemption is increased occasionally Any unused portion of the Age 
Exemption may be transferred to the spouse. 
SPSM Implementation 

The Modeled Quebec Age Exemption (irnqaxm) is assigned the value of the parameter 
QAXM for all filers 65 or over (idage >= 65) if they have income (imninc > 0). This value is 
added to imqexm (All Personal Exemptions on behalf of filer) which is subsequently added to 
irnqpex (All Personal Exemptions) and subtracted from Net Income irnqinet. The function 
txqhstr may transfer the unused portion of the Age Exemption to the spouse and make corre-
sponding adjustments to the value of imqinet but not to irnqaxm. 

Input Parameters: 
QAXM Quebec age exemption 
QBXM Quebec basic personal exemption 
QMAXDX Quebec maximum disability deduction or tax credit 
QSTD Quebec standard deduction from net income 
QYIDL Quebec deduction limit for investment income 
QYPDL Quebec deduction limit for pension income 
In put Variables: 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
idage Age 
idcarry Carrying charges 
idchara Charitable donations and gifts 
i dcl 055 Allowable other years capital loss 
iddisex Disability deduction 
idiint Interest income 
idipens Pension income 
idmeda Net medical calculated amount 
idnclos Allowable other years non-capital loss 
imninc No income flag 
imqidivt Quebec taxable dividends 
imqinet Quebec net income 
imuibr UI benefit recovery 
Output Variables: 
iznqaxm Quebec age personal exemption 
irnqdedfn Quebec all deductions from net income 
imqdisex Quebec disability exemption 
imqexm Quebec personal exemptions (Basic+Age) 
imqintdn Quebec interest income deduction allowed 
imqi tax Quebec taxable income 
imqpendn Quebec pension income deduction allowed 
irnqpex Quebec personal exemptions and deductions 
imqstddn Quebec stand. /medical+charitable allowed 

. 
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0 	4.3 Child and Spouse Deductions/Credits 

txhstr - Calculation of Personal Exemptions or Tax Credits for Dependents 
and Transfers of Deductions Between Spouses 

Abstract 
This function calculates exemptions or tax credits for dependents as well as performing 

transfers of deductions between spouses. The algorithms included in this function are: 
- calculate and allocate Personal Exemptions or Tax Credits for Wholly Dependent Chil-

dren 
- calculate and allocate Spouse (or Married) Exemption or Tax Credit 
- calculate Spouse (or Married) Equivalent Exemption or Tax Credit 
- calculate Deductions Transferred from Spouse 

Calculate and Allocate Personal Exemptions or Tax Credits for Wholly Dependent 
Children 

Before 1988, filers with dependant children were eligible to claim a personal exemption 
based upon the age and net income of the child. The exemption was calculated as a fixed 

• 	amount (adjusted annually) minus a proportion of the child's income exceeding the reduction 
level. The amounts varied with the age of the child. Children under 18 years of age were treated 
differently from children 18 and over. This claim could be split between supporting parents or 
grand parents. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of the exemption on 
behalf of children under 18 into a tax credit and the elimination of the exemption for children 18 
and over. 
SPSM Implementation 

The parameter PEROPT controls whether personal exemptions or personal tax credits are 
calculated. If personal exemptions are calculated PEROPT=1, the amount of the exemption on 
behalf of each child under 18 is calculated by subtracting a proportion (YcxMi)of the child's Net 
Income (irninet) which exceeds the reduction level (YCXMT) from the Maximum Exemption 
(YcxM). 

If the child is 18 or over but still under 21, or if the child is 21 or over and still in school 
(idestat—O), the amount of the exemption is calculated by subtracting a proportion (ocxr) of 
the child's Net Income (iminet) which exceeds the reduction level (ocxM'r) from the Maximum 
Exemption (0CxM). 

The amounts for all children are accumulated in cdeds which may later be adjusted by the 
calculation of the Spouse Equivalent Exemption. If a spouse is present, the one with the higher 
Net Income (irninet) receives the full amount of the exemption for all dependent children 
(imcdeds) which is used to reduce Taxable Income (imitax) for that filer. 
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If personal tax credits are calculated (PER0PT=2), the amount of the tax credit on behalf of 
dependents under 18 is calculated by subtracting a proportion (YcTcR) of the child's Net Income 
(irninet) which exceeds the Reduction Level (YCTCT) from the Maximum Young Child Tax 
Credit (YcTc). 

The amounts for all children are accumulated in ctxct which may later be adjusted by the 
calculation of the Spouse Equivalent Tax Credit. If a spouse is present, the one with the higher 
Net Income imiriet receives the full amount of the tax credit for all dependent children 
(imctxcs) which is used to reduce Basic Federal Tax imbft in the function txcalc. 

There is no tax credit for dependent children 18 and over. The model has no provision for 
a tax credit for infirm dependents aged 18 and over. 

The model does not partition exemptions for wholly dependant children between spouses 
as is allowed in tax regulations. If it were partitioned, certain families would pay slightly lower 
taxes. 

Married Exemption or Spouse Tax Credit 
Persons legally married during the taxation year are eligible to claim a Married Exemption 

or Spouse Tax Credit. Before 1988, the Married Exemption amounted to a fixed value reduced 
by a proportion of the spouse's net income exceeding a specified level. Net  income for this pur-
pose includes the spouse's GIS/SPA benefits. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this exemption 
into a non-refundable tax credit. The tax credit amounts to a fixed amount reduced by a propor-
tion of the spouse's net income exceeding a specified level. 
SPSM Implementation 	 0 

The parameter PEROPT controls whether the Married Exemption or Spouse Tax Credit is 
calculated. IF the Married Exemption is calculated (PERoPT1) the Modeled Married Exemp-
tion (ii'nmarex) amounts to the Maximum Married Exemption (MXM) reduced by a proportion 
(MxMR) of the spouse's Net Income (iminet) exceeding the reduction level (MxMT). Note that 
(iminet) does not include spouse's GIS/SPA benefits. This is calculated only for the spouse 
with the higher Net Income. The Married Exemption (immarex) is added to Total Personal 
Exemptions (ixnpex) which is subsequently used to reduce the Taxable Income (imi tax) of the 
claiming spouse. 

If the Spouse Tax Credit is calculated, the credit (irnmartxc) amounts to a fixed value 
(STC)reduced by a proportion (sTcR) of the spouse's Net Income (iminet) exceeding the 
reduction level (sTcT). This is calculated only for the spouse with the higher Net Income. 

The Spouse Tax Credit (immartxc) is used to reduce Basic Federal Tax in the function 
txcalc. 

Although the regulations allow special considerations for persons who changed marital sta-
tus during the taxation year, they are not implemented in the model. 

Married Equivalent Exemption or Spouse Tax Credit 
Filers who are single, divorced, separated or widowed and supported a relative related by 

blood, marriage or adoption are eligible to claim that relative for the Married Equivalent Exemp-
tion or, post-reform a Spouse Tax Credit. 
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Before 1988, the Married Equivalent Exemption amounted to a fixed value reduced by a 
proportion of the dependent's net income exceeding a reduction level. The June, 1987 White 
Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of this exemption into a tax credit amounting to a 
fixed value reduced by a proportion of the relative's net income exceeding a reduction level. 
SPSM Implementation 

The parameter PEROPT controls whether a Married Equivalent Exemption or Spouse 
Equivalent Tax Credit is calculated. 

If PEROPT is set to 1, the Married Equivalent Exemption is calculated. The SPSM only 
calculates the exemption on behalf of dependent children, not other relatives who may be eligi-
ble. The model attempts to make the claim on behalf of the dependant for whom a claim will 
benefit the filer most. The first choice for the exemption is a dependant who is not claimable for 
the Wholly Dependant Child Exemption, i.e., one who is over 21, is not attending school full-
time, and has a Net Income (unmet) less than the Basic Personal Exemption (Bxt'1). If there is 
no such dependant, the one with the lowest Net Income (iminet) is chosen. 

The exemption (immarex) is calculated as a fixed amount (ExI.) reduced by a proportion 
(MxMR) of the dependant's Net Income (iminet) exceeding the Reduction Level (MxMT). If the 
exemption is calculated on behalf of a dependant who has already been accumulated into the 
total exemption for Wholly Dependant Children (cdeds), the amount claimed for that dependant 
(cdedt) is subtracted from cded.s, and the number of children claimed (chclni) is reduced by 
one. 

The Married Equivalent Exemption (immarex) is added to Total Personal Exemptions 
• 	(impex) and subtracted from Taxable Income jini tax. 

If PEROPT is set to 2, the Spouse Equivalent Tax Credit (irnmartxc) is calculated. The 
SPSM calculates the credit on behalf of dependent children, not other relatives who may be eligi-
ble. The algorithm parallels the calculation of the Married Equivalent Exemption. If a non-
claimable dependant is present, he or she is chosen to be claimed for the credit. If there is no 
such dependant, then the one with the lowest Net Income (iminet) is claimed. 

The credit is calculated as a fixed amount (EsTC) reduced by a proportion (sTcR) of the 
dependant's Net Income (iminet) exceeding the reduction level (STc'r). If the credit is being 
claimed on behalf of a dependant who is also eligible for the Wholly Dependent Child Tax 
Credit, the amount claimed for that dependant (ctxcrn) is subtracted from the total Wholly 
Dependent Child Tax Credit (ctxcs) and the total number of children claimed (chclm) is 
reduced by one. 

The Spouse Equivalent Tax Credit is added to Total Nontransferable Tax Credits (im-
taxcr) which is subtracted from Basic Federal Tax (imbft) in the function txcaic. 

. 	
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Calculate Deductions Transferred from Spouse 
Before 1988, certain deductions not required to reduce a filer's net income to zero could be 

transferred to the filer's spouse. The following deductions were transferable: 
- Age Exemption 
- Interest and Dividend Income Deduction 
- Pension Income Deduction 
- Disability Deduction 
- Education Deduction 

The total amount of deductions transferred from the spouse is the amount not required to 
reduce the spouse's taxable income to zero. There is also a limit on the amount of combined 
Interest and Dividend Income Deduction and Pension Income Deduction transferred which 
amounts to the unused portion of the Married Exemption, i.e., if the full Married Exemption was 
claimed then no portion of these two deductions may be transferred. 

The June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform proposed the conversion of some of these 
deductions into tax credits, the elimination of the Interest and Dividend Income Deduction and 
the addition of the Tuition Tax Credit as a transferable credit. Since the algorithms for perform-
ing the transfer of tax credits are in the function txcalc, they are documented in the section 
which describes that function. 

The parameter PEROPT controls whether deductions or tax credits are calculated. If PER-
OPT is 1, then transferable deductions are calculated in the function txhstr. If PEROPT is 2, 
then transferable deductions are not calculated. The function txcalc calculates the transfer of 
tax credits independent of the value of PEROPT. 

If transferable deductions are calculated, then for the spouse with the lower Net Income 
(iminet), potentially transferable deductions (dedt)are calculated as the sum of: 

- Age Exemption (imaxm), 

- Disability Deduction (imdisex), 

- Education Deduction (imeciuc), and 
- the lesser of: 

total Pension Income Deduction (impencin) and Interest Income Deduction 
(imintdn), and 
the unused portion of the Married Exemption (Mxi'I - rnarrex). 

The amount transferred is limited to the amount not required to reduce the spouse's taxable 
income to zero by subtracting from the above total the amount by which the spouse's Net Income 
(iminet) exceeds the Basic Personal Exemption (BxM). 

The amount transferred from the spouse (dedt) is subtracted from the filer's Taxable 
Income (irni tax) and added to Total Deductions from Net Income (irnded.fn). The spouse's 
Taxable Income and deductions are not adjusted since Taxable Income is zero. The amounts 
recorded for the individual deductions (e.g., imaxin, iznpendn)are not adjusted to reflect the 
transfer. 

. 
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0 	Input Parameters 
BXM Basic personal exemption 
EMXM Married equivalent exemption 
ESTC Spouse equivalent tax credit 
MXM Married exemption 
MXMR Married exemption reduction rate 
MXMT Married exemption turndown level 
0CXM Exemption for wholly dependent child 18+ 
OCXMR Exemption reduction rate for child 18+ 
OCXMT Exemption turndown for child 18+ 
P EROPT Personal exemption/credit option [1=deduction,2credit] 
STC Spouse or equivalent tax credit 
STCEL Spouse tax credit income limit 
STCR Spouse tax credit rate 
STCT Spouse tax credit turndown level 
YCTC Young child tax credit 
YCTCR Young child tax credit rate 
YCTCT Young child tax credit turndown level 
YCTEL Young child tax credit income limit 
YCXH Exemption for wholly dependent child 0-17 
YCXMR Exemption reduction rate for child 0-17 
YCX14T Exemption turndown for child 0-17 
In put Variables: 
cfinch First child in census family [pointer] 
cfi4-leid Eldest person in census family [pointer] 
cf inspO Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
cfnchiid Number of children (including 18+) 
cfspo fig Census family contains married couple 
hhncf S Number of census families in household 
idage Age 
idestat Educational status 
imaxm Age personal exemption 
irndisex Disability exemption 
imeduc Education allowance 
irninet Net income 
irrdntdn Interest income deduction allowed 
impendn Pension income deduction allowed 
Output Variables: 
imcdeds Dependent children deductions 
imchcim Number of dependent children claimed 
imctxcs Dependent children tax credits 
imdedfn All deductions from net income 
imdedt Deductions transfered from spouse 
imitax Taxable income 
immarex Married exemption claimed 
imrnartxc Married tax credit claimed 
impex All personal exemptions and deductions 

. 	
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txqhstr - Calculation of Personal Exemptions or Tax Credits for Dependents 
and Transfers of Deductions Between Spouses for Quebec Provincial Taxes 

Abstract 
This function parallels txhstr which performs similar calculations for federal taxes. The 

major difference is that the model does not incorporate the conversion of deductions into tax 
credits for the calculation of Quebec taxes. The algorithms include: 

- calculate and allocate Personal Exemptions for Wholly Dependent Children 
- calculate and allocate Married Exemption 
- calculate Family Support Exemption (similar to federal Married Equivalent Exemption) 
- calculate and transfer deductions from spouse 

alculate and Allocate Personal ExemDtions for Wholly Dependent Children 
Quebec filers with dependent children are eligible to claim an exemption based on the age 

and net income of the child. The exemption is calculated as a fixed amount minus a proportion 
of the child's net income exceeding the reduction level. The young child exemption is claimable 
on behalf of children aged 16 or 17. The old child exemption is claimable on behalf of children 
18 and over but under 21, or over 20 and attending school full-time. 

For taxation year 1986 and later, the definition of dependant's net income for the purpose 
of calculating the Exemption for Wholly Dependent Children requires the addition of the follow-
ing amounts on non-taxable income to the standard definition of net income: 

- Guaranteed Income Supplement, Spouse's Allowance 
- CSST Compensation 
- Social Aid Benefits 
- earnings from international sources which are tax exempt in Canada 

The amount of the exemption on behalf of children 16 or 17 is calculated by subtracting a 
proportion (QYCR) of the child's Net Income (imginet) which exceeds the Reduction Level 
(QYCT) from the Maximum Young Child Exemption (QYcx). 

If the child is 18 or over but under 21, or over 20 and attending school full-time, the 
amount of the exemption is calculated by subtracting a proportion (QOCR)of the child's Net 
Income (imqinet) which exceeds the Reduction Level (Q0cT) from the Maximum Old Child 
Exemption (QOCx). 

The exemptions for all children are accumulated in cdeds which may later be adjusted by 
the calculation of the Family Support Exemption. If a spouse is present, the one with the higher 
Net Income (imqinet) receives the full amount of the exemption for all dependent children 
(imqcdeds) which is used to reduce Taxable Income (imqitax). 

The model does not partition the exemptions for dependent children between spouses as is 
allowed by the tax regulations. This means that the tax burden of spouses with similar net 
incomes is not minimized. 
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In calculating the amount of the exemption, the model does not adjust the Net Income of 
the dependant to include certain non-taxable amounts of the Guaranteed Income Supplement 
(GIS), Spouse's Allowance (SPA) or Social Assistance as is specified in the Quebec tax regu-
lations. 

Calculate and Allocate Married Exemption 
Persons legally married during the taxation year are eligible to claim a Married Exemption 

amounting to a fixed value reduced by a proportion of the spouse's net income exceeding a 
reduction level. The definition of spouse's net income for the purpose of calculating the Married 
Exemption requires the addition of the following amounts on non-taxable income to the standard 
definition of net income: 
- Guaranteed Income Supplement, Spouse's Allowance 
- CSST Compensation 
- Social Aid Benefits 
- earnings from international sources which are tax exempt in Canada 
SPSM Implementation 

The Married Exemption (imqrnarex) is calculated only for the spouse with the lower Net 
Income (imqinet). It amounts to a fixed value (QMxM) reduced by a proportion (QMXR) of the 
other spouse's Net Income which exceeds the Reduction Level (QMXT). irnqmarex is used to 
reduce the taxable income (imqi tax) of the claiming spouse. 

. 	 Note that the value of Net Income is not adjusted to include GIS, SPA, Social Aid and non- 
taxable amounts from international sources. GIS and SPA are calculated later in the model and 
the amounts are not available when this function is executed. Non-taxable amounts from 
international sources cannot be separated from other non-taxable income in the database. 

Calculate Family Support Exemption 
The definition of the Family Support Exemption is similar to the federal Married Equiva-

lent Exemption. Filers who are single, divorced, separated or widowed and who supported a rel-
ative related by blood, marriage or adoption are eligible to claim that relative for a Family 
Support Exemption. This exemption amounts to a fixed value reduced by a proportion of the 
dependant's net income exceeding a reduction level. 

The definition of the dependant's net income for the purpose of calculating the Family 
Support Exemption requires the addition of the following amounts on non-taxable income to the 
standard definition of net income: 

- Guaranteed Income Supplement, Spouse's Allowance 
- CSST Compensation 
- Social Aid Benefits 
- Earnings from international sources which are tax exempt in Canada 

SPSM Implementation 
SPSM calculates the Family Support Exemption on behalf of dependent children and not 

other relatives who may be eligible. 

. 
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The model attempts to make the claim on behalf of the dependant for whom a claim will 
benefit the filer most. The first choice for the exemption is a dependant who is not claimable for 
the child exemption, i.e., one who is 15 years of age or younger, or one who is over 21 and not 
attending an educational institution. If more than one dependant is eligible under these condi-
tions, then the one with the lower Net Income (imqinet) is chosen. If there is no such depen-
dant, the dependant claimable for the child exemption with the lowest Net Income is chosen. 

The Family Support Exemption (imqrnarex) is calculated as a fixed amount (QMxM) 
reduced by a proportion (QMxR) of the dependant's Net Income (met) exceeding the Reduction 
Level (QMXT). 

If the Family Support Exemption is claimed on behalf of a dependant who is also claim-
able for the child exemption, the accumulated amount of the child exemption (cdeds)is adjusted 
by subtracting the amount claimed for that dependant (cdedt). 

The Family Support Exemption (imqmarex) is added to Total Personal Exemptions (imq-
pex) and subtracted from Taxable Income (imqi tax). 

Calculate and Transfer Deductions From Spouse 
As in the federal case (see the function txhstr) Quebec allows the transfer of certain 

deductions from the spouse in the calculation of provincial income taxes. Deductions which may 
be transferred are: 

- Age Exemption 
- Interest and Dividend Income Deduction 
- Deduction for Retirement Income 
- Disability Deduction 

Only the amount not required to reduce the spouse's taxable income to zero may be trans-
ferred. There is a limit to the amount of combined Interest and Dividend Income Deduction and 
Pension Income Deduction transferable which amounts to the unused proportion of the Married 
Exemption, i.e., if the full Married Exemption was claimed, no portion of these two deductions 
may be transferred. 
SPSM Implementation 

For the spouse with the lower Net Income (imqinet) the model calculates a value for 
potentially transferable deductions (dedt)as the sum of: 
- Age Exemption (imgaxrn) 
- Disability Deduction (irnqdi sex) 
- the lesser of: 

- Total Pension Income Deduction (imqpendn) and Interest Income Deduction (im-
qintdn), and 

- the unused portion of the Married Exemption (QMXM minus imqmarex). 

minus any amount required to reduce the spouse's Taxable Income to zero (imqinet minus 
QBXM). 
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The amount transferred from the spouse (dedt)is subtracted from the filer's Taxable 
Income (imqi tax) and added to Total Deductions from Net Income (imqdedfn). The spouse's 
Taxable Income and deductions are not adjusted because, if a transfer occurs, taxable income is 
zero by definition. The amounts recorded for the individual deductions (e.g., imqaxm, 	irnq- 
pendn) are not adjusted to reflect the transfer. 

The value of Net Income used in the calculation of the transfer is not adjusted to include 
GIS, SPA and Social Aid income. 

In put Parameters: 
QBXM 	 Quebec basic personal exemption 
QMXM 	 Quebec married exemption 
QMXR 	 Quebec married exemption reduction rate 
QMXT 	 Quebec married exemption turndown 
QOCR 	 Quebec exemption reduction rate for children 18 and over 
QOCT 	 Quebec exemption turndown for children 18 and over 
QOCX 	 Quebec exemption for children 18 and over 
QYCR 	 Quebec exemption reduction rate for children 16 or 17 
QYCT 	 Quebec exemption turndown for chiLdren 16 or 17 
QYCX 	 Quebec exemption for children 16 or 17 

In put Variables: 
cfinch 	First child in census family [pointer] 
cfineid 	Eldest person in census family [pointer] 
cfinspo 	Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
cfnchiid 	Number of children (including 18+) • cfspo fig 	Census family contains married couple 
hhncf 	Number of census families in household 
idage 	Age 
iciestat 	Educational status 
imqaxm 	Quebec age personal exemption 
imqdisex 	Quebec disability exemption 
iinqinet 	Quebec net income 
imqin t dn 	Quebec interest income deduction allowed 
imqpendn 	Quebec pension income deduction allowed 
Output Variables: 
imqcdeds 	Quebec dependent children deduction 
irnqdedfn 	Quebec all deductions from net income 
imqdedt 	Quebec deductions transfered from spouse 
imgi tax 	Quebec taxable income 
imqmarex 	Quebec married exemption claimed 
imqpex 	Quebec personal exemptions and deductions 

fl 
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4.4 Child Care Expense Allowance 	 0 
txccea - Calculate Child Care Expense Deduction or Tax Credit 

Abstract 
The txccea function calculates the value of the child care expense deduction. The calcu-

lation may be optionally converted to a tax credit basis rather than a deduction. 

Description of tax measure 
Child care expenses are amounts paid for child care services to allow the parent or "supporting 
person" to: 

earn income from employment or self-employment, (this does not include a period of 
unemployment) or 
take an occupational training course for which the person received an adult training 
allowance, or 
carry on research or similar work for which the person received a grant. 

A filer is eligible to claim child care expenses if: 

there is no other supporting person 
there is a supporting person with a higher net income (excluding child care expenses) 
than the filer 
there is a supporting person with a net income lower than the filer but 

the filer and supporting person were separated for at least 3 months, or 
the supporting person was in full-time attendance at a designated educational 
institution, or 
the supporting person was infirm or in prison for at least 2 weeks. 

A combination of limitations is applied to the amount claimable: 
Two-thirds of earned income, and 
a fixed amount per eligible child up to a fixed maximum is applied if the net income of 
the filer is less than that of a supporting person (conditions (a) and (b) above). 

Under condition (c) above, i.e., the income of the supporting person is lower than that of the 
filer, the following additional limitation applies: 

a fixed weekly amount per child up to a maximum, multiplied by the number of weeks 
of separation, attendance at an educational institution, infirmity or imprisonment. 

In 1982, the Child Care Expense Deduction was always taken by the mother of the child if 
she was present. Since then, the deduction or tax credit is normally allocated to the spouse with 
the lower net income, exclusive of the child care expense deduction, unless that person is sepa-
rated, in school, infirm or in prison. 
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0 	SPSM Implementation 
The amount of Child Care Expenses Allowed is derived from income tax records during 

the database creation process (see the SPSM Database Creation Guide). This value represents 
the amount allowed according to 1984 regulations. Though this amount may be grown or dimin-
ished by a fixed factor (GFCCEA), the rules described above cannot be easily altered in the cur -
rent version of SPSM. 

The parameter CCEROPT determines which spouse in a two-parent family claims the Child 
Care Expense Deduction. If CCEROPT is given a value of 1, the deduction is always taken by the 
mother. With a value of 2, the deduction is taken by the parent with the lower Net Income (imi-
net). 

The condition for a temporarily absent, lower income spouse (condition c. above) is not 
checked. 

On the database, only one spouse of a two-parent family will have been attributed a value 
for Child Care Expense Deduction Allowed. The assignment of this value is done before we 
have complete information about the relative net incomes and may therefore be given to an inap-
propriate person. The model uses the current value of Net Income (unmet) to re-allocate the 
deduction if necessary. 

The parameter CCEOPT determines if child care expenses are treated as a deduction 
(CCEOPT=1) or as a tax credit (CCEOPT=2). 

If child care expenses are treated as a deduction (ccEoPT1), the amount is deducted from 
Net Income (irninet) and added to Total Deductions from Total Income (irndedft) for the 

. 	appropriate spouse. 
If child care expenses are treated as a tax credit, the amount of the tax credit (imccetxc) 

is calculated by taking a proportion (CCETR) of the allowable expenses (ccea) and applying it 
later in the function txca.].c. 

Input Parameters: 
CCEOPT 	Child care expense deductionjcredit option [1=deduction,2=credit] 
CCEROPT 	Child care expense deduction recipient [1=mother,2=lower income] 
CCETR 	Child care expense tax credit rate 
Input Variables: 
cfineid Eldest person in census family [poinler] 
cfin3po Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
cfspo fig Census family contains married couple 
hhncf Number of census families in household 
idccea Child care exemption allowed 
idsex Sex 
Output Variables: 
imccea Child care expenses allowed 
imccetxc Child care expenses tax credit 
imdedft Deductions from total income 
iminet Net income 
imninc No income flag 

. 
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txqccea - Calculate Child Care Expense Deduction or Tax Credit for Quebec 	is 
Provincial Taxes 

Since the amounts allowable for the Child Credit Expense Deduction differ slightly 
between the federal and Quebec provincial tax systems, it would be desirable to use the actual 
amount allowed for Quebec provincial tax purposes in the calculation of this deduction. The 
rules for eligibility exactly parallel the federal (see txccea). The algorithms are therefore 
essentially the same as the ones modeling the allocation of the federal Child Care Expense 
Deduction. 

Unlike the federal algorithm, child care expenses are always treated as a deduction from 
total income. There is no option for treating them as a tax credit. 

Input Parameters: 
CCEROPT 	Child care expense deduction recipient [l=mother,2=lower income] 
Input Variables: 
cfineid 	Eldest person in census family [pointer] 
cfinspo 	Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
cfspo fig 	Census family contains married couple 
hhncf 	 Number of census families in household 
idccea 	Child care exemption allowed 
idsex 	 Sex 
Output Variables: 
imriinc 	No income flag 
imqccea 	Quebec child care expenses allowed 
imqdedft 	Quebec deductions from total income 
imqinet 	Quebec net income 
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0 	4.5 Calculate Federal Tax 

txcalc - Calculate Federal Tax and Transfer and_Apply Tax Credit 

Abstract 
This function incorporates algorithms for the following tax measures to complete the cal-

culation of federal taxes payable: 
- Federal Dividend Tax Credit 
- Basic Federal Tax (including tax credits transfers from dependents or spouse) 
- Federal Tax Reduction (including transfer to spouse) 
- Federal Surtax 
- Federal Taxes Payable 
- Alternate Minimum Tax 
- Quebec Tax Abatement 

Federal Dividend Tax Credit 
If the filer declared dividends from taxable Canadian corporations, he or she is eligible to 

claim the Dividend Tax Credit which amounts to a fixed proportion of taxable dividends. This 
credit is non-refundable, i.e., it may be used to reduce Basic Federal Tax, but an unused portion 
is not refunded. 
SPSM Implementation 

The Federal Dividend Tax Credit (i.mfdtxc) is calculated as a proportion (FDTCR) of Net 
Taxable Dividends (imidivt). The amount is added to Total Nontransferable Tax Credits (im-
taxcr) which is applied to reduce Basic Federal Tax (irnbft). 

Basic Federal Tax 
Basic Federal Tax is defined as Federal Tax Payable on Taxable Income minus certain tax 

credits. Before 1988, only the Federal Dividend Tax Credit and Scientific Research Tax Credit 
were subtracted in the calculation of Basic Federal Tax. If deductions are converted to tax cred-
its, as proposed in the June, 1987 White Paper on Tax Reform, then these tax credits are sub-
tracted as well. 
SPSM Implementation 

Basic Federal Tax (imbft) is calculated the same way whether or not the tax credits pro-
posed by the White Paper are applied. First, Federal Tax Payable on Taxable Income (imfed-
tax) is calculated using the interpolating lookup function ikupi to determine taxes payable on 
Taxable Income (irnitax) from the table FTX. 

Dependants are treated separately from the head and spouse since the rules applying to the 
transfer of deductions from dependant to parent differ from those applying to the transfer of 
deductions from the spouse. 
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Transfers from Dependant to Parent 	 40 
In calculating the dependant's Basic Federal Tax, the following nontransferable credits are 

subtracted from imbft: 
- Basic Personal Tax Credit (imbtc) 
- Age Tax Credit (imatc) 
- Charitable Donations Tax Credit (imchartc) 
- CPP/QPP Contributions Tax Credit (irncppctc) 
- Federal Dividend Tax Credit (imfdtxc) 
- Medical Expense Tax Credit (immedatc) 
- Pension Income Tax Credit (impentxc) 
- UI Coniributions Tax Credit (imuictc) 

If any of these tax credits has not been calculated, for example, in a pre-reform scenario, 
most of these credits will have been set to zero. 

A dependant may transfer an unused portion of certain tax credits to a supporting parent. 
Since a limit may be imposed on the amount of the combined Education Tax Credit and Tuition 
Tax Credit, these are treated separately from the Disability Tax Credit. 

If a dependant requires all transferable tax credits to further reduce Basic Federal Tax, i.e., 
Basic Federal Tax (imbft) exceeds Total Transferable Tax Credits, then the tax credits are sub-
tracted from irrzbft and no transfer occurs. 

If the dependant's Total Transferable Tax Credits (txcrt) exceeds Basic Federal Tax, 
irnbft is reduced to zero and the amount potentially transferable to a supporting parent is calcu-
lated as the amount of Disability Tax Credit (imdisatc) not required to reduce Basic Federal 
Tax plus the lesser of: 	 0 

the amount of combined Education and Tuition Tax Credit not required to reduce Basic 
Federal Tax to zero, and 
the maximum combined Education and Tuition Tax Credit transferable (xET) 

The actual amount transferred (imt txcrt) is calculated by reducing the amount poten-
tially transferred (ttxcrt) by a proportion (TAXCP.R) of Net Income (iminet) exceeding the 
Tax Credit Transfer Reduction Level (TAXCRT). 

The total amount of tax credits transferable from all dependents is accumulated in the vari-
able ctxcrt which is subsequently used to reduce Basic Federal Tax for the parent with the 
higher Net Income (unmet). 

These algorithms do not allow the partitioning of the dependant's tax credits between both 
supporting parents and, therefore, in some cases, the total taxes paid by the family may not be 
minimized. 
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Transfers From Spouse 
In calculating the Basic Federal Tax of the head and spouse, the following nontransferable 

credits are subtracted from imbft: 

- Basic Personal Tax Credit (imbtc) 
- Child Care Expense Tax Credit (imccetx) 
- Charitable Donations Tax Credit (imchartc) 
- CPP/QPP Contributions Tax Credit (imcppctc) 
- Tax Credit for Dependent Children (imctxcs) 
- Federal Dividend Tax Credit (imfdtxc) 
- Married Tax Credit (imrnartc) 
- Medical Expense Tax Credit (imrnedatc) 
- UI Contributions Tax Credit (imuictc) 

If any of these tax credits have not been calculated, for example, in a post-reform scenario, 
most of these tax credits will have been set to zero. 

An unused portion of certain transferable tax credits may be transferred from the spouse. 
The transferable tax credits are: 

- Age Tax Credit (imatc) 
- Disability Tax Credit (imdisa.tc) 
- Pension Income Tax Credit (ixnpentxc) 
- Education Tax Credit (imedtxc) 

• 	

- Tuition Tax Credit (irntutxc) 

Since a limit may be imposed on the amount of the combined Education and Tuition Tax 
Credits, these are treated separately from the others. 

If the filer requires all Transferable Tax Credits (txcz-t) to reduce Basic Federal Tax (i.e., 
iinbft exceeds txcrt ) then the tax credits are subtracted from Basic Federal Tax and no trans-
fer occurs. 

If the filer's Transferable Tax Credits (txcrt) exceed Basic Federal Tax, then imbft is 
reduced to zero and the remainder of the Potentially Transferable Tax Credits (t txcrt) is calcu-
lated as the sum of: 

- Disability Tax Credit (irndisatc) 
- Age Tax Credit (imatc) 
- Pension Income Tax Credit (iinpentxc) 

which is not required to reduce Basic Federal Tax to zero plus the lesser of: 
- the amount of combined Education and Tuition Tax Credits not required to reduce Basic 

Federal Tax to zero, and 
- the maximum combined Education and Tuition Tax Credits Transferable (MAXET) 

The amount actually transferred (imt txcrt) is calculated by reducing the amount poten-
tially transferable (t txcrt) by a proportion TAXCRR of the filer's Net Income (iminet) exceed-
ing the Tax Credit Transfer Reduction Level (TAXCRT). 

. 
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Although this value is calculated for both head and spouse, the one with the higher Net 
Income (iminet) actually receives the transfer. The amount transferred from the spouse is 
stored in the variable iinstxcrt. The amount transferred from all dependents is stored in 
irnctxcrt. 

Federal Tax Reduction 
Before 1986, all filers were eligible for a Federal Tax Reduction. Before 1984, this 

amounted to a fixed tax credit independent of taxes payable. In 1984 and 1985, the reduction 
itself was reduced by a proportion of Basic Federal Tax exceeding a certain limit. The unused 
portion of the tax reduction was transferable to the filer's spouse. 

The Federal Tax Reduction Available (imftr) is calculated for each filer as a fixed 
amount (MXFTR) reduced by a proportion (FTRRR) of Basic Federal Tax (imbtt) exceeding the 
Reduction Level (FTRRL). 

If the head or spouse do not require the entire Federal Tax Reduction Available to reduce 
Basic Federal Tax to zero, then the remainder (hftrt for head, sftrt for spouse) is added to 
the other spouse's Federal Tax Reduction (imftr). 

The Federal Tax Reduction (i.mftr) is then subtracted from Basic Federal Tax iznbft to 
compute Federal Tax (imf tax). 

Federal Surtax 
In 1985 a Federal Surtax was introduced as an additional tax based on Basic Federal Tax 

payable. In 1985, the surtax was calculated as a proportion (2.5%) of Basic Federal Tax exceed-
ing $6,000 plus 2.5% of Basic Federal Tax exceeding $15,000. In 1986, this was extended to 
1.5% of all Basic Federal Tax plus 5% of Basic Federal Tax exceeding $6,000 plus 5% of Basic 
Federal Tax exceeding $15,000. In 1987 this was simplified to a flat rate (3%) on all Basic Fed-
eral Tax. 

The model allows for three surtax levels and three surtax rates. The total Federal Surtax 
(imfsur) is calculated as the sum of: 

- a proportion (FSURR1) of Basic Federal Tax exceeding Surtax Level I (FstJRL1), plus 
- a proportion (FsURR2) of Basic Federal Tax exceeding Surtax Level 2 (FsURL2), plus 
- a proportion (Fsuiu3) of Basic Federal Tax exceeding Surtax Level 3 (FsURL3). 

The result is then added to Federal Taxes (irnftax) (minus certain federal tax credits) to 
derive Federal Taxes Payable (imtxf). 

. 
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Federal Taxes Payable 
Federal Taxes Payable (irntxf) is defined as Federal Tax (imf tax) plus the Federal Sur-

tax (see above) minus the following tax credits: 
- Federal Other Tax Credits (idfotc, Federal Tax Credits not otherwise modeled in the 

SPSD/M which is the sum of Federal Foreign Tax Credits, Share Purchase Tax Credit, 
Employment Tax Credit and Scientific Research Tax Credit, 

- Federal Political Contribution Tax Credit (idfptc), and 
- Federal Investment Tax Credit (iditc). 

Alternate Minimum Tax 
In 1986, a minimum tax on individuals was introduced with the intention of increasing the 

tax liability of those high income individuals who use the tax incentives provided by the current 
law to structure their affairs so as to pay little or no tax. 

The Alternative Minimum Tax requires the calculation of an adjusted taxable income dis-
allowing certain deductions, a list of which follows, which are added back to taxable income. 

- Pension Income Deduction 
- Interest and Dividend Income Deduction 
- Disability Deduction Transferred from Dependant 
- Education Deduction Transferred from Dependant 
- Deductions Transferred from Spouse 

• 	

- Employee Home Relocation Loan Deduction 
- Stock Option and Shares Deduction 
- Contribution to Deferred Income Plans (RPP and RRSP contributions) 
- non-taxable portion of capital gains 
- capital cost allowance on MURBS and Canadian Films 

The grossed-up portion of taxable dividends and Allowable Business Investment Loss are 
subtracted from taxable income. 

The minimum tax is then calculated as a proportion of this adjusted taxable income 
exceeding the exemption level. 

No details are available at the time of this writing on the implementation of the minimum 
tax after deductions are converted to tax credits as proposed in the June, 1987 White Paper on 
Tax Reform. 
SPSM Implementation 

If the Minimum Tax Rate (AMTTx) is not set to zero, the minimum tax algorithms are 
executed. 

The first step recalculates an adjusted taxable income for minimum tax purposes (nal - 
.t.) by adding the following items to imitax: 

RPP Contributions (idrpp) 
RRSP Contributions (idrrsp) 
Other Deductions from Total Income (idothdn, representing Capital Cost Allowances) 
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- Pension Income Deduction (irnintdn) 
- Interest Income Deduction (irnintdn) 
- Deductions Transferred from Spouse (irndedt) 
- the non-taxable portion of Capital Gains (idicapg * (1 - CAPGIR)) 

The grossed-up portion of dividends (i div x (FDGUR - 1) ), Business Investment 
Losses (idnclos), and the Minimum Tax Exemption (ANTEX) are subtracted from this value. 

The Basic Minimum Tax (amtbft) is calculated as a proportion (AMTTX) of Adjusted Tax-
able Income (naitax). 

The second step in this process adjusts the Basic Minimum Tax (amtbft) to account for 
the conversion of allowable deductions into tax credits. This requires subtracting the following 
tax credits from Basic Minimum Tax: 

- Basic Tax Credit (imbtc) 
- Spouse Tax Credit (irnmartxc) 
- Age Tax Credit (imatc) 
- Tax Credit for Dependent Children (imctxcs) 
- Education Tax Credit (imedtxc) 
- Tuition Tax Credit (imtutxc) 
- Medical Expense Tax Credit (ixnmeda t c) 
- Charitable Donations Tax Credit (imchaz-tc) 
- Disability Tax Credit (imdisatc) 
- Child Care Expense Tax Credit (imccetxc) 
- CPP/QPP Contribution Tax Credit (imcppctc) 
- UI Contribution Tax Credit (irnuictc) 

If the value of the Basic Minimum Tax (amtbft) exceeds Basic Federal Tax (iinbft), 
Federal Tax Payable (imtxf) is recalculated as Basic Minimum Tax (amtbft) plus any federal 
surtaxes on amtbft * The federal surtax is calculated in the same manner as on Basic Federal 
Tax, previously described. 

The database does not contain sufficient detail to accurately represent some of the deduc-
tions specified in the regulations concerning the calculation of the Minimum Tax. The Disability 
Deduction and Education Deduction transferred from dependents are not differentiable from 
those deductions claimed on behalf of the filer. The Employee Home Relocation Loan Deduc-
tion and Stock Option Shares Deduction are not represented on the database. The variable 
idothdn (Other Deduction's from Total Income) includes Capital Cost Allowances on MURBS 
and Canadian Films but it also contains amounts for moving expenses and alimony payments. It 
is difficult to estimate the impact of these inaccuracies except to say that they are likely small 
compared to the large amounts of income and other deductions for the high income persons for 
whom the Minimum Tax is intended. 

Quebec Tax Abatement 
The Quebec Tax Abatement is a refundable credit on federal taxes provided to Quebec res-

idents in lieu of direct cost-sharing by the federal government under the federal-provincial fiscal 
arrangements. It reduces the federal income tax payable by Quebec residents and may provide a 
refund. The abatement amounts to 16.5% of Basic Federal Tax. 
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If the filer resides in Quebec, the full Quebec Tax Abatement (t.) is calculated as a pro-
portion (QTAP) of Basic Federal Tax (iinbft). This is divided into two portions for accounting 
purposes: 

- imqtaa is the Quebec Tax Abatement Applied to reduce federal taxes 
- iniqtar is the Quebec Tax Abatement Refunded 

A refund may occur for some lower income persons since tax credits, such as the Federal 
Sales Tax Credit, are applied to reduce Basic Federal Tax bft to Federal Taxes Payable 
(irntxf). 

In put Parameters: 
AMTEX Alternate minimum tax: exemption level 
AMTTX Alternate minimum tax rate 
CAPGIR Capital gains inclusion rate 
FDGUR Federal dividend gross-up rate 
FDTCR Federal dividend tax credit rate 
FStJRL1 Federal surtax level 1 
FSURL2 Federal surtax level 2 
FSURL3 Federal surtax level 3 
FStJRR1 Federal surtax rate 1 
FSURR2 Federal surtax rate 2 
FSURR3 Federal surtax rate 3 
FTRRL Federal tax reduction reduction level 
FTRRR Federal tax reduction reduction rate 
FTX Federal Lax table [taxable income,basic federal tax] • 
FTXrows Number of rows in FTX 
4AXE'T Maximum on transfer of education and tuition tax credit 
MXFTR Maximum federal tax reduction 
QTAP Quebec tax abatement jxoportion of basic federal tax 
TAXCRR Tax credit transfer reduction rate 
TAXCRT Tax credit transfer turndown level 
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Input Variables: 	 9 
cf in First person in census family [pointer 
cfineid Eldest person in census family [pointer] 
cfinspo Spouse of eldest [pointer] 
cfnpers Number of persons in census family 
cfspo fig Census family contains married couple 
hdprov Province 
hhncf Number of census families in household 
idcfrh Relationship to census family head 
idfotc Federal other tax credits 
idfptc Federal political contribution tax credit 
idicapg Imputed actual capital gains 
idid.iv Actual amount of canadian dividends 
iditc Federal investment tax credits 
idnclos Allowable other years non-capital loss 
idothdn Other deductions from total income 
i drpp Registered pension plan contributions 
idrrsp RRSP calculated amount 
irnatxc Age tax credit 
irnbtc Basic personal tax credit 
imccetxc Child care expenses tax credit 
irnchartc Charitable donations tax credit 
imcppctc CPP contributions tax credit 
imctxcs Dependent children tax credits 
imdedt Deductions transfered from spouse 
imdi.satc Disability tax credit 
imedtxc Education allowance tax credit 
irni di Vt Amount of taxable dividends 
iminet 
imintdn 

Net income 
Interest income deduction allowed 

imi tax Taxable income 
ixnrnartxc Married tax credit claimed 
iznznedatc Medical expenses allowed tax credit 
impendn Pension income deduction allowed 
impentxc Pension income tax credit 
imtutxc Tuition tax credit 
imuictc UIC contributions tax credit 
Output Variables: 
imamtdf Difference due to minimum tax 
imamtfg Minimum tax flag 
imatxcrt Total tax credits applied 
imbft Basic federal tax 
imctxcrt Tax credits transferred from children 
imfdtxc Federal dividend tax credit 
imfedtax Federal tax before tax credits 
imf.sur Federal surtax 
imftax Federal taxes 
imftr Federal tax reduction 
imqtaa Quebec tax abatement (applied) 
imqtar Quebec tax abatement (refundable) 
irnstxcrt Tax credits transfered from spouse 
imtaxcr Total tax credits 
imttxcrt Total tax credits transfered 
imtxf Net federal tax payable 
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0 	4.6 Provincial Income Taxes and Tax Credits 

txprov - Compute provincial taxes 

Provincial income taxes are collected by the federal government on behalf of most prov-
inces. Quebec collects its own income tax. Algorithms for computing provincial tax range from 
taking a proportion of Basic Federal Tax as in Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia to a parallel of the federal system in Quebec. The other provinces 
begin with a proportion of federal taxes but have their own systems of tax credits, surtaxes and 
reductions. 

The value for Provincial Tax Credits (idptc) on the database is derived from actual 
income tax records (for details, see the SPSM Database Creation Guide). This value incorpo-
rates several provincial tax credits: 

- Provincial Foreign Tax Credits 
- Alberta Royalty Tax Credit 
- Provincial Royalty Tax Credit 
- Provincial Property Tax Credit 
- Ontario Student Residence Claim 
- Manitoba Resident Homeowner Advance 
- Manitoba Investment Tax Credit 
- Provincial Political Contribution Tax Credit 

S 	- Saskatchewan Venture Capital Tax Credit Allowed 
- Saskatchewan Livestock Investment Tax Credit Allowed 

These Provincial Tax Credits reprted in (idptc) are transferred to the variable which 
stores all Provincial Tax Credits (imptc). This transfer is intended to provide a framework for 
the eventual modeling of some of these tax credits. 

Newfoundland. PEL. New Brunswick and Nova Scotia 
Basic Provincial Tax (imbpt) and Provincial Taxes Payable (irntxp) for these provinces 

are simply a proportion of Basic Federal Tax (irnbft). The following parameters contain the 
values of the provincial tax fractions: 

- NPTF - Newfoundland 
- PPTF - Prince Edward Island 
- VPTF - Nova Scotia 
- BPTF - New Brunswick 

. 
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Ouebec 
	

. 

For residents of Quebec, the calculation of provincial taxes roughly approximates the pro-
cess of calculating federal taxes. The SPSM divides this task among three functions which are 
described in another section of this document: 

txqinet calculates total and net income tax 
txqitax calculates a provisional value for taxable income subject to updating by txqhstr 
txqhstr performs the calculation of personal exemptions for dependents and the allocation 
of deductions between head and spouse 
The value of Taxable Income (irnqi tax) calculated by txqhstr is used to look up a 

value for Basic Provincial Tax (imbpt) in the tax table (QTx). 
The Quebec Dividend Tax Credit (irnqdtxc) is calculated as a proportion (QDTCR)Of Tax-

able Dividends (irnqidivt) and is subtracted from Basic Provincial Tax to derive Provincial 
Tax Payable (imtxp). Also subtracted is the Quebec Tax Reduction which is a proportion 
(QTRP) of Provincial Tax Payable (imtxp). 

Ontario 
The Ontario Provincial Tax (imbpt) is calculated as a proportion (0PTF) of Basic Federal 

Tax (imbft). Added to Basic for some years is the Social Services Maintenance Tax which is a 
proportion (0ssMR) of Basic Provincial Tax (imbpt) exceeding the tax level (0ssML). 

Ontario provides a tax reduction for persons with a low taxable income. This reduction 
amounts to a proportion (0TRF) of taxable income (imi tax) below the Ontario Tax Reduction 
Level (0MTY). This is subtracted from Basic Provincial Tax to derive Provincial Tax Payable 
(irntxp). 

Manitoba 
Manitoba Basic Provincial Tax (imbpt) is calculated as a proportion (MPTF) of Basic Fed-

eral Tax (imbft). 

The Manitoba Surtax is a proportion (MSTR) of Basic Provincial Tax (ixnbpt) exceeding 
the Manitoba Surtax Level (Ms'rc). The surtax is added to Basic Provincial Tax to derive Man-
itoba Tax (imtxp). 

The parameter MNPDOPT determines the method used for the Manitoba Tax Reduction. 
In 1982, Manitoba applied a method of tax reduction which was based on the Federal Tax 

Reduction. This method is applied if MNRDOPT is set to 1. The maximum tax reduction was a 
proportion (MPTF) of the Federal Tax Reduction (imftr). This was reduced by a proportion 
(MTRF) of Taxable Income (irni tax) exceeding the cutoff level (manb). The cutoff level was 
derived by looking up the Federal Tax Reduction (imftr) in the Manitoba Tax Reduction Table 
(MANRD) using the interpolating lookup function ikupi. 

If MNRDOPT is set to 2 the Manitoba Tax Reduction (mantr) is calculated as a fixed 
amount (MTRBR) reduced by a proportion of Taxable Income (imi tax). 

The Manitoba Tax Reduction (mantr) is subtracted from Manitoba Tax Tax to derive Pro-
vincial Tax Payable. 
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S Saskatchewan 
Saskatchewan Basic Provincial Tax is a proportion (SPTF) of Basic Federal Tax (imbEt). 

A flat surtax, calculated as a proportion (SFTAX) on Net Income (iminet) is added to Basic Tax. 
Adjusted Saskatchewan Tax Payable (before a tax reduction is applied, is stored in the 

temporary variable .) is calculated as Basic Saskatchewan Tax (imbpt) plus a proportion (S SF) 
of Basic Saskatchewan Tax exceeding the Saskatchewan Surtax Level (ssci). 

Saskatchewan also implements a system of tax reductions for senior citizens and persons 
with dependent children. The Basic Tax Reduction (STRBR) is augmented by the Senior Citi-
zen's Tax Reduction (STRSc) if the filer is age 65 or older. A tax reduction per child under 18 
(STRPC) up to a maximum total for all children (STRCL) is also added. The number of children 
claimable for this tax reduction is taken from imn Each, the number of children eligible for Fam-
ily Allowances. 

The total potential Tax credit is reduced by a proportion (STRRR) of the tax credit exceed-
ing Adjusted Saskatchewan Tax Payablej to derive Reduced Saskatchewan Tax Payable imtxp. 

Basic Alberta Tax (iznbpt) is a proportion (APTF) of Basic Federal Tax (ixnbft). A tax 
reduction is calculated as a basic amount (ATIc) minus a proportion (ATRF) of Basic Alberta 
Tax (imbpt). Alberta Tax Payable (imtxp) is calculated as Basic Alberta Tax (iinbpt) minus 
the tax reductions. 

. 	British Columbia 
Basic British Columbia Tax (imbpt) is a proportion (cPTF) of Basic Federal Tax 

(imbft). British Columbia Tax Payable (imtxp) is the Basic Tax plus the BC Surtax plus the 
BC Health Care Maintenance Surtax. 

The BC Surtax is a proportion (c SF) of Basic BC Tax (imbpt) exceeding the surtax level 
(csci). THE BC Health Care Maintenance Surtax is a proportion (cHcM) of BC Tax after the 
surtax has been added. 

For some years, the amount of BC Tax payable may be reduced by setting BC Tax Payable 
(imtxp) to Federal Tax Payable (irntxf) if Net Income (irninet) is below a specified limit 
(CPTC). This option is eliminated by setting CPTC to zero. 
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Input Parameters 
APTF Alberta provincial tax fraction 
ATRBC Alberta tax reduction basic claim 
ATRF Alberta tax reduction fraction 
BPTF New Brunswick provincial tax fraction 
CHCM British Columbia provincial health care surtax 
CPTC British Columbia provincial tax reduction cut-in 
CPTF British Columbia provincial tax fraction 
csci British Columbia provincial tax above which surtax applies 
CSF British Columbia provincial surtax rate 
MANRI) Manitoba tax reduction table [federal reduction, net income] 
MANRD rows Number of rows in MANRD 
MNRDOPT Manitoba Lax reduction calculation option 
MPTF Manitoba provincial tax fraction 
MSTC Manitoba surtax cut-in 
MSTR Manitoba surtax rate 
MTRBR Manitoba tax reduction basic amount 
MTRF Manitoba tax reduction fraction 
NPTF Newfoundland provincial tax fraction 
OMTY Ontario taxable income above which no tax reduction 
OPTF Ontario provincial tax fraction 
OSSML Ontario social service maintenance surtax cut-in level 
OSSMR Ontario social service maintenance surtax rate 
OTRF Ontario tax reduction fraction 
PPTF P.E.I. provincial tax fraction 
QDTCR Quebec dividend tax credit rate 
QTRP Quebec tax reduction proportion 
QTX Quebec income tax table [taxable income,basic provincial tax] 
QTXrows Number of rows in QTX 
SFTAX Saskatchewan provincial flat surtax rate on net income 
SPTF Saskatchewan provincial tax fraction 
SSC1 Saskatchewan surtax Cut-in 
SSF Saskatchewan provincial surtax fraction 
STRBR Saskatchewan basic provincial tax reduction 
STRCL Saskatchewan child tax reduction limit 
STRPC Saskatchewan tax reduction per child 
STRRR Saskatchewan tax reduction reduction rate 
STRSC Saskatchewan tax reduction for senior citizens 
VPTF Nova Scotia provincial tax fraction 

Input Variables: 
hdprov Province 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
idage Age 
idptc Calculated provincial tax credits 
imbft Basic federal tax 
imftr Federal tax reduction 
iminet Net income 
imitax Taxable income 
irnnfach Number of family allowance children claimed 
imqidivt Quebec taxable dividends 
ixnqitax Quebec taxable income 
imtxf Net federal tax payable 
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Output Variables: 
imbpt Basic provincial tax 
imptc Provincial tax credits 
imqcitxc Quebec dividend tax credit 
imtxp Provincial lax payable 

. 

. 
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4.7 Calculate and Assign Commodity Taxes 	 0 
ctd - Compute Commodity taxes 

Abstract 
Sales & excise taxes are calculated by applying Input/Output based effective sales tax rates 

to observed family expenditures at the spending unit level of analysis. The resulting federal gov-
ernment taxes span 40 consumer expenditure (CE) categories while provincial government taxes 
have both CE category and provincial dimensions. Commodity taxes are also estimated for other 
levels of analysis such as economic families and individuals. 

Program Description 
In 1984, the total revenue collected from sales & excise taxes by all levels of government 

was $54.9 billion. These collections have since become greater. 
The federal government has a variety of taxes which are levied on goods used in produc-

tion and for final demand consumption. Some of the major federal tax types are: custom import 
duties, alcohol and tobacco excise taxes and excise duties, manufacturers sales tax, gasoline 
excise tax, air transportation tax, and energy use taxes. The provincial governments also levy 
taxes but with more of an emphasis on consumer goods. Major taxes include liquor commission 
mark-ups, gasoline taxes, tobacco taxes, and retail sales taxes. 

An important characteristic of this tax system is the cascading effect. Tax cascading occurs 
when a tax rate is applied to the value of a commodity inclusive of another tax type. For exam-
ple, when an individual makes a long distance call a federal telecommunications tax of 10% is 
applied to the price of the call. Provincial governments then levy their retail sales tax rates to the 
value of the call inclusive of the federal tax. 

SPSM Implementation 

Tax costs associated with domestic production are passed to the domestic consumers is the 
fundamental I/O modeling assumption. For example, alcohol producers require raw materials 
such as grains, water, energy source etc. If these inputs are produced themselves in other indus-
tries, then their selling price may include a manufacturer's tax component. Through Input/Output 
(I/O) techniques we are able to associate the implicit tax share of the production process to the 
correct final demand good. 

The macroeconomic I/O system is used to construct effective tax rates by tax type, final 
demand good, and by province. This enables the calculation of the tax burden implicit in each 
household's reported final demand expenditures. 

The federal tax rates have been grouped into six tax types: custom import duties; excise 
duties; manufacturer's sales tax; excise taxes; other energy taxes; and federal sales tax. The fed-
eral sales tax type which has been included for user simulations is set to zero by default. The 
array of provincial tax rates has also been reduced to six tax types: profits on liquor 
commissions; liquor gallonage tax; gasoline tax; amusement tax; tobacco tax; retail sales tax. 
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The above rates are detThed as the ratio of a particular tax to the expenditure net of all 
commodity taxes for a given good in a given province. Therefore, an additional input parameter 
rate is applied to the FAMEX observations to net out the commodity taxes implicit in 1984. 

The six tax types used in this model accounted for $33.3 billion in revenues for 1984 of 
which $22.5 billion was directly or indirectly associated with consumer expenditure. 

For a more complete description of the I/O methodology, calculation procedures, tax type 
composition, etc. see SPSDIM Commodity Tax Model User's Guide. 

Prior to the execution of the ctmod function, two modifications of the FAMEX data have 
been performed by the SPSM. 

The first is made necessary because of the way SNA and FAMEX treat the expenditures on 
motor vehicles as net expenditures. If the trade-in exceeds the value of the purehase, or a house-
hold sells a vehicle outright, then the expenditure category will contain a negative value. In this 
case the SPSM treats the net expenditure as an income item (net sale of durables) and it is 
incorporated into the income calculation. The expenditure category is then set to zero. This pro-
cedure is conducted in the two consumer expenditure categories where net sales can occur: New 
& used automobiles; Recreation, sporting goods, and camping equipment. This modification is 
not accessible to the user. 

The second data modification involves correcting for under-coverage of some FAMEX 
expenditure components. For example, sales of alcohol and tobacco are monitored very carefully 
by government agencies and their data indicate roughly twice as much consumption of these two 

• 	goods as reported on the FAMEX. Two other FAMEX categories report substantially lower con- 
sumption than other information sources would indicate. They are semi-durables and expendi-
tures for restaurants & hotels. The GFFMX parameter in the . APR file enables the adjustment of 
raw FAMEX values to the levels of other sources. We provide users with factors to inflate 
expenditures to known 1984 levels. 

The ctxnod function initially calls the ctfx sub-function to calculate the taxes based on 
the expenditure patterns of FAMEX spending units. The ctmod function then computes the taxes 
for other levels of analysis such as individuals or economic families. 

The FAMEX expenditure categories must be stripped of their original tax component 
before the commodity Lax calculation can be performed. This is accomplished in the ctfx sub-
function by applying the I/O computed CTTXRM parameter to the expenditure observations. 

The effective commodity tax rates are then multiplied by the net expenditures to produce 
commodity tax levels for each spending unit, if the CTDF LAG is set to 0 then total federal level 
taxes by commodity and provincial level taxes by commodity and province are calculated. If 
CTDFLAG is set to 1 then the six detailed federal taxes and six provincial taxes are generated. The 
model ensures that both options will produce identical results in the aggregate. 

Commodity taxes are then allocated to individuals in the FAMEX spending unit via per-
sonal income shares in the ctmod function. The income of the household's head is derived by 
adding three variables from the FAMEX income concept not surveyed elsewhere to his/her 
SPSD income concept variables. These variables are: savings; other money receipts; and net 
sales of durables. The shares reflect the income distribution after this modification. 
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The CTOPT parameter controls which income concept is used in the simulation. If the 
parameter is set to 1 then the FAMEX income concept is used. This measure of income is not 
linked to other SPSD variables in any way. Therefore, if the user wishes to examine the implica-
tions to commodity tax outflows based upon changes in SPSD income variables (i.e. OAS, GIS, 
income tax changes) then this option should never be specified. Its use should be restricted to 
pure FAMEX analyses. 

If CTOPT is set to 2 then the SPSD income concept is used. This income measure has been 
corrected for an income bias inherent in Survey of Consumer Finance (SCF) data using Depart-
ment of Revenue Green Book tax data. This income adjustment is described in detail in the 
SPSD/M Database Creation Guide. The result is a substantial increase in household income for 
observations in the extreme upper tail. 

The FAMEX data suffers from the same under-coverage as the SCF so the reported spend-
ing unit expenditure can be Out of synch with the Green Book adjusted income. For example, the 
largest total expenditure observation is around $150,000 while a large tax adjusted household 
income exceeds $5,000,000. 

Setting the CTOPT parameter to 2 scales the commodity tax calculated conditioned on 
FAMEX spending unit income by the ratio of the SPSD "shared" income concept to an equiva-
lent FAMEX "shared" income concept. In this way tax outlays bear closer relation to the SPSD 
income levels. However, this leads to some outlay distortions for the extremely wealthy which 
are described in the Interpretation section. 

Interpretation 
There are some other discrepancies between the system of national accounts (SNA) defini-

tion of consumer expenditure and that of FAMEX. Generally, SNA includes the entire personal 
sector whose components are households, self-employed professionals, and universities. 
FAMEX tracks only households and, therefore, tax levels by commodity are generally lower. For 
a detailed description of these differences see the SPSDIM Commodity Tax Model User's Guide. 

In the aggregate, differences between income SPSM income concept (cToPT=2) and the 
FAMEX income concept (cToPT'1) are almost negligible. Using 1894 base case parameters the 
FAMEX option produced a $20.997 billion tax burden on Canadian families while the scaled 
option generated $21.048 billion. These compare favorably with the SNA estimate of $22.5 bil-
lion. However, the differences for the highest income households in great. The top three house-
holds show differences of over $200,000. This implies some caution when interpreting 
commodity tax values for high income observations. 

Relation to other SPSM routines 
The ctmod function calls the ctfx sub-function in order to calculate spending unit com-

modity taxes. The ctmod function itself is called by the dxv function. The ctmod function 
makes use of parameters derived in the mpc function. The nipc function also ensures that the 
ctd function is not executed if the FAMEX data vector is not being read (i.e. if FXVFLAG=O). 
The calculation of commodity taxes is highly dependent on the parameters applied to the data-
base expenditure items during the database adjustment phase of the simulator. 
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Input Parameters: 
CTDF LAG Commodity tax detailed calculation flag 
CTFCID Federal custom import duties [corn] 
CTFEXD Federal excise duties [corn] 
CTFEXT Federal excise taxes [corn] 
CTFLAG Commodity tax activation flag 
CTFMFG Federal manufacturer's sales [corn) 
CTFOEN Federal other energy taxes [corn] 
CTFRST Federal retail sales tax [corn] 
CTFTOT Federal total retail tax equivalent 
CTOPT Commodity tax calculation method [l=FAMEX2=SPSM] 
CTPAMU Provincial amusement tax [prov] 
CTPGAS Provincial gasoline tax [prov] 
CTPLGL Provincial liquor gallonage tax (prov) 
CTPPLQ Provincial profits on liquor commissions [prov] 
CTPRST Provincial retail sales tax [corn x prov] 
CTPTOB Provincial tobacco tax [prov] 
CTPTOT Provincial total retail tax equivalent 
CTTXRM Base year commodity tax removal factor [corn x prov] 
In put Variables: 
fxfomr Other money receipts 
fxio hO expenditure categories [array] 
fxnes Unallocated FAMEX items 
fxnsave Negative savings 
fxpsave Positive savings 
Exre tpen Retirement pension contributions 
fxrrspt RRSP contributions 
fxsaldur Sale of durables 
fxseqhv FAMEX record sequence number 
fxuic UI contributions 
hdprov Province 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
idhhrh Relationship to head of household 
imrndisp Disposable income 
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Output Variables: 
	

. 

ctfcid Federal custom import duties 
ctfct Federal commodity taxes [array] 
ctfexd Federal excise duties 
ctfext Federal excise taxes 
ctfm.fg Federal manufacturer's sales tax 
c t foeri Federal other energy taxes 
ctfrst Federal retail sales tax 
ctishrh Shared income concept (FAMEX) 
ctpamu Provincial amusement tax 
ctpct Provincial commodity taxes (array] 
ctpgas Provincial gasoline tax 
ctplgl Provincial liquor gallonage taxes 
ctpplq Provincial profits on liquor commissions 
ctprov Province for COMTAX calculations 
ctprst Provincial retail sales tax 
ctptob Provincial tobacco tax 
Ct segh v FAMEX record sequence number 
cttotexp Total household expenditures 
cC txfc Federal total commodity taxes 
Ct txpc Provincial total commodity taxes 
imishri Shared income concept (FAMEX & SPSD) 
irnninc No income flag 
imntxfc Federal commodity taxes 
imtxpc Provincial commodity taxes 
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0 	5 Aggregation Routines 

5.1 Calculate Disposable Income 

mo1 - Compute memo items for reporting 

Abstract 
The mnr1 function is used to calculate several reporting variables as aggregates of other mod-
eled variables. The function calculates all dollar denominated reporting variables up to the level 
of disposable income. In addition taxable filer status is determined. 

SPSM Implementation 
The mnIol function operates at the individual level of analysis and skips individuals with no 
income. The algorithm first assigns filer status as relevant/non-relevant and taxable/non-taxable 
based on taxes paid and credits received. Cost shared Canada Assistance Plan Social Assistance 
payments are divided evenly between federal and provincial government reporting variables. 
The function then calculates several reporting variables as follows. 
Reporting • Variable 
irnfoth 	= 

Formula 
iditogv + idinogv; 

irnpoth 	= ZERO; 
irniccjp 	- idicqp; 
immernp 	- idiemp + idisenf + idisefm; 
irrzminv 	- idiroorn + idiint + ididiv + idicapg + idioinv; 
immoth 	- idipens + iditoth + idinoth; 
immmkt 	- immemp + irnminv + immoth; 
imftran - irnffa 	+ imioas + imiotg + imigis + imispa + 

imctc 	+ imicqp + imfoth + imiuib + imf.stc + 
imqtar + imqtaa + imfsa + iiniosa; 

imptran = Lmpfa + iinigist + imptc + impsa; 
immtran = ixnptran + imftran; 
inimtot 	- immmkt + immtran; 
imftax 	- i.muic + iincg'ppc + imrepay + irntx.f; 
imptax 	- imtxp; 
immtax 	- iinftax + imptax; 
irnrndisp iirzmtot - immtax; 
immi cons- irnmdisp; 	(initial assignment, may be re-assigned in 

men2) 

Relation to Other SPSM Routines 
The 'ntno1 function is called by d.rv immediately after the income tax and cash transfer algo- 
rithms have executed. It is called just before the execution of the commodity tax model ( 
ctmod) which makes use of some of the aggreagted output variables. The mmo2 function 
follows ctmod to add information to the reporting variables calculated in the mmmol function. 
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Input Variables: 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
i di capg Imputed actual capital gains 
idicqp CPP/QPP received 
ididiv Actual amount of canadian dividends 
idieznp Earnings from employment 
idiint Interest income 
idinogv Other government income (non-taxable) 
idinoth Non-taxable other money income 
idioinv Other investment income with net rental 
idipens Pension income 
idiroom Net income from roomers and boarders 
idisefm Farming net income 
idisenf Self-employed income - non-farming 
idi t ogv Other government income (taxable) 
iditoth Other taxable income 
iznbft Basic federal tax 
imcqppc CPP/QPP contributions 
imctc Child tax credit 
imffa Federal portion of family allowances 
imfstc Federal sales tax credit 
irnigis GIS benefits 
irni gist GIS provincial top-up 
iminet Net income 
irnioas OAS benefits 
imiosa Other SA or guarantees 
imiotg Other taxable demogrants 
imisa Social assistance (or replacement program) 
imi spa Spouse's allowance 
imi uib Unemployment insurance benefits 
imriinc No income flag 
impfa Provincial family allowance 
imptc Provincial tax credits 
imqtaa Quebec tax abatement (applied) 
imqtar Quebec lax abatement (refundable) 
imrepay FA + OAS + UIB repayments 
imtxf Net federal tax payable 
iattxp Provincial tax payable 
imuic IHC contributions 

Algorithm Guide 
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. Output Variables: 
imfilez- Taxable filer status 
itnfoth Federal other government income 
izrifsa Federal social assistance 
imftax Federal taxes 
iinftran Federal transfer income 
imicqp CPP/QPP payable 
imiemp Income from earnings 
imrndisp Disposable income 
immemp All employment income 
immicoris Consumable income 
imminv Investment income 
immmict Market income 
immoth Other income 
immtax All taxes 
immtot Total income 
iinrnt ran All transfer income 
impoth Provincial other government income 
imp5a Provincial social assistance 
inlptax Provincial taxes 
impt ran Provincial transfer income 
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5.2 Calculate Consumable Income 

____ - Compute consumable income etc. 

Abstract 
The inmo2 function is used to calculate several reporting variables as aggregates of other mod-
eled variables. The function calculates all dollar denominated reporting variables up to the level 
of consumable income. 

SPSM Implementation 
The memo2 function operates at the individual level of analysis and skips individuals with no 
income. Aspects of the function are not executed if the commodity tax model has not been run 
(cTMoDO). The function first adjusts several reporting variables calculated in nieniol as fol-
lows. 

Reporting 
Variable 	Formula 
imftax 	imftax + imtxfc 
imptax = 	imptax + ixntxpc 
irnmtax = 	irnxntax + imtxfc + irntxpc 
immicons= 	imrndisp - imtxfc - imtxpc 

The function next calculates additional reporting variables as follows. 
Reporting 
Variable 	Formula 
imnettr 	irnmtran - ixrimtax 
imothrep= 	irnrepay - iniuibr 
imqta = 	imqtaa + imqtar 
imfedbal= 	irnftax - irnftran 
imprvbal— 	irnptax - irnptran 

Relation to Other SPSM Routines 
The m,ino2 function is called by d.rv immediately after the commodity tax algorithms (ctxnod) 
have executed. The function adds information to the reporting variables calculated in the meinol 
function. 

Input Parameters: 
CTFLAG 	Commodity tax activation flag 
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. Input Variables: 
hhnin Number of individuals in household 
irnft ran Federal transfer income 
immdisp Disposable income 
irnmt ran All transfer income 
imninc No income flag 
impt ran Provincial transfer income 
imqtaa Quebec tax abatement (applied) 
imqtar Quebec tax abatement (refundable) 
imrepay FA + OAS + UIB repayments 
imtxfc Federal commodity taxes 
imtxpc Provincial commodity taxes 
imuibr UI benefit recovery 
Output Variables: 
imfedbal Federal taxes less transfers 
irnftax Federal taxes 
immi cons Consumable income 
immtax All taxes 
imnettr Net transfers to person 
irnothrep Other federal repayments 
imprvbal Provincial taxes less transfers 
imptax Provincial taxes 
imqta Quebec tax abatement (total) 

. 
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6 Utility Library 	 0 
There are a number of auxiliary functions which are used by the functions containing the 

tax/transfer algorithms. These functions perform routine tasks required in simulating the 
tax/transfer system such as table look-ups and benefit reduction functions. The description of 
these functions is of use to anyone attempting to fully understand or modify the C-language 
source code for the tax/transfer algorithms. The functions themselves are not subject to modifi-
cation by glass-box users. The following functions are described. 
sriw Retrieve a string constructed from a number 
isneg Is argument negative? 
isnneg Is argument non-negative? 
ianzero Is argument non-zero? 
is zero Is argument zero? 
ikupi Table look-up with interpolation/extrapolation 
1kup2 Table look-up without interpolation 
maxn Find the maximum of two numbers 
mjnn Find the minimum of two numbers 
nneg Change negative numbers to zero 
pmaddent Define and add a parameter 
quit Terminate simulation prematurely 
round Round to nearest integer 
taxbaki. One level tax-back function 
taxbak2 Two level tax-back function 
varcief Define structure member as an SPSM variable 
The descriptions show the name and label of the function followed by the C-language definition 
of the function including the number and type of its arguments and return value. Note that char 
refers to character strings, mt to integers and NUMBER to floating point numbers. Then a brief 
description of the way the function operates is given. 

6.1 Auxiliary Functions 

STRN Retrieve a string constructed from a number 

char * STRN(strn); 

mt strri; 

The STRN function is used by the SPSM to print prompts and error messages in a language-
independent way. The argument to the function identifies which string is to be retrieved. STRN 
retrieves the string from a language-specific database of strings into an internally-maintained 
buffer and returns a pointer to the retrieved string. This function is not intended to be used by 
the SPSM user, and is documented here for reference purposes only. 
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S 	 isneg 	Is argument negative? 

mt isneg(var); 

NUMBER var 
The isneg function (actually a C-language macro) takes as argument a floating point variable 
name (i.e. something declared as a NUMBER), and returns a non-zero value if the argument con-
tains a negative value. If the argument is zero or positive, a value of zero is returned. Note that, 
unlike a function, the isneg macro cannot take an expression as an argument. The expression 
isneg(var) is functionally equivalent to an expression of the form (vat < 0) but for reasons 
that are beyond the scope of this manual, the macro is considerably more efficient than the corre-
sponding expression. 

isnneg 	Is argument non-negative? 

mt isrineg(var); 

NUMBER var; 
The isnneg function (actually a C-language macro) takes as argument a floating point variable 
name (i.e. something declared as a NUMBER), and returns a non-zero value if the argument con-
tains a non-negative value. If the argument is negative, a value of zero is returned. Note that, 
unlike a function, the isnneg macro cannot take an expression as an argument. The expression 

• isrineg (var) is functionally equivalent to an expression of the form (var >= 01 but for rea-
sons that are beyond the scope of this manual, the macro is considerably more efficient than the 
corresponding expression. 

isnzero 	Is argument non-zero? 

mt isnzero(var); 

NUMBER var; 
The isnzero function (actually a C-language macro) takes as argument a floating point variable 
name (i.e. something declared as a NUMBER), and returns a non-zero value if the argument con-
tains a non-zero value. If the argument is zero, a value of zero is returned. Note that, unlike a 
function, the isnzero macro cannot take an expression as an argument. The expression 
is n zero (var) is functionally equivalent to an expression of the form (var ! 0) but for 
reasons that are beyond the scope of this manual, the macro is considerably more efficient than 
the corresponding expression. 
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iszero 	Is argument zero ? 

mt iszero(var); 

NUMBER var; 

The iszero function (actually a C-language macro) takes as argument a floating point variable 
name (i.e. something declared as a NUMBER), and returns a non-zero value if the argument con-
tains the value zero. If the argument is non-zero, a value of zero is returned. Note that, unlike a 
function, the iszero macro cannot take an expression as an argument. The expression 
iszero (var) is functionally equivalent to an expression of the form (var 	0) but for rea- 
Sons that are beyond the scope of this manual, the macro is considerably more efficient than the 
corresponding expression. 

ikupi 	Table look-up with interpolation/extrapolation 

NUMBER lkupl(tbl, tblnurn, input); 

NUMBER tbl[](3]; 
mt tblnuxn; 
NUMBER input; 

The ikup 1 function is used to perform table look-ups with interpolation. Expressed another way, 
Ikup 1 evaluates continuous piecewise linear functions. 
The first argument (tbl) is the address of an SPSM look-up table, which is an n x 3 array of float-
ing point numbers. The first two columns of tbl contain the (X,Y) pairs that define the piece 
wise linear function. The third column of tbl contains the slope of the segment that starts at the 
(X,Y) pair. SPSM look-up tables are defined in parameter input files, and come in two varieties, 
as perceived by the user. One variety allows the user to specify the (X,Y) pairs, and computes 
the slopes automatically. The other variety allows the user to specify all the X values, the first Y 
value, and the slopes, and computes the remaining Y values automatically. In both cases the 
internal representation of the lookup table is identical and is the same as that expected by the 
lkupl function. 
The second argument of Ikupi is an integer giving the number of rows in tbl. Generally this 
value is another member of the same parameter structure in which the tbl is defined. 
The third argument of ikup 1 is the X value whose corresponding Y value is to be determined. 
Ikup 1 returns the corresponding Y value. 

. 
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0 	lkup2 	Table look-up without interpolation 

NUMBER lkup2(tbl, tblnum, input); 

NUMBER tbl(J[3]; 
mt tblnuxn; 
NUMBER input; 

The lkup2 function is used to perform table look-ups without interpolation. Expressed another 
way, lkup2 evaluates step functions. 
The first argument (tbl) is the address of an SPSM bookup table, which is an n x 3 array of float-
ing point numbers. The first two columns of tbl contain the (X,Y) pairs that define the left-most 
point of each step in the step function. The third column of tbl contains the slope of the segment 
that starts at the (X,Y) pair, but the lkup2 function only makes use of the (X,Y) pairs in the 
look-up table. The slopes, though always present in look-up tables, are not used. 
The second argument of lkup2 is an integer giving the number of rows in tb 1. Generally this 
value is another member of the same parameter structure in which the tbl is defined. 
The third argument of lkup2 is the X value whose corresponding Y value is to be determined. 
lkup2 returns the corresponding Y value. 

maxn 	Find the maximum of two numbers 

NUMBER maxn(x,y); 

NUMBER x; 
NUMBER y; 

The maxn function returns the value of the larger of its two input arguments. 

minn 	Find the minimum of two numbers 

NUMBER minn(x,y); 

NUMBER x; 
NUMBER y; 

The minn function returns the value of the smaller of its two input arguments. 

nneg 	Change negative numbers to zero 

NUMBER nneg(arg); 

NUMBER arg; 

The nneg function returns either zero or the value of arg, whichever is larger. In other words, 
irneg changes negative values to zero, leaving positive values unchanged. 
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pmaddent 	Define and add a parameter 	 0 
The pmaddent function is used to define a new parameter to the SPSM parameter manipulation 
facilities. Please see the SPSM Programmer's Guide for more information. 

quit 	Terminate simulation prematurely 

The quit function is used to terminate the execution of the SPSM in a controlled fashion when a 
condition is detected that makes it unable to continue execution, quit is generally called after 
some sort of fatal error message has been printed. 

round 	Round to nearest integer 

NUMBER round(arg); 

NUMBER arg; 

The round function converts its argument to the nearest whole number. 

taxbakl 	One level tax-back function 

NUMBER taxbdl(inc, exmpt, lvii, rn); 

NUMBER mc; 	,* income subject to tax back 	*/ 
NUMBER exmpt; 	1* exemption on income for tax back 	*7 
NUMBER *lvll; 	/* level of benefit 	 *1 
NUMBER rn; 	/* reduction rate for tax-back 	*7 

The taxbdl function is used to reduce a benefit at a fixed rate based on income in excess of a 
specified exemption level. If the benefit (*lvll)  is reduced to zero, taxbdl returns the amount of 
income 'unused' in the reduction process. In other words, the return value represents the income 
in excess of the break-even income for the benefit. 
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0 	taxbak2 
	

Two level tax-back function 

NUMBER taxbd2(inc, exmpt, lvii, rn, 1v12, rr2) 

NUMBER iric; / income subject to tax back */ 
NUMBER exmpt; 1* exemption on income for tax back */ 
NUMBER *lvli; /* level 	(#1) of benefit 
NUMBER rn; /* reduction rate for tax-back */ 
NUMBER *lvi2; /* level 	(#2) of benefit 
NUMBER rr2; /* reduction rate for tax-back */ 

The taxbd2 function is used to reduce a two-tiered benefit at a fixed rates based on income in 
excess of a specified exemption level. The first tier benefit (*lvll)  is first reduced at rate rn 
based on income (mc) in excess of the specified threshold (exmpt). If the first tier benefit is 
reduced to zero, the second tier of benefit (*1v12)  is reduced at rate rr2 based on remaining 
income, if the second tier benefit (*1v12)  is reduced to zero, taxbd2 returns the amount of 
income 'unused' in the reduction process. In other words, the return value represents the income 
in excess of the break-even income for the benefit. 

vardef 	Define structure member as an SPSM variable 

The vardef function (actually a macro) is used to define a new variable to the facilities of the 
SPSM that make use of variables. Please see the SPSM Pro grammer's Guide for more informa-
tion. 

S 
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